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Various classical methods exist for extracting the zeros of a
polynomial
P(X) = alXN + a2XN- + ... +aN+
where al # 0 and al,a 2 ,...,aN+1 are complex numbers, when N=1,2,3,4.
For polynomials of higher degree, iterative numerical methods must be
used. In this material four iterative methods are presented for approxi-
mating.the zeros of a polynomial using a digital computer. Newton's
method and Muller's method are two well known iterative methods which
are presented. They extract the zeros of a polynomial by generating a
sequence of approximations converging to each zero. However, both of
these methods are very unstable when used on a polynomial which has
multiple zeros. That is, either they fail to converge to some or all
of the zeros, or they converge to very bad approximations of the poly-
nomial's zeros.
This material introduces two new methods, the greates common
divisor (G.C.D.) method and the repeated greatest common divisor (repeated
G.C.D.) method, which are superior methods for numerically approximating
the zeros of a polynomial having multiple zeros.
The above methods were all programmed in FORTRAN IV and comparisons
in time and accuracy are given. These programs were executed on the
IBM 360/50 computer as well as the UNIVAC 1108 and the CDC 6600
computer.
This material also contains complete documentations for six
FORTRAN IV programs. Flow charts, program listings, definition of
variables used in the program, and instructions for use of each program
are included.
PREFACE
Four iterative methods for approximating the zeros of a polynomial
using a digital computer are presented in this material., Chapter I is
an introduction. Chapters II and III contain Newton's and Muller's
methods, respectively. Chapters IV and V present two new methods which
depend upon finding the greatest common divisor of two polynomials.
Chapter VI contains a comparison of the four methods. Flow charts,
FORTRAN IV programs, and complete program documentations for these four
methods are presented in appendicies A through H.
I would like to express my appreciation to the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration,specifically the Manned Spacecraft Center in
Houston, Texas, for their financial support in making this work possible
under grant number NASA NGR 37-002-084. Iwould also like to thank
Randy Snider, a graduate assistant supported by this grant, for the
great deal of work he put in on the FORTRAN programs. In particular,
the material on Newton's and.Muller's Methods included in this paper is
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Frequently in scientific work it becomes necessary to find the
zeros, real or complex, of the polynomial of degree N
P(X) = alX N + a2XN- + . + aNX + aN+1l
where al  0 and the coefficients al,a 2 ,..,aN+1 are complex numbers.
Various classical methods calculate the exact roots of polynomials of
degree 1,2,3, or 4. For polynomials of higher degree, no such methods
exist. Thus, to solve for the zeros of such polynomials, numerical
methods of iteration based on successive approximations must be
employed. In the following material four such methods are given which
are particularly suited for modern high speed computers.
Newton's method is an iterative procedure which generates a
sequence of successive approximations of a zero of P(X) by using the
iteration formula
X n+ = X - P(X )/P (X ).
n+ n n n
An initial approximation to the zero is required to start the iterative
process. Under certain conditions this sequence will converge quadrat-
ically to the desired root. It is, however, necessary to compute the
value of the polynomial and its derivative for each step in the
1
2iterative procedure. Once a zero of P(X) has been found, it is divided
out of P(X), giving a deflated polynomial of lower degree. P(X) is
replaced by the deflated polynomial and the iterative process is
applied to extract another zero of P(X). This procedure is repeated
until all zeros of P(X) have been found. The zeros may then be re-
checked and their accuracy possibly improved by using them as initial
approximations with Newton's process applied to the full (undeflated)
polynomial.
Muller's method is also an iterative procedure generating a
sequence X1'x 2'"'X n.. of successive approximations of a root of
P(X). This method converges almost quadratically near a zero and does
not require the evaluation of the derivative of the polynomial.
Muller's method requires three distinct approximations of a root to
start the process of iteration. A quadratic equation is constructed
through the three given points as an approximation of P(X). The root
of the quadratic closest to Xn is taken as Xn+l, the next approximation
to the zero. This process is then repeated on the last three points of
the sequence. After a root of P(X) has been found, P(X) is deflated,
and replaced in the above procedure by the deflated polynomial. After
all zeros of.P(X) are found from successive deflations, they are
improved as in Newton's method.
The greatest common divisor method reduces the problem of finding
all zeros (possibly multiple zeros) of P(X) to one of extracting the
zeros of a polynomial P1(X) = P(X)/D(X), all of whose zeros are simple.
D(X), the greatest common divisor of P(X) and its derivative, P'(X), is
obtained by repeated application of the division algorithm. Once P1 (X)
is obtained, some suitable method such as Newton's or Muller's method
3is used to find the zeros of P1 (X). By finding all the zeros of Pl(X),
all the zeros of P(X) are obtained. The multiplicity of each zero may
then be determined.
The repeated greatest common divisor method repeatedly uses the
greatest common-divisor method to extract the zeros of P(X) and their
multiplicities at the same time. That is, the repeated greatest
common divisor method reduces the problem of finding the zeros of P(X),
which possibly has multiple zeros, to one of finding the zeros of a
polynomial which has only simple zeros and the zeros of this polynomial
are all the zeros of P(X) of a given multiplicity. The repeated
greatest common divisor method must also use a supporting method such
as Newton's method or Muller's method.
Chapters II-V contain the examinations of these methods. Each
examination includes a development of the method together with the
conditions necessary for convergence of the method, Chapter VI contains
a comparison of the methods giving advantages and disadvantages of
each method.
A complete set of documentations is given for six FORTRAN IV
programs in Appendices A-H. Flow charts, program listings, definition
of variables used in the program, and instructions for use of each
program are included.
It should also be noted that the expressions "zero of a polynomial"
and "root of a polynomial" and the words "zero" and "root" are used
interchangeably in this material.
CHAPTER II
NEWTON'S METHOD
1. Derivation of the Algorithm
Newton's method is probably the most popular iterative procedure
for finding the zeros of a polynomial. This fact is due to the excel-
lent results obtained, the simplicity of the computational routine, and
the fast rate of convergence obtained provided the initial approxima-
tion of a zero is close enough. Also, the method can be applied to the
extraction of complex as well as real zeros.
Consider the polynomial
N N-1
P(X)= alXN+ a2 N-1 +... + aNX + aN+ 1  (2-1)
where al # 0 and the coefficients al,a 2 ,...,aN+1 are complex. The
algorithm for Newton's method can be derived by approximating P(X) by a
Taylor series expansion about an approximation, X0, of a zero, a, of
P(X). Using only the first two terms of the expansion, the expression
P(X) P(XO ) + P (Xo)(X - Xo)
is obtained. If this equation is solved for P(X) = 0, then
0 " P(x) + P'(Xo)(X - xo )
results. Rearranging terms produces
4
50 " P(xo) + P'(X 0) X - P'(Xo) X0
followed by
P' (X) x0  - P(X0 ) P'(x 0 ) x
from which division by P (X0) produces
X0 - P(X)/P (Xo) - X
which is the basic formula for Newton's method. Thus, in general, we
th th
obtain the (n+l) approximation, Xn+l, of a from the n approxima-
tion, X , by
Xn+ Xn - P(X)/P (Xn)' (2-2)
As a result of repeated use of this algorithm, we obtain the sequence
X0,xO,X2,.. ,Xn,... 
(2-3)
of successive approximations of the root, t. It should.be noted that
an initial approximation is necessary to start the iterative process
for each new zero; that is, a polynomial of degree N may require N
initial approximations.
In order to use equation (2-2), it is necessary to compute, for
each X , the value of the polynomial, P(X ), and its derivative,
n n
P (Xn). The division algorithm states that if P(X) and G(X) are
polynomials, then there exists polynomials H(X) and K(X) such that
P(X) = H(X) G(X) + K(X) where K(X) = 0 or deg. K(X) < deg. G(X), From
this expression of P(X), the following remainder theorem ,s obtained:
6Theorem 2.1. If P(X) is a polynomial and c is a complex number, then
the remainder obtained from dividing P(X) by (X - c) is P(c).
The proof of Theorem 2.1 is given in [3,,P. 102]. Thus, P(X) can
be written as P(X) = (X - c) H(X) + R where P(c) - R. P (X) is then
obtained by the following theorem, the proof of which can be found in
[b, PP. 105-106].
Theorem 2.2. If P(X) and H(X) are polynomials and c is a complex num-
ber such that P(X) - (X - c) H(X) +'R where P(c) - R, then the remain-
der obtained from dividing H(X) by (X - c) is P (c).
From synthetic division, an algorithm known as Horner's Method is
acquired for computing P(X ) and P'(X ).
Theorem 2.3. Let P(X) be defined as in equation (2-1) and let d be a
complex number. Define a sequence bl,b2,...,bN+1 by
b = a
bi = a + dbi_ = 2,3,...,N+).
Define another sequence C1,C2,...,c N by
c1 = bl
c b + dc ( = 2,3,...,N)
Then P(d) = bN+1 and P (d) = cN . The elements bl,b2,...,b N are the
coefficients of the polynomial H(X) in Theorem 2.2 when P(X) is divided
by (X - d).
7These formulas are derived in [3, PP. 106-107]. Thus with equation
(2-2) and the iteration formulas of the previous theorem, Newton's
method can now be applied to generate the sequence (2-3) which will
converge to the root, a, if the convergence conditions given in
Theorem 2.4 are satisfied.
A criterion is needed to determine when to terminate the sequence
(2-3); that is, when has a zero been found? For convergence of the
sequence, there must exist a term in the sequence beyond which the
difference between any two successive terms is arbitrarily small.
Therefore, it is desirable to make the quotient IX/Xn+11 sufficiently
near 1. From equation (2-2)
P(X )
n









where P (Xn ) and X 0. Thus, iterations are continued until an Xn n+l n
is obtained such that IP(Xn)/P'(X) I/ X n+ 11 is as small as desired.
After a zero, a, of P(X) has been found, the term (X - a) is syn-
thetically divided out of P(X) by deflation using Theorem 2.3 obtaining
8a polynomial, Pl(X), of degree N-i. The root finding process is then
repeated to extract a zero, al, of P1 (X). P(X) canbe written as
P(X) - (X - a) P1 (X) + R
where R = P(a). But P(a) 0 O. Therefore, substitution produces
P(x) = (x - a) P (X).
Now Pl(al) = 0 implies that P(a ) = O. Hence, al is a zero of P(X).
By the process of root finding and successive deflations, zeros
a0,l,...,N.-1 of the deflated polynomials
P(x) = Po(x),PI (),...,PN-1 ()
respectively, are extracted. Each a (i = 0,1,2,...,N-1) is a zero of
P(X) since each ai is a zero of Pi-1(X),Pi-2(X),...,,P(X),P(X).
After all zeros of P(X) have been found, it may be possible to
improve their accuracy by using them as initial approximations with
Newton's method applied to the full (undeflated) polynomial, P(X). This
should correct any loss of accuracy which may have resulted from the
successive deflations.
2. Convergence of Newton's Method
The following theorem from [2,:PP. 79-81] gives sufficient condi-
tions for the convergence of sequence (2-3).
Theorem 2.4. Let P(X) be a polynomial and let the following conditions
be satisfied on the closed interval [a,bl:
91. P(a) P(b) < 0'
2. P (X) # 0, X- e[a,b].
3. P"(X) is either > 0 or < 0 for all X e [a,b]
4. If c denotes the endpoint of [a,b] at which IP (X)I
is smaller, then IP(c)/P'(c) < b - a.
Then Newton's method converges to the (only) solution, s, of P(X) = 0
for any choice of X0 in [a,b].
When convergence is obtained, it is quadratic; that is,
e 1 F ( ) e 2i+l 2 iF"
where F(Xi) i - P(Xi)/P'(Xi), ni is between Xi and the zero, a, and
ei is the error in Xi. This means that the error obtained in the
th(i+l) h iteration of Newton's algorithm is proportional to the square
of the error obtained in the th iteration. A proof of quadratic con-
vergence can be found in [L, 'P. 31-33].
3. Procedure for Newton's Method
The general procedure for applying Newton's method is enumerated
sequentially as follows, starting with initial approximation X0:
1.. Calculate a new approximation X+1 byn+l
X = X - P(X )/P (Xn).
n+l n n n
2. Test for convergence; that is, test
IP(Xn)/P'()l n+1
for some E chosen as small as desired.
3. If convergence is obtained, perform the following:
10
a. Save X as the desired approximation to
a zero of P(X).
b. Deflate P(X) using Xn+'.
c. Replace P(X) by the deflated polynomial.
d. Return to step 1 with a new initial
approximation.
4. If no convergence is obtained, increase n by 1 and
return to step 1.
In order to prevent an unending iteration process in case the
method does not produce convergence, a maximum number of iterations
should be specified. If convergence is not obtained within this number
of iterations, change the initial approximation and return to step 1
above.
4. Geometrical Interpretation of Newton's Method
A geometrical interpretation of Newton's method is given in
Figure 2.i.Xi is an approximation to the zero, a. P (Xi) is the slope
of the line tangent to P(X) at Xi.  Xi+1 is the intersection of the
tangent line with the x axis.
5. Determining Multiple Roots
if P(X) has m distinct zeros, then P(X) can be written as
eI  e2  em
P(X) = al ( - ) (X - a2 ) ... (X - a )m, (m < N)
where ai is a zero of P(X) and ei is the multiplicity of
a1 (i = 1,2,...,m). Consider the root aj. Dividing out the term
(X - tj) by deflating P(X) gives PI(X) of degree'N-1 which canbe
written as
el e2  e- l e.
P(X) = (X - l) (X -c 2) .. (X - a) ... (X - am)
Evaluating P1(X) at the zero, aj, gives Pl(a~) 0 if e > 1. Thus,
after a zero, a, of P(X)'is determined by Newton's iterative process
and the current polynomial is deflated giving P1 (X), then Pl(a) is
evaluated. If Pl(a) < e for some small number c, a is a root o P1(X)
and thus has multiplicity at least equal to two. P1 (X) is then de-
flated giving P2(X). If P2 (a) < , a is of multiplicity at Leapt three.
This process. is continued until a deflated polynomial Pk(X) is encoun-
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Figure 2.1. Geometrical Interpretation of Newton's Method
CHAPTER III
MULLER'S METHOD
1. Derivation of the Algorithm
Muller's method in 14] is an iterative procedure designed to find
any prescribed number of zeros, real or complex, of a polynomial. The
method does not require the evaluation of the derivative and near a.
zero the convergence is almost quadratic.
Consider the polynomial
N N-1
P(X) alXN+ a2 N-+ ... + aNX + aN+ (3-1)
with complex coefficients such that al 0. Given three distinct.
approximations, X 2 ,X ,X, to a root, a, of P(X), the problem is to
determine Xn+l in such a way as to generate a sequence
Xl,X2 ,X3 ,...,Xn ,Xn+,... (3-2)
of approximations converging to ac. The points (X ,P(Xn )),
n-2 n-2
(X 1 , P(Xn-), and (Xn P(Xn)) determine a unique quadratic polynomial;.
Q(X), approximating P(X) in the vicinity of Xn2 ,X_,Xn. A general
proof of this can be found in [2, PP. 133-134]. Thus, the zeros of Q(X)
will be approximations of the zeros of P(X) in this region of approxima-"
tion. From the general representation in [;,. P. 184] of the Legrangian,
interpolating polynomial, the representatiod of Q(X) is given by,
12
13
(X,- X )(X - X 2 )Q(x) (X - X1 )(X - X2 ) P(x )
n n-1 n n-2
(X - Xn ) (X - Xn P) (X
(X - X )(X - X )
n-2 n n-2  Xn-
Q(X) Q(X - xn + X )
(X- n  + - )(X - X + X -
n-l n n n-l n-l n
-x -_P(X)
(X - Xn1)(Xn - X X -X n2 )
(X - x)(X - X + X -X x -X )
n --- nn n-i n-l n-2P(X
(X -X )(X - x ) n-2
In order to simplify this expression, introduce the quantities
h X-X h X-X
n n n-l' n.
Then
Q(X) = Q(Xn + h)
(h + h n )(h + h n + h -)
hn(h n + hn i ) P(X)




h(h + h )
+ P(x 2 )(h + h n-)hn 1  n-
h2 +2hn-1 n
2 2h + 2hh + hh + h + h h
n n-l n n n-P(XP(x)
h + hh
n n n-1
h + hh + hh
hn n-i
.. . P(x )Sh n-i
h2 + hh
+ P(X2 n-2h h + hn2
n n-i n-1
Collecting terms containing like powers of h produces
Q(X) " Q(Xn + h)
P(X )  P(X n-) P(X 2 )
h + h h n n-l h h + hn2
n n n- h n n-i n-1
(2h + h ) P(X )  (h + hn_ ) P(Xn )  i P(X )n n-1 n n n-1 n-1 + n n-2
2+ hh 2h n h n n n-l h h + h
n n n-1 n n-i n-1
h (h + h n- ) P(Xn)
h +hh
n n n-i
P(Xn) hn- P(X ) P(Xn 2 )
hh hh +-2-h
-- -
hn2hn-l +hnhn 1 h n n- hnn
(2hh + h 2) P(X ) (h + h )P(X ) h P(X )
h h + h hh n n-l hh +n n-1 n n-1 n n-1 n-1
15
2 2(hn2 hnl + hlhn) P(X n )
h 2h +h h 2n n-1 n n-1
Using the common denominator, hn h + h h- and combining terms
n n-1 n n-1
yields
n + h) P(Xn) h n  - P(X)-l (h + h n-) + P(X -2) h n  2(hnhn1 h n -1nn-n )nP 2(Q(Xn + h) h 2  2  h
h h +hh h
nn n- n n-
( 2h h + h 2 ) P(X (h + h 2 P(Xn )
n n-1 n-1 n n n-1 n-1 n n-2 W4
+ 2
h h + h h
nn n- n n-
2h 2
n n-i n n-
Multiplying by hn/h
n P(hn hn





n n ' ri- n( + h) P(X) - + P(X )+ (X
nh n-2 h












Let qn - and q -- . Then
n-l n
(Kn )2 - P2X )(q 2 2
Q (X + h) n +n n2 n 2
n q +1
(2 qn+l) P(X) - (qn+l) 2  (Xnl)+ q 2 PXn 2 )
qn+ q
(q +1) P(X )
q +1
Now let
An n P(X)n - n(qn+1) P(Xn-_l +i q n 2 P(Xn-2)
B = (2q +1) P(Xn) - (q +l)2 P(Xn_) + qn P(Xn_2 )n n n-2
C = (q n+1) P(X n)n n n
Then
Q(Xn + h) Q(X + qh )
and
2A q +B q + C
Q(X + qh ) -n nn
n n q +1
n
17
Solving the quadratic equation Q(Xn + qhn) = 0 and denoting the result,
by qn+l gives:
-B + B 2 - 4A C
n - n nn
n+l 2A
n






Xn+l = X +h q+1 n n in+1
In order to avoid loss of accuracy, qn+1 can be written in a
better form as follows:
2 2
- B +B - 4A C B + B -4A Cn- n n n n- n nn
qn+l 2A
n 2B + B - 4AC
n- n nn
2 2
-B +B -4ACn n nn
2A (B + -4AC)
n n- n nn
- 2C
nqn+l (3-3)n+12
B + B - 4A C
n -- n n
The sign in the denominator should be chosen such that the magnitude of,
the denominator is largest, thus causing Iqn+11 to be smallest. This,
in turn, will make X closest to X .n+l n
18
Note that each iteration of this process requires three approxima-
tions,' Xn_2,Xn1,X , in order to compute Xn+. Thus, when X is
found, X ,X X are used to compute Xn+2; that is, the last three
terms of the generated sequence are used to compute the next term.
Convergence of the sequence (3-2) to a zero is obtained when the
elements Xk and Xk+1 of the sequence are found such that
IXk+l k < E, Xk+ 1  0;
IXk+ll
that is, the ratio of the change in the approximation to the approxima-
tion itself is as small as desired.
In order to use the iterative formulas, it is necessary to compute
the value, P(X.), of the polynomial P(X) at the approximation Xj. The
procedure for doing this is discussed in Chapter II, i. The itera-
tion formulas are given in Theorem 2.3 of Chapter II.
After a zero, ac, of P(X) has been found, P(X) is deflated as
described in Chapter II, § 1, and the process repeated to extract a
zero, a,, of P1 (X). By applying Muller's method to successively
deflated polynomials, all the zeros of P(X) are obtained. For more
detailed discussion of this procedure see Chapter II, i1, keeping in
Mind that Muller's instead of Newton's method is used.
Muller's method requires three initial approximations to a zero in
order to start the iteration process. If three are not known, the
values Xl = -1, X2 = 1, X3 = 0 can be used.
Convergence of Muller's method is almost quadratic provided the
three initial approximations are sufficiently close to a zero of P(X).
This is natural to expect since P(X) is being approximated by a
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quadratic polynomial. Quadratic convergence means that the error
obtained in the (n+l)th step of the iterative process is proportional-
to the square of the error obtained in the nth iteration. However, no
general proof of convergence has been obtained for Muller's method. It
has produced convergence in the majority of the cases tested.
In application of Muller's method, an alteration should be made to
handle the case in which the denominator of equation (3-3) is zero (0).
This occurs whenever P(Xn) = P(X ) = P(X ). If this happens, set
qn+l = 1.
Another alteration which should be made in actual practice is to
compute the quantity IP(Xn+ 1)I/ IP(Xn)I whenever the value P(Xn+l) is
calculated. If the former quantity exceeds ten (10), qn+l is halved
and hn, Xn+, and P(Xn+1 ) are recomputed accordingly.
2. Procedure for Muller's Method
The basic steps performed by Muller's method are listed sequen-
tially as follows, starting with initial approximations X1, X2, and X3.
1. Compute hn, qn, Dn, Bn, Cn, qn+l as defined previously.
2. Compute the next approximation X by
n+l
X n+l Xn + hn q4n+l
3. Test for convergence; that is, test
Xn+ 1 - XnIXn+ll < C
for some suitably small number e.
4. If the test fails, return to step 1 with the last
three approximations Xnl X n, Xnn+l' n n-l
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5. If the test passes, do the following:
a. Save Xn+1 as the desired approximation
to a zero.
b. Deflate the current polynomial using Xn+1.
c. Replace the current polynomial by the
deflated polynomial.
d. Return to step 1 with a new set of initial
approximations.
In order to avoid an unending iteration process in case the method
does not produce convergence, a maximum number of iterations should be
specified. If convergence is not obtained within this number of itera-
tions, the initial approximations should be altered.
3. Geometrical Interpretation of Muller's Method
Figure 3o.o shows the geometrical interpretation of Muller's method
for real roots of P(X) and the quadratic Q(X). The root of Q(X) closest
to Xi is chosen as the next approximation Xi+1 '
4. Determining Multiple Roots




Figure 3 Geometrical Interpretation of Muller's Method X
Figure 3.1.Geometrical Interpretation of Muller's Method
CHAPTER IV
GREATEST COMMON DIVISOR METHOD
1. Derivation of the Algorithm
The greatest common divisor (g.c.d.) method reduces the problem of
finding all the zeros of a polynomial, possibly having multiple zeros,
to one of solving for zeros of a polynomial all of whose zeros are
simple,
Consider the N th degree polynomial
P(X) = a XN + a2 X N - 1 + ... + aNX + aN+
where al # 0 and al,a 2 ,...,aN+ 1 are complex numbers. If P(X) has m
distinct zeros, ala 2 ,. .m,' then P(X) can be expressed in the form
el e2  e
P(X) = al(X - al) (X - a2) 2 _ (X - am m (4-1)
where e. is the multiplicity of ai, i = 1,2,,,.,m. The derivative of
P(X) is
P (X) = N a XN- + (N-l) a2XN-2 + ... + a N




el-l e2-1 e -1




The greatest common divisor of P(X) and P (X) is obtained from the
following theorem.
Theorem 4.1. Let P(X) be an Nth degree polynomial having m distinct
zeros al, 2,..',am of multiplicity el,e 2 ,...,em respectively. Then the
polynomial
e-1 e2-1 e -L
D(X) = (X - al 1)  (X- a 2 ) 2 . (X - m
is the unique monic greatest common divisor of P(X) and its derivative
PI (X).
Proof. Since the set of all polynomials over the complex number field
is a unique factorization domain and since each factor X - a. is irre-
1
ducible, it follows from(4-1) and (4-2) that D(X) is the unique monic
greatest common divisor of P(X) and P (X).
It follows from Theorem 4.1 that each zero of D(X) is also a
zero of P(X) and P (X). Hence we have the following result.
Theorem 4.2. If P(X) is a polynomial, then P(X) and P'(X) are rela-
tively prime if and only if P(X) has no multiple zeros.




m mSe m e.-1
= al (X - a) II (x - a.)
i=l i=1
m
= a (X - a.i).
i=l
The zeros of H(X) are all simple zeros and are also all the distinct
zeros of P(X). Use of the g.cod. method involves computation of H(X)
when given P(X).
In order to obtain H(X), a computational algorithm is necessary to
find the g.c.d. of P(X) and P (X). The general method for computing
the g.c.d. of two polynomials is as follows: Let RO(X) and R1 (X) be
two polynomials having degrees NO and N1 respectively such that
N 1 <N O . The g.c.d, of RO(X) and R1 (X) is desired. By the division
algorithm, there exists polynomials S1 (X) and R2 (X) such that
R0 (X) = R1 (X) S1 (X) + R2 (X)
where either R2 (X) = 0 or deg. R2 (X) < deg. R (X). Similarly if
R2 (X) # 0, there exists polynomials S2 (X) and R3 (X) such that
R1 (X) = S2 (X) R2 (X) + R3 (X)
where either R3 (X) = 0 or deg. R 3 (X) < deg. R2 (X). Continuing in the
above manner, suppose Ri(X) and R i+(X) have been found where
deg. Ri+1(X) < deg. Ri(X). Then there exists polynomials Ri+ 2 (X) and
Si+ (X) such thati+1
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R(X) = R (X) S (X ) + R (X)1 1i+1 i+l i+2
where either R (X) = 0 or deg. R +2 (X) < deg. R +(X). Then we obtaini+2 i+2 i+1
a sequence R0 (X),R 1 (X),...,RK(X),RK+l(X) such that
deg. Ri(X) < deg. R _I(X), i = 1,2,o..,K+L Since a polynomial cannot
have degree less than zero, the above process, in a finite number of
steps (at most N1 ), results in polynomials RK_I(X), SK(X) and RK(X)
with deg. RK(X) < deg. RK-1(X) such that
RK-1(X) = RK(X) SK(X) + R++I(X)
and R K+(X) = 0.
Theorem 4.3. Let the sequence RO(X),R1(X),.o.,RK(X),RK+l(X) be defined
as above. Then RK(X) is the greatest common divisor of R(X) and
R1(X).
Proof. It is clear that R~(X) divides R_(X)o If IR(X) divides R.(X)
for 0 < j < i < k, then R.(X) = Rj+ (X) S j+(X) + Rj+2(X). Thus, RK(X)
divides R (X) and it follows by induction that RK(X) divides both R0 (X)
and R (X). By reversing the inductive argument given above, it is easy
to see that if L(X) divides R0 (X) and R1 (X), the L(X) divides Ri(X) for
i = 0,1,...,K. Therefore, L(X) divides RK(X) which shows that RK(X) is
the greatest common divisor of RO(X) and RI(X).
The above theorem tells how to obtain the greatest common divisor
of two polynomials. A machine oriented method is now developed for
computing the sequence of R (X)'s. Beginning the sequence with R0 (X)
and R1 (X), the polynomial Ri+ 1 (X) of the sequence is derived from R (X)1
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and R. (X) as follows: Let R. (X) of degree N. be given by
R (X)i-1
N. N. -1i-1 1-1
= r X + r-1,2 X + ... + ri-1,N X + ri-lNi +1
and R.(X) of degree N, be given by
1 1
N. N.-l
1 1R.(X) = r. X + r X + + +r X + r1 i,l i,2 iN. i,No+l
1
where Ni < Ni.l. Define U1(X) by
N. i-l-N
U1 (X) = (ri I/ri) Xi - i .
Then define T1 (X) by
T1 (X) = R.i_(X) - U1 (X) Ri (X)
N.
+ [r - r , (r il/ r i ,)] X
N. -1
+ [r i1, 2 - ri, 2 (r l..Lr 1 )] Xii )
+ [ri-1,N +1 - riN +1 (r, i,1
where r.i, = 0 for j > N +1.
We consider three cases.
(1). If T1 (X) = 0, then R (X) = RK(X); that is, Ri(X) is
the g.c.d. of RO(X) and R1 (X).
(2) If T 1(X) # 0 and deg. T1 (X) < Ni, then Ri+1 (X) = T1 (X).
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(3) If T1 (X) # 0 and deg. T1(X) = M1 > Ni., then define
U2 (X) by
U2 (X) = (tl, /r. ) X
where
T1(X) = tl, X + t1, 2 X + ... + t ,M1 X + tlM+
Define T2 (X) = T1(X) - U2 (X) Ri(X) which can be expressed by
T 2 (X) = [t 1 - (t 1 ,/ ri,) ri,] X 1
M -2
+ [t1,2 - (t, 1 /r,) r,2] X
+ [tM1+1 - (tl 1  ri, ) ri,M1 +1
where r. i = 0 for j > N.+1. We again consider the following three
cases.
(1) If T2 (X) = 0, then R (X) is the g.c.d. of RO(X)
and R1(X).
(2) If T2 (X) # Q and deg. T2 (X) < deg. Ri(X), then
Ri+1 ( X ) = T2 (X).
(3) If T2 (X) # 0 and deg. T2 (X) = M2 > Ni, then define
U3(X) by
U3()M2 -N
(X) = (t 2  r ) X 23 :.
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where
2 M2 - XT2 (X) = t2,1 X + t 2 , 2 X + ... + t,M2 X + t2,M2+
Since deg. Ti+ (X) < deg. Ti(X), then this process is finite (not to
exceed Ni-) ending, for some integer S, in TS(X ) such that
(1) TS(X) = 0 and R (X) is the g.c.d. of RO(X) and R1 (X) or
(2) TS(X) O0 but deg. TS(X) < deg. Ri(X), in which case
Ts (X) = Ri+l(X) .
Thus, using this algorithm and given R0 (X) and R1 (X), the sequence
RO(X),R1(X),R2(X),...,Ri(X),Ri+1(X) can be generated such that either
(1) Ri+1(X) = 0 and R.(X) is the g.c.d. of RO(X) and
RI(X) or
(2) Ri+ (X) # 0 and Ni+1 < N.. In a finite number of
iterations, RK(X), the g.c.d. of RO(X) and R(X),
can be obtained.
Recall that we wanted to obtain the polynomial H(X) = P(X)/D(X)
where D(X) is the g.c.d. of P(X) and P'(X). Thus, after obtaining D(X)
by the above algorithm, it is necessary to divide P(X) by D(X) obtain-
ing H(X) all whose zeros are simple.
Once H(X) is'obtained, an appropriate method such as Newton's
method or Muller's method is applied to extract the zeros of H(X). This
gives all the zeros of P(X).
As in Newton's or Muller's method, the zeros may be checked for
accuracy and possibly improved by using them as initial approximations




After all zeros of P(X) are found, the multiplicity of each zero
can be determined by the process outlined in Chapter II, § 5.
3. Procedure for the G.C.D. Method
The basic steps performed by the greatest common divisor method
are listed sequentially as follows:
1. Given a polynomial, P(X), in the form
P(X) = alXN+ aXN-1 + ... + aX + aN+
2. Calculate the derivative, P (X), of P(X) in the form
P'(X) = blXN-1 + b2 N-2 + ... + bN where b1 = Nal'
b2 = (N-l)a2 ,...,bN = aN.
3. Find D(X), the g.c.d. of P(X) and P'(X) using the
algorithms developed above.
4. Calculate H(X) = P(X)/D(X), the polynomial having
only simple zeros.
5. Use some appropriate method to extract the zeros.
of H(X).
6. Determine the multiplicity of each of the zeros
obtained in step 5.
CHAPTER V
REPEATED GREATEST COMMON DIVISOR METHOD
1. Derivation of the Algorithm
The repeated greatest common divisor (repeated g.c.d.) method makes
repeated use of the g.c.d. method to extract the zeros and their mul-
tiplicities of a polynomial with complex coefficients. That is, the
repeated g.c.d. method reduces the problem of finding the zeros of a
polynomial, P(X), which possibly has multiple zeros, to one of finding
the zeros of a polynomial which has only simple zeros and the zeros of
this polynomial are all the zeros of P(X) of a given multiplicity.
Let
P(X) = alX N + a2 XN - 1 + ... + aNX + aN+l
e e e
= al(X - al ) 1 (X - a2 ) 2 ... (X - am m
where al # 0, each a. is a complex number, and alN2,...,' m are the
distinct zeros of P(X) having multiplicity el,e 2 3 .. ,em, respectively.
If D1(X) is the monic greatest common divisor of P(X) and P'(X), then
Theorem 4.1 shows that
el-L e2-1 e -1
DI(X) = (X - a 1) (X - a2) ... (X- am) m
where we assume that if e. = 1, then X - a. does not appear in the
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representation. Let D2 (X) be the monic greatest common divisor of
D1(X) and D1 (X). Then
el-2 e2-2 e -2
D2(X)= (X - al) (X - 2)  .. (X- m)
where we assume that if e. < 2, then X - a. does not appear in the
representation. From the above it is clear that the zeros of D1 (X) are
just the multiple zeros of P(X) to one lower power. The zeros of D2 (X)
are just the multiple zeros of DI(X) to one lower power. Thus, the
zeros of D2 (X) are just the zeros of P(X) which have multiplicity
greater than two, and their multiplicity in D2 (X) is reduced by two.
Therefore, it follows that
Gl(X) = [P(X)/D 1 ( X ) ] / [ DI (X)/D 2 (X)] = P(X)D 2 (X)/ [ D 1 (X)]
has only simple zeros and they are just the simple zeros of P(X). In
general if D.(X) has been defined for 1 < j < i and if D i+(X) is the
monic greatest common divisor of D.(X) and D.(X), then the zeros of
2 1
D i+(X) are the multiple zeros of D.(X) to one lower power. Thus, the
zeros of D i+(X) are just the zeros of P(X) which have multiplicity
greater than i+l and their multiplicity in Di+ (X) is reduced by i+l.
It follows that
Gi(X) = [D i_ ( X) / Di ( X ) ] / [ D i ( X ) / D i + I (X)]
= D i_(X) Di+ (X)/[Di(X)]2
has simple zeros and they are just the zeros of P(X) that have
multiplicity i. Thus, we have proven the following theorem.
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Theorem 5.1. Let P(X) = alXN + a2XN-1+ ... + aNX + aN+ 1 where al # 0
and al,a 2 ,...,aN+1 are complex numbers. If DO(X) = P(X) and if
Di+(X) is the monic greatest common divisor of D.(X) and D'(X) fori+
i > 0, then
G.(X) = Di-(X) D (X)/[Di(X)]2
has only simple zeros and they are just the zeros of P(X) that have
multiplicity i.
Thus, by the above theorem we can generate a sequence of polynomials
Gl(X),G 2 (X),...,GK(X) where the set of zeros of P(X) is the same as the
set of zeros of this sequence and the multiplicity of each zero in
P(X) is given by the corresponding subscript on G(X). Therefore, by
using a method such as Newton's method of Muller's method to calculate
the zeros of each Gi(X), we will have the zeros of P(X) along with
their multiplicities.
2. Procedure for the Repeated G.C.D. Method
The basic steps performed by the greatest common divisor method
are listed sequentially as follows:
1. Given a polynomial, P(X), in the form
P(X) = al XN + a2XN-1 + ... +aNX+ aN+1l
2. Set D0 (X) = P(X).
3. Calculate the derivative, DO(X), of DO(X) in the
form
D ( X ) = blXM- + b2 M- 2 + ... + bM
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where deg. D0(X) = M, D0(X) = dlXM + ... + dM+l
and b1 = Mdl, b2 = (M-l)d2 , ... , bM = dM.
4. Find D1 (X), the g.c.d. of D0 (X) and Do(X) using the
algorithms developed in Chapter IV.
5. Similar to 3., calculate D1(X).
6. Find D2 (X), the g.c.d. of D1 (X) and D1 (X) using the
algorithms developed in Chapter IV.
7. Calculate G(X) = D0 (X) D2 (X)/[D1(X)]2
8. Use some appropriate method to extract the zeros of
G(X) and assign these zeros the correct multiplicity
as zeros of P(X).
9. Set D0 (X) = D1 (X), D0 (X) = D1 (X), and D1(X) = D2 (X).




In order to compare Newton's, Muller's, the greatest common
divisor, and the repeated greatest common divisor methods, we consider
the polynomials as being divided into the following classes:
1. polynomials with all distinct zeros.
2. polynomials with multiple zeros.
The comparisons in the following material are results of tests
made on the IBM 360/50 computer which has. a 32 bit word. The programs
were successfully run on the CDC 6600.and the UNIVAC 1108 which have a.
60 bit word and a 36 bit word respectively. It was noted that the
UNIVAC 1108 is about 15 times faster than the IBM 360/50. The CDC 6600
is faster than the UNIVAC 1108 but the .difference is not as great as
that between the UNIVAC 1108 and the IBM 360/50.
1. Polynomials With all Distinct Zeros
First we consider the class of polynomials having distinct zeros.
Newton's method is particularly suited for this class of polynomials.
Its quadratic convergence is very fast which can save time and money to
the user. The accuracy obtained is excellent as shown in Exhibit 6.1
which presents the zeros of a 15th degree polynomial in double precision.




Muller's method also produces good results on this class of poly-
nomials. The rate of convergence is, however, somewhat slower than
Newton's method. This fact is especially significant when working with
polynomials of high degree. The accuracy obtained by Muller's method
is comparable to, but does not exceed that of Newton's method. In most
cases, the accuracy of the two methods does not differ by more than one
or two decimal places. Exhibit 6.2 shows results of Muller's method
for the polynomial of Exhibit 6.1. As in Newton's method, convergence
is produced for almost any initial approximation given.
The g.c.d. method, whether used with Newton's or Muller's method
as a supporting method on this class of polynomials, is no better than
Newton's or Muller's method alone. The reason for this is that the
greatest common divisor of the polynomial, P(X), and its derivative is
1. Thus, H(X) = P(X)/g.c.d. P(X) = P(X); that is, the polynomial
solved by the supporting method is the.same as the original polynomial.
Thus, in this case the g.c.d. method will not produce better results
than the supporting method used alone. The above comments also hold
for the repeated g.c.d. method.
Thus, this class of polynomials presents no difficulty to any of
these four methods. Newton's method, because of its speed, is there-
fore recommended.
2. Polynomials With Multiple Zeros
Next consider the class of polynomials containing multiple zeros.
Exhibits 6.3 - 6.26 illustrate output from six different programs using
the methods described in Chapters II - V. Four polynomials are used
where the zeros of these polynomials are listed below. The number in
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parentheses indicates the multiplicity of that zero.
Polynomial #1 Polynomial #2 Polynomial #3 Polynomial #4
2+2i (3) -2.33 (1) 2+2i (3) 1+i (6)
1+2i (2) .003 (2) 1+2i (2) 1-i (6)





Note the relationship between polynomials. #1 and #3.
This class presents considerable difficulty for Newton's method,
especially those polynomials containing zeros of high multiplicity or
containing a considerable number of multiple zeros. The iteration
formula for Newton's method is
X n+= X - P(X ) / P (X).
If c is a multiple zero then P(c) = P'(c) = 0. Hence, as X - c,n
P(X n ) 0 and P(X n) - 0 and the iteration formula may be unstable,
resulting in no convergence or bad accuracy. As the number of multiple
zeros increases, the polynomial becomes more ill-conditioned, conver-
gence becomes more difficult, and accuracy is lost. Thus, the possi-
bility of convergence decreases. This also holds true if the multi-
plicities of the zeros are increased. The rate of convergence of
Newton's method is much slower for multiple: zeros than for distinct
zeros. Exhibit 6.3 shows a polynomial (#1) containing two multiple
zeros solved in double precision. Note the following from Exhibit 6,3.
1. Roots #2 and #3 are greatly..improved by iterating
on the original polynomial. Distinct roots are
usually improved in this manner.
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th2. The time taken: to solve this 6th. degree equation with
multiple roots is greater than: the -time taken by -the
th
same program to solve a 15h degree polynomial with
all distinct roots (Exhibit.6 1 )1.
3. Root #2 did not pass the.convergence test after 200
iterations even: though it was' improved. This is
probably due to the fact that the polynomial from
which root 2 was extracted had only one multiple
root but the original polynomial from which it was
extracted the second time had two multiple roots;
that is, the original polynomial is more ill-conditioned.
4. The accuracy of the roots before the attempt to
improve accuracy is very poor .. Root #2 is accurate
to only three decimal :places. as:compared to the 15
decimal places in Exhibit 6.1 for distinct roots.
Root #3 is especially bad, theimaginary part being
accurate to only one decimal place.
Exhibit 6.4 uses polynomial #2. Note the poor results obtained
before the attempt to improve accuracy and. .the improvement afterward.
Also note that after the attempt to .improve accuracy, one of the zeros,
namely 3i, is lost and an extra zero, namely..l..5, is included in the
list (Se Apendx A 5 .).-5list. (See Appendix A, § 4.) A convergence requirement of 10- 5 was
used on this polynomial to.get it to converge to all of the zeros in a
maximum number of 200 iterations.
In many cases, Newton's method fails ..toconverge altogether.
Polynomial #3 could not be solved using Newton's method with a maximum
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-9-number of 200 iterations and a convergence requirement of 10
Exhibit 6.5 illustrates the bad results.for-acononergence requirement
of 10- which was needed in order to get.convexgence. In Exhibit 6.6
a convergence requirement of 10- 3 was-needed in order to get convergence
to the zeros of polynomial #4.
Muller's method also encounters difficulty, although to a lesser
degree than Newton's method, on this class of polynomials. In most
cases, Muller's method produces convergence even when Newton's method
completely fails. Newton's method completely failed for polynomials
#3 and #4 with a convergence requirement.of 10- 9 but convergence was
obtained using Muller's method as shown inExhibits 6.9 and 6.10. The
accuracy obtained by Muller's method is notgood but usually better
than Newton's method using the same convergence requirement. The rate
of convergence of Muller's method is considerably slower for multiple
zeros than for distinct zeros. However,.for multiple zeros, Muller's
method is as fast or faster than Newton's.:. .
The g.c.d. method is perfectly suited f.or polynomials with multiple
zeros. All multiple zeros are removed leaving only a polynomial of
class 1 (all distinct roots) to be solved. _-This indicates that best
results should be obtained by using Newton's-method as the supporting
method, since Newton's method enjoys. the advantage of speed over
Muller's method for distinct zeros. This has:.indeed proved to be true.
The accuracy of the zeros obtained decreases, somewhat, when the number
of multiple zeros is increased.. This is due.to accuracy lost in
computing the g.c.d. and the quotient polynQmial and not as a result-
of the supporting method. It is easy to see that the accuracy of the
g.c.d. method is best when the degree of the greatest common divisor of
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P(X) and P'(X) is maximum. This is due to .the.fact that the error in
the greatest common divisor is minimized in this case. The accuracy
obtained using Newton's- method and Muller's meathod as supporting
methods is about the same. This is verified by Exhibits 6.11 - 6.14
(g.c.d. method with Newton) and Exhibits 6.15 - 6.18 (g.c.d. method with
Muller).
Multiplicities are determined with.excellent accuracy. The g.c.d.
method is not as sensitive to zeros of high.multiplicity or polynomials
containing a large number of multiple zeros as are both Newton's and
Muller's methods. A quick comparison of Exhibits 6.11 - 6.14 and
6.15 - 6.18 with Exhibits 6.3 - 6.6 and 6..7-- 6.10 show that the g.c.d.
method with either supporting method is much more accurate than either
Newton's or Muller's method. For example., .Exhibits 6.5 and 6.9 show
polynomial #3 for which Newton's method and Muller's method both gave
poor convergence. But Exhibits 6.13 and 6.17 show very accurate results
for polynomial #3.
The repeated g.cod. method is also. suited verywell for polynomials
with multiple zeros. Exhibits 6.19 - 6..22 .and'Exhibits 6.23 - 6.26
are results of the repeated g.c.d. method .with-.Newton's method and
Muller's method as supporting methods, respectively. However, the
results of the repeated g.c.d. method are not..as.good as those obtained
from the g.c.d. method. Since the repeated -g.c.d. method repeated
uses the g.c.d. algorithm, the error tends to build up in this method
when a polynomial has several zeros of different multiplicities. This
can be observed by comparing Exhibits 6.20and 6.24 with Exhibits 6.12
and 6.16 on polynomial #2 and by comparing Exhibits 6.21 and 6.25 with
Exhibits 6.13 and 6.17 on polynomial #3. As was the case of the g.c.d.
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method, there is little difference between the.repeated g-c.d. method
with Newton's method or Muller's method as a supporting method. This
can be observed by comparing Exhibits 6.19 . 6.22-:. (Newton) with
Exhibits 6.23 - 6.26 (Muller). Even though the-results of the repeated
g.c.d. method are not quite as good as the results- of:the g.c.d. method,
they are far superior to the results of both Newton's method and
Muller's method.
Table 6.1 gives a comparison of the execution times of the six





G.C.D. with Newton 7.51 seconds
G.C.D. with Muller 8.91 seconds
Repeated G.C.D. with Newton 
.7.71 seconds
Repeated G.C.D. with Muller 15.16 seconds
It is clear from Table 6.I that the g.c.d. and the repeated g.cd.
methods are much faster than both Newton's and Muller's method on
These times are from execution runs on the IBM 360/50 WATFOR system.
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polynomials with multiple zeros. Therefore, fo'polytomials with
multiple zeros, the order in which the methods are recommended is as
follows.
1. G.C.D. with Newton.
2. G.C.Do with Muller.
3. Repeated G.C.D. with Newton.
4. Repeated G.C.D. with Muller.
5. Muller.
6. Newton.
NEWTONS METHOD TO FIND ZEROS OF POLYNOMIALS
POLYNOMIAL NUMBER 7 OF DEGREE 15
THE COEFFICIENTS OF PIX) ARE
PI 11 - 0.30000000000000000 01 0.0000000000000000D 00 I
P( 2) = -0.1790000000000000D 02 * -0.00000000000000000 00 1
Pt 3) 0.2010000000OOOOOOODDOOO 02 + -0.65760000000000010 02 I
Pt 4) = 0.1745000000000000D 03 + 0.28436800000000000 03 1
Pt 5) = -0.7594200000000000D 03 * 0.3118080000000000D 03 I
Pt 6) = 0.8274360000000000D 03 + -0.3069040000000000D 04 I
Pt 71 = 0.1329084000000000D 04 + 0.4710624000000000D 04 I
PI 8) = -0.5611860000000000D 04 + -0.1674576000000000D 04 I
Pt 9) = 0.7224756000000000D 04 + -0.1548288000000000D 04 I
P(10) - -0.227699200000000D 04 + .0.30463200000000000 04 I
P(IIl = -0.1241472000000000D 04 + -0.40972800000000000 04 I
PI12) * 0.540280000000000DD 04 + 0.1263488000000000D 04 1
P1131 = -0.6468336000000001D 04 * 0.12364800000000000 04 1
P(141 = 0.14674560000000000 04 + 0.2272000000000000D 02 1
P(15) - -0.10771200000000000 03 + -0.5475840000000000D 03 1
P(16) = 0.3456000000000000D 02 + 0.1267200000000000D 03 I
NUMBER OF INITIAL APPROXIMATIONS GIVEN. 0
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS. 200
TEST FOR CONVERGENCE. 0.10D-09
TEST FOR MULTIPLICITIES. 0.100-01
RADIUS TO START SEARCH. O.OOD 00
RADIUS TO END SEARCH. O.OOD 00
BEFORE THE ATTEMPT TO IMPROVE ACCURACY, THE ZEROS OF PIX) ARE
ROOTS OF P(X) MULTIPLICITIES INITIAL APPROXIMATION
ROOT( 1) - 0.30000000000000000 00 * 0.1609358115166531D-16 I 1 0.4829629115656279D 00 + 0.1294095284438187D 00 1
ROOTI 21 = 0.2000000000000000D 30 + -0.200000000000000D 00 1 1 0.7071067553046346D 00 + 0.7071068070684595D 00 I
ROOTt 31 = -0.2000000000000000D 00 + 0.2000000000000000D 00 1 1 0.3882284792654056D 00 * 0.14488887631171930 01 I
ROOT( 41 = 0.24850261096558030-17 + 0.1000000000000000 D 01 I 1 -0.5176382551966724D 00 + D.1931851608368755D 01 1
ROOTI 51 = -0.1000000000000000D 01 + -0.5321953706459946D-16 1 1 -0.17677671470807TOD 01 + 0.1767766758852015D 01 1
RDDT( 6) = -0.100000000000000 D 01 + -0.99999999999999980 DO I 1 -0.289T7775830749900 01 + 0.7764567463987070D 00 1
ROOT( 7) = -0.31Co0 18759260349D-15 + -0.9999999999999994D 00 I 1 -0.3380740248331229D 01 + -0.90586719408161600 
00 1
ROOT 8) -0.20000000COO00000000 01 * -0.30000000000000000 01 L 1 -0.2828426607107896D 01 + -0.28284276423843900 01 1
ROOT( 9) = 0.1000000000000016D 01 * -0.1009764996352100D-1Z 1 1 -0.1164684801399899D 01 + -0.43466664598733680 01 1
ROOTI10) = 0.20000000000000400 01 + -0.1000000000000032D 01 1 1 0.1294096345098645D 01 + -0.4829628831453027D 01 1
ROOT|II) = 0.1999999999999980D 01 + 0.1385507847222202D-12 I 1 0.3889088292979509D 01 + -0.3889086300072258D 01 1
ROOTE12 * 0.30000000000000010 01 - -0.1417549157449219D-13 I 1 0.5795555393512303D 01 + -0.1552912644268974D 01 1
ROOT(13) - 0.3999999999999998D 01 * 0.400000000000000D3D 01 1 0.6278517357734125D 01 + 0.1682325708247752D 01 I
RDT(14) = 0.9999999999999606D 00 + 0.10000000000000050 01 I 1 SOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD
SR00T(15) - -0.33333333333333340 01 + -0.18503717D7708594D-15 I 1 SOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD
Exhibit 6.1.
AFTER THE ATTEMPT TO IMPROVE ACCUtACY, THE ZEROS OF PIX) ARE
ROOTS OF PIX) MULTIPLICITIES INITIAL APPRORIMATION
RODOT( 11 0.3000000000000000D 00 * 0.332694353705913D-16 I I 0.482962911565S279D 00 * 0.129409528443818TD 00 1
ROOT( Z) * 0.2000000000000000D 00 * -0.20000000000000000 00 1 0.07106bT7553046346D 00 * 0.701068070684595D 00
ROOTI 3) - -0.20000000000000000 0.20000000000000000D 00 I 1 0.38822847926540560 00 + 0.1448888763117193D 01 I
ROOTI 4) * -0.1126043043762753D0-7 * 0.100000000000000CD 01 1 1 -0.5176382551966724D 00 * 0.19318516083687550 01 I
ROOTI 5) * -0.1000000000000000D 01 * -0.18824780305507960-16 I 1 -0.1767767147080701D 01 - 0.1767766758852015D 01 1
ROOTI 61) -0.000000000000003D 31 * -0.1000000000000000D 01 I 1 -0.20977775830749903 01 + 0.776456746398700TD 00 1
ROOT( TI * 0.61318693193791400-16b -0.1000000000000000D 01 1 -0.33807402463312290 01 * -0.905867194081616CD 00 I
RODTI 83 -0.2000000000000000 00O -0.30000000000000OD 01 i 1 -0.28284266071078960 01 + -0.2828427642384390D 01 I
ROOTI 9) - 0.1D00000000000000D 31 * 0.728776548089506D-16 I 1 -0.11646848013998990 01 * -0.43466664598?33680 01 1
RP0OT(IO) - 0.2DD00000000000010 01 -0.99999999999999900 00 i I 0.1294096345098645D 01 * -0.4829628631453027D 01 1
RDDT)Il) - 0.2000000000033003D 31 + -0.39680396208113570-14 I 1 0.3889088Z929795090 01 -0.38890863000722580 01 I
ROOT12) - 0.29999999999999997D 01 0.269688963043748D-14 I I 0.57955553935123030 01 * -0.155291264426B974D 01 I
ROT71131) 0.4000000000000000D 01 4 0.4000000000000001D 01 1 L 0.62785173577341250 01 0.168232570824752D 01 1
ROODTl4 0.9999999999999995D 00 * 0.1000000000000000D 01 1 1 SOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD
ROOTIS * -0.3333333333333340 01 * -0.899806360517638D-16b I 1 SOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD
Exhibit 6.1, Roots Are: -1 - i, 1 + i, -2 - 3i, 2 - i, 3, 2, i, -i,
-10/3, .3, -1, 1, 4 + 4i, -.2 + .2i, .2 - .2i.
MULLERS METHOD FOR FINDING THE ZEROS OF A POLYNOMIAL
POLYNOMIAL NUMBER 7 OF DEGREE 15
THE COEFFICIENTS OF PIXI ARE
PC 11 = 0.30000000000000000 01 + 0.0000000000000000D 00 1
Pf 2)1 -0.1790000000000000D 02 + -0.00000000000000000 00 I
Pt 3) = 0.2010000000000000D 02 + -0.65760000000000010 02 1
Pt 4) - 0.17450000000000000 03 * 0.2843680000000000D 03 1
P 5) = -0.75942000000000000 03 + 0.3118080000000000D 03 1
Pt 61 = 0.8274360000000000D 03 - -0.3069040000000000D 04 1
P( 71 = 0.132908400000000 04 + 0.47106240000000000 04 1
P( 8) = -0.5611860000000000D 04 + -0.1674576000000000D 04 1
P( 91 = O.T224756000000000D 04 + -0.15482880000000000 04 I
P(10) = -0.227699200000000 04 + 0.3046320000000000 04 1
Pill) = -0.1241472000000000D 04 - -0.4097280000000000D 04 I
P(12) = 0.5402800000000001D 04 * 0.1263488000000000D 04 1
P(13) = -0.6468336000000001D 04 + 0.1236480000000000D 04 I
P1141 = 0.1467456000000000D 04 + 0.22720000000000000 02 1
P(15) * -0.10T71200000000000 03 + -0.54758400000000000 03 I
P(16) = 0.3456000000000000D 02 + 0.12672000000000000 03 1
NUMBER OF INITIAL APPROXIMATIONS GIVEN. 0
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS. 200
TEST FOR CONVERGENCE. 0.100-09
TEST FOR MULTIPLICITIES. 0.100-01
RADIUS TO START SEARCH. 0.00D 00
RADIUS TO END SEARCH. 0.00D 00
BEFORE ATTEMPT TO IMPROVE ACCURACY
ROOTS OF PXI MULTIPLICITIES INITIAL APPROXIMATION
R33TI 1) = 0.30000000600 0000000 03 0.3383998751T51B66D-16 I 1 0.48296291156562790 00 - 0.1294095284438187D 00 I
ROOT( 2) = 0.20000000000000000 00 + -0.2000000000C0000D 00 1 1 0.7071067553046346D 00 - 0.7071068070684595D 00 1
ROOTI 3) = 0.99999999999999950 00 * 0.99999999999999970 00 1 1 0.3R822B4792654056D CO - 0.14488887631171930 01 1
ROOT( 4) = -0.238902408313382D-16 * 0.1000000000000000D 01 I I -0.5176382551966724D 00 4 0.1931851608368755D 01 I
RDOTI 5) • -0.10000000C000000 01 + 0.25316292776176400-15 1 1 -0.1767767147080701D 01 + 0.1767766758852015D 01 1
ROOT( 61 = -0.33333333333334D 01 + -0.2144722669087737D-15 1 1 -0.2897777583074990D 01 4 0.77645674639870700 00 1
ROnTI T) = -0.ICOD000000CD0008D 01 4 -0.9999999999999661D 00 I 1 -0.338D7402483312290 01 4 -0.90586719408161600 00 1
ROOT( 8) - -0.20000000000000000010 01 - -0.30000000000000000 01 I 1 -0.2828426607107896D 01 4 -0.2R284276423843900 01 I
ROOTI 9) = -0.1139816730936650D-12 + -0.10000000000001090 01 1 1 -0.1164684801399899D 01 * -0.434666645987336BD 01 1
ROOT(10) = 0.1999999999999879D 01 + -0.9999999999999954D 00 1 1 0.1294096345098645D 01 + -0.4829628831453027D 01 1
R9OT(Il) = 0.29999999999999460 01 * 0.1921891204439124D-14 I I 0.3889088292979509D 01 * -0.3889086300072258D 01 I
RODTI21 0.2000000000000122D 01 * -0.2254154879580170D-12 I 1 0.5795555393512303D 01 + -0.15529126442689740 01 1
RnTi13) = 0.39999999999999990 01 * 0.4000000000000005D 01 1 1 0.62785173577341250 01 + 0.1682325708247752D 01 1
ROOTIAl) . 0.1000000000002080 01 + 0.2297444641937337D-12 I 1 SOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD
ROOT(ISI = -0.Z000000000000366D 0 * 0.20000000000000005950 00 1 1 SOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD
Exhibit 6.2,
.41-
AFTER THE ATTEMPT TO IMPROVE ACCURAtY
ROOTS OF P(r) NULTIPLICITIES INITIAL APPROXIMATION
RnOT( II - 0.30000000000000000 CO 0.3376739462032440-16 I 1 0.48296291156562790 00 * 0.1294095?784438187 00 1
ROOT) 2) - 0.2000000000003000 00 * -0.20000000000000000 00 I 1 O.TOTIO?5530463460 00 + 0.707106807068459DD 00 I
RO1T( 31 - 0.999999999999q9995 00 * 0.1000000000000000 l 1 1 0.38R7847926b5405 00 * 0.144sRRA76317T930 01 1
ROOT( 4) . 0.11S377577515366SD-16 * 0.10000000000000000 01 1 -0.%1763P?551966724D 00 . 0.1931R516083687SS 01 I
ROOTI 5) - -0.1CO0000000000000 01 + -(.9935676030016R48D-17 I I -0.1767767470807010 01 . 0.17677667588570150 01 I
ROOT( 6) * -0.3333333333333334D 01 * -0.19191253971536640-15 I 1 -0.?897775S30749900 01 . 0.77645674639870700 00 I
ROOT( 7) - -0.10000000000000000 01 . -. 999999999999999980 00 I I -0.33807407483i4729D 0 * -0.905I671940 16160D0 CV
PO1T( 81) -0.2000000000000000D 01 * -0.30000000000000000 01 I 1 -0.2828426607107TB96 01 -0.2 2427b423843qOO 01 I
ROT1 9) * 0.552913523382772~D-16 4 -0.10000000000000000 01 1 1 -0.11646R0B013998990 01 -0.434666645973368:01 I
R0OT(101 * 0.20000000000000020 01 * -0.999gqq99999999860 00 I I 0.1294963450986450 01 -0.482962R3145SO2?7001 I
R1OT(111) 0.299999999999999bD 01 4 0.24394773729111440-14 I 1 0.38R90BR2979795D O 01 * -0.38qR9863000725RD P I
RT0R1121 * 0.20000000000000020 01 4 -0.41020504900166570-14 I 1 0.57955553935123030 01 • -0.1552916442689740 001
ROT1il31 * 0.4000000000000000D 01 * 0.40000000000000001 01 I 0.6278T513577341250 01 0.16023257082477520 01 I
ROOT10 14) 0.1000000000000000D 01 0.76824382838570700D-6 1 SOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD
ROOTIS 115 -0.20000000000000000 00 * 0.20D000000000000000 00 1 1 SOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD
-Exhibit 6.2. Roots Are: -1 - i, 1 + i, -2 - 3i, 2 - i, 3, 2, i, -i, -10/3, .3, -1,
1, 4 + 4i, -.2 +.2i, .2 - .2i.
1-
UvI
VPOLYVOr AE. NUMBER I OF DEGREE 6
THE COEFFICIENTS OF P(X) ARE
Pt 1) = 0.1000000000000000D 01 + 0.D0000000000000000 00 1
Pt 2) = -0.7000000000000001D 01 + -0.1050000000000000D 02 I
P( 3) =-0.2B0000OOOOOO000D 02 + 0.5800000000000001D 02 I
P( 4) = 0.1710000000000000D 03 + 0.1500000000000000D 01 I-
PI 5) = -0.73000000000000000D 02 + -0.25100000000000000 03 I
P( 6) - -0.2280000000000000D 03 + 0.10400000000000000 03 1
Pt 71 = 0.72000000000000010 02 + 0.1040000000000000D 03 I
NUMBER OF INITIAL- APPROXIMATIONS GIVEN. 0
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS. 200
TEST FOR CONVERGENCE. 0.10D-09
TEST FOR MULTIPLICITIES. 0.10D-01
RADIUS TO START SEARCH. 0.00D 00
RADIUS TO END SEARCH. 0.000 00
BEFORE THE ATTEMPT TO IMPROVE ACCURACY, THE ZEROS OF PIX) ARE
ROOTS OF P(X) MULTIPLICITIES INITIAL ,APPROXIMATION
ROOT( L) -= 0.9999998836125019D 00 + 0.2000000052138284D 01 1 2 0.4829629115656279D 00 + 0.,1294095284438187 00 1
ROOT( 2) = 0.19967378102574860 01 4 0.1995253821143684D 01 I 3 0.707106T553046346D 00 * 0.TOT1068070684595D 00 I
ROOT( 3) = -0.9902131979974624D 00 + 0.51423843229238120 00 1 1 SOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD
IN THE ATTEMPT TO IMPROVE ACCURACY, ROOT( .21 0.1996737810257486D 01 - 0.1995253821:1436840 01:.1 DID NOT CONVERGE.
THE PRESENT APPROXIMATION AFTER 200 ITERATIONS IS PRINTED BELOb.
AFTER THE ATTEMPT TO IMPROVE ACCURACY, THE ZEROS OF PIX) ARE
ROOTS OF PIX) . U -LTIPLICITIES INITIAL APPROXINATION
ROOT( 11= 0.99999988361250190 00 + 0.200000052138284D 01 I 2 0.4829629115656279) 00 + 0.1294095284438187D 00 1
ROOTI 2) = 0.1999992907503309D 01 + 0.19999594740016890 01 1 3 0.7071067553046346000 * 0.7071068070684595D 00 I
ROOTI 3) = -0.99999999999980 00 + _0.-000000000000000 00 1 - I SOLVEDmBYDIRKTNETlHOD
Exhibit 6.3, Roots Are: 2+2i (3), 1+2i (2), -1+.5i
NEWTONS METHOD TO FIND ZEROS OF POLYNOMIALS
POLYNOMIAL NUMBER 2 OF DEGREE 15
THE COEFFICIENTS OF P(x) ARE
P( 1) = 0.4800000000000000D 02.+ 0.0000000000000000D 00 1
P( 2) = 0.2557120000000000D03 + -0.3840000000000000D 03 1
Pt 3) - -0.7353556800000000D 02 + -0.2189696000000000D 04 1
Pt 4) = -0.3855565696000000D 04 + -0.69468514560000010 04 I
P( 5) = -0.1733386464800000D05 + -0.1420625972800000D 05 1
P( 6) = -0.4967989270400001D 05 + -0.1765857464000000D 05 1
P( 7T = -0.10223945221300000 06 4 -0.60306642320000010 04 1
P( 8) - -0.16427422005600000 06 + 0.4137366230400000D 05 I
P( 94 = -0.2036625888420000DD 06 0.10938992276700001 06 I
P110)"= -0.1871255780010000D 06 - 0.1929865440330000D 06 1
PIll) = -0.12749972985900000'06 + 0.21713412274200000 06 1
Pi12) = -0.28146927168000000D 05 + 0.19284897279600000 06 1
P(13) = 0.1329434434800000D 05 + 0.1038130226550000D 06 I
P(14) = 0.3053900774700000D 05 + 0.29989891413000000 05 1
P(15) = -0.18358990200000000 03 + -0.18276321600000000 03 1
P(16) = 0.27556200000000000 00 + 0.27556200000000000 00 1
NUMBER OF INITIAL APPROXIMATIONS GIVEN. 0
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS. 200
TEST FOR CONVERGENCE. 0.10D-05
TEST FOR MULTIPLICITIES. 0.100-01
RADIUS TO START SEARCH. 0.000 00
RADIUS TO END SEARCH. 0.00D 00
BEFORE THE ATTEMPT TO-IMPROVE ACCURACY, THE ZEROS OF P(X) ARE
ROOTS OF P(X MULTIPLICITIES INITIAL APPROXIMATION
ROOTI 1) = 0.30000007363981840-02 "0.2609394906552981D-08 1 2 0.48296291156562790 00 + 0.1l2940952443818T7 00 I
ROOT( 2) = 0.86266231240991390-04 + 0.10000801737229880 01 I 2 0.7071067530463460 00 4 0.7071068070684595D 00 1
ROOTI 3) 0.5768342464927569D-02 + 0.15081451743165700 01 1 1 0.38822847926540560 00 0.1448886 631171930 01 I
ROOT( 4) = -0.5926634471058762D-32 + 0.14917229999229610 01 I 1 -0.51763825519667240 00 + .0.1931516083687550 01 1
ROOTI 5) = -0.1014904754401601D 01 + -0.10284209313843700 01 1 .1 -0.1767T671470007010 01 * 0.1767766788520150 01 1
ROOTI 6) = -0.23333336178348630 01 + 0.2168624494945200D-05 I 1 -0.2897777583T049900 01 0.7??64567463987070000 I
ROOT( 71 = -C.10185084356785580 01 + -0.97285956027561890 00 1 1 -0.3380740248331229D 01 + -0.905867940816160D 00 I
ROOT( 8) = -0.96654419892828350 00 + -0.99877747895279140 00 I 1 -0.2828426607107896D 01 * -0.2284276423B43900 01 1
ROOT( 9) - 0,2481483709937032D-02 + -0.14978798627107940 01 I 2 -0.1164684801399899D01 . -0.454666659873368D 01 1
ROOT(10) = 0.)560514417537318D 00 + 024952076852120910 01 I 1 0.1294096349098645D 01 * -0.46296288314550270 0o1
ROOT(11) - 0.33256756537607100 00 + 0.3365993627402638D 01 I 1 SOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD
ROT(12) = -0.48371260812910090 00 + 0.3134585687890842D 01 I I SOLVED SY DIRECT METHOD.
AFTER THE ATTEMPT TO IMPROVE ACCURACY, THE ZEROS OF P(X) ARE
Exhibit 64o
-
RDOOTS 0F- PX) U : TVIT CTTTE S INITIAL APPROXIMATION
ROOT( 1) = 0.3000000368372262D-02 + 0.1304067616398651D-08 1 2 0.48296291156562790 '00 * 0.1294095284438187D 00 I
ROOT (2) = 0.6742035082463408D-06 + 0.10000006276927750 01 1 2 0.70710675530463460 00 + 0.7071068070684595D 00 1
ROOT( 3) = 0.7624724932810605D-06 + 0.1500001030008833D.01 1 1 0.38822847926540560 00 * 0.14488887631171930 01 f
ROOT( 4) = -0.6671875662730541D-06 + 0.14999990111650930 01 I 1 -0.5176382551966724D 00 * 0.1931851608368755D 01 I
ROOT( 5) = -0.99999601110180270 00 * -0.10000074938436410 01 1 1 -0.17677671470807010D 01 * 0.1767766758852015D 01 1
ROOT( 61 = -0.2333333333311710D 01 + 0.64990590582774950-,11 1 1 -0.2897T775830749900 01 + 0.77645674639870700 00 1
ROOT( 7) = -0.10000076929704720 01 * -0.99999836986193700 00 1 1 -0.3380740248331229D 01 -0.90586719408161600 00 1
RDOTI 8) = -0.9999951740158410D 00 + -0.99999502636776190 00 1 1 -0.28284266071078960 01 + -0.2828427642384390D 01 1
ROOT( 9) =-0.5924878530578477D-06 + -0.1499999487187738D 01 I 2 - -0.11646848013998990 01 -0.43466664598733680 01. I
ROOTIO) = -0.6093654451589193D-06 + 0.15000010898249810 01 I 1 0.12940963450986450 01 * -0.4829628831453027D 01 I
RDOTI11) = 0.26195991030834680-04 + 0.3000007838671785D 01 1 1 SOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD
ROOT(12) = -0.9819291180928265D-05.+ 0.29999741215895750 01 1 1 SOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD
Exhibit 6.4, Roots Are: -2.33, .003 (2), i (2),
1 5i (2), -L5i (2) 3i (3), -1-i (3)
I
NEWTONS METHOD TO FIND ZEROS OF'nLYNO|MIALS
POLYNOMIAL NUMBER 3 OF DEGREE 8
THE COEFFICIENTS OF P(x) ARE
Pt II = 0.10000000000000000 01 + 0.0000000000000000D 00 1
P( Z2 = -0.500000000000001D 01 + -0.11500000000000000 02 1
P( 3) -0.5175000000000001D 02 + 0.4300000000000001D 02 I
PI 41 = 0.1572500000000000 03 + 0.14462500000000000 03 1
P( 5) = 0.30750000000COO00D 03 + -0.3475000000000000D 03 1
P( 61 = -0.49525000000000000 03 + -0.49487500000000000 03 I
P( 7) = -0.58575000000000010 03 + 0.4247500000000001D 03 I
P( 81 = 0.18100000000000OD 03 + 0.4420000000000001D 03 I
Pf 9) = 0.1580000000000000D 03 + 0.6000000000000001D 01 I
NUMBER OF INITIAL APPROXIMATIONS GIVEN. O
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS. 200
TEST FOR CONVERGENCE. 0.100-05
TEST FOR MULTIPLICITIES. 0.10D-01
RADIUS TO START SEARCH. O.O0D 00
RADIUS TO END SEARCH. 0.000 00
BEFORE THE ATTEMPT TO IMPROVE ACCURACY, THE ZEROS OF P(XI ARE
ROOTS OF P(X) MULTIPLICITIES INITIAL APPROXIMATION
ROOT( i) = 0.99999924980447420 00 + 0.19999984679040900D 01 I 2 0.48296291156562190 00 + 0.1294095284438187D 00 1
ROT( .21 = -0.9921687016776328D 00 + 0.50273964052275640 00 1 2 0.70710675530463460 00 + 0.7071068070684595D 00 1
ROOTI 3) = 0.1916689684272422D 01 + 0.1966959787044516D 01 1 1 0.3882284792654056D 00 + 0.14488887631171930 01 I
ROOT( 4) = 0.20137268061676120 01 + 0.2086055012105922D 01 1 1 -0.51763825519667240 00 + 0.19318516083687550 01 I
ROOT( 5) = 0.2069406641003821D 01 + 0.19469500958857110 01 1 1 SOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD
ROOT( 6) = -0.10154842276975370 01 + 0.49455888811015920 00 I 1 SOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD
AFTER THE ATTEMPT TO IMPROVE ACCURACY, THE ZEROS OF P(K) ARE
ROOTS OF PX) MULTIPLICITIES INITIAL APPROXIMATION
ROOT) 1) = 0.99999962393979710 00 + 0.19999992333489690 01 1 2 0.4829629115656279D 00 + 0.12940952844381870 00 I
ROOT( 21 = -0.99999265391488270 00 + 0.49999755579552720 00 I 2 0.70710675530463460 00 + 0.7071068070684595D 00 1
ROOT( 3) = 0.1999956221578001D 01 + 0.20000208360361000 01 1 1 0.38822847926540560 00 + 0.14488887631171930 01.1
ROOT( 4) = 0.2000005829322T98D 01 + 0.19999524995012820 01 I 1 -0.51763825519667240 00 + 0.19318516083687550 01 I
ROOT( 53 = 0.2000008738509706D 01 + 0.19999500538776400 01 1 1 SOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD
ROOT) 6) = -0.1000005373981587D 01 + 0.49999509201216870 00 1 1 SOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD
Exhibit 6°5° RootsAre: 2+2i (3), 1+2i-(2), -1+.;51 (3)
-
NEWTONS METHOD'TO FIND ZEROS OF POLYNOMIALSr
POLYNOMIAL NUMBER 4 OF DEGREE 12
THE COEFFICIENTS OF PIX) ARE
PI 1) = 0.100000000000 D 01 + 0.0000000O000000000D 00
P( 21 = -0.1200000000000000D 02 + -0.00000000000000000 00 1
P( 3) = 0.7200000000000001D 02 + 0.00000000000000D 00 I
Pf 41 = -0.280000000000000D 03 + -0.00000000000000000 00 I
Pt 5) = 0.7800000000000000 03 + 0.0000000000000000 00 1
Pt 6) = -0.16320000000000000 04 + -0.00000000000000000 00 I
Pt 71 = 0.2624000000000000D 04 - 0.00000000000000000 00 1
Pf 8) = -0.32640000000000000 04 + -0.0000000000000000D 00 I
P( 9) = 0.31200000000000000D 04 + O.00000000000000000 00 i
P(10) = -0.224000000000000D 04 + -0.0000000000000000D 00 I
PIll) = 0.11520000000000000 04 + 0.000OOOOOOOOOOOO0D 00
P(12)= -0.38400000000000000 03 + -0.00000000000000000 00 1
P113) = 0.64000000000000010 02 + 0.00000000000000000 00 I
NUMBER OF INITIAL APPROXIMATIONS GIVEN. 0
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS. 200
TEST FOR CONVERGENCE. 0.100-03
TEST FOR MULTIPLICITIES. 0.100-01
RADIUS TO START SEARCH. 0.000 00
RADIUS TO END SEARCH. 0.OOD 00
BEFORE THE ATTEMPT TO IMPROVE ACCURACY, THE ZEROS OF PIX) ARE
ROOTS OF P(X) MULTIPLICITIES INITIAL APPROXIMATION
ROOT( 1) = 0.99940798033691520 00 + 0.9951391489643941D 00 1I 5 0.48296291156562790 00 * 0.1294095284438187D 00 I
RODTI 21 = O.10200968856097200 01 + -0.54206461303878890 00 1 1 0.70710675530463460 00 + 0.70710680706845950 00 I
ROOT( 31 = 0.1002721106681658D 01 + 0.10233106615266340D01 1 1 0.38822847926540560 00 + 0.14488887631171930 01 1
ROOT( 4) = 0.61899689593614000 00 + -0.79497020137361440 00 1 1 -0.51763825519667240 00 + 0.19318516083687550 01 I
ROOT( 51 = 0.9851422047423414D 0O + -0.13956979981330380 01 1 1 -0.1767767147080701D 01 + 0.17677667588520150 01 1
ROOTI 6) = 0.6515828215165421D 00 + -0.1206987666454936D 01 1 1 -0.28977775830749900 01 + 0.77645674639870700 00 I
ROOT( 7) = 0.1393799984400508D 01 + -0.8271924311176851D 00 I 1 SOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD
ROOT( 81 = 0.13306201994285140 01 + -0.1232093496230541D 01 I 1 SOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD
IN THE ATTEMPT TO IMPROVE ACCURACY, ROOT( 2) = O.1020096865609720D 01 + -0.54206461303878890 00 I DID NOT CONVERGE.
THE PRESENT APPROXIMATION AFTER 200 ITERATIONS IS PRINTED BELOW.
IN THE ATTEMPT TO IMPROVE ACCURACY, ROOT( 5) = 0.98514220474234140 00 + -0.1395697998133038D 01 I DID NOT CONVERGE.
THE PRESENT APPROXIMATION AFTER 200 ITERATIONS IS PRINTED BELOW.
AFTER THE ATTEMPT TO-IMPROVE ACCURACY, THE ZEROS OF PIX) ARE
Exhibit 6.6.
.ROOTS OF PXI ) MULTTPTCITIES 'INITIAL APPROXIMATION
ROOTI 1) = 0.99948113795146260D 00 + 0.9956077586061746D 00 I 5 0.4829629115656279D 00 + 0.1294095284438187D 00 I
ROOT. 21 = 0.99592313317176770 00 + -0.1001781987,6754680 01 I 1 0.70710675530463460D 00 + 0.7371068070684595D 00 I
R00OT( 3) = 0.99585780717884340 00 + 0.10031671344932110 01 I 1 0.38822847926540560 00 + 0.14488887631171930 01 I
ROOT( 41 = 0.99991569963089460 00 + -0.9950302316485232D 00 I 1 -0.51763825519667240 00 * 0.19318516083687550 01 1
ROOT( 5) = 0.9939104218906621D 00 + -0.99411359917024930 00 1 1 -0.17677671470807010 01 + 0.17677667588520150 01 I
ROOT( 6) = 0.99605385885658690 00 + -0.1002759923664572D 01 I 1 -0.2897777583074990D 01 + 0.77645674639870700 00 I
ROOT( 71 = 0.10037198385540710 01 + -0.99684656T45825120 00 1 1 . SOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD
:ROOT 8) = 0.1000168225699994D 01 + -0.99537592890632930 00 1 1 SOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD
Exhibit 6.6. Roots Are: 1+i(6), 1-i(6)
Ln
MULLERS METHOD FOR FINDING THE ZEROS OF A POLYNOMIAL
POLYNOMIAL NUMBER 1 OF DEGREE 6
THE COEFFICIENTS OF P(X) ARE
Pt 11 = 0.1000000000000000D 01 O0.0000000000000000D 00 I
Pt 21 = -0.70000000000000010 01 + -O.1050000000000000 02 I
Pt 3) = -O.2800000000000000D 02 + 0.S800000000000001D 02 I
PI 4) = 0.1710000000000000D 03 + 0.1500000000000000D 01 I
Pt 51 = -0.73000000000000000 02 + -0.2510000000000000D 03 I
P( 6) = -0.22800000000000000 03 + 0.10400000000000000 03 1
P( Ti = 0.7200000000000001D 02 + 0.1040000000000000D 03 1
NUMBER OF INITIAL APPROXIMATIONS GIVEN. O
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS. 200
TEST FOR CONVERGENCE. 0.10D-09
TEST FOR MULTIPLICITIES. 0.10D-01
RADIUS TO START SEARCH. 0.00D 00
RADIUS TO END SEARCH. 0.000 00
BEFORE ATTEMPT TO IMPROVE ACCURACY
ROOTS OF P(X) MULTIPLICITIES INITIAL APPROXIMATION
ROOTI 11 = 0.1999954888749810D 01 + 0.2000017733363912D 01 1 3 0.4829629115656279D 00 + 0.1294095284438187D 00 1
ROOT( 21 = 0.1013502627672869D 01 + 0.1996163083160882D 01 1 1 0.7071067553046346D 00 + 0.7071068070684595D 00 1
ROOT( 3) = 0.98663481225078640 00.+ 0.2003806882325521D 01 1 1 SOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD
ROOTI 4) = -0.1000002106173084D 01 - 0.4999768344218605D 00 I 1 SOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD
AFTER THE ATTEMPT TO IMPROVE ACCURACY
ROOTS OF P(X) MULTIPLICITIES INITIAL APPROXIMATION
ROOTI 1) = 0.19999548354197870 01 + 0.2000017627898503D 01 1 3 0.4829629115656279D 00 + 0.12940952844381870 00 I
ROOT( 21 = 0.1000000159779278D 01 + 0.1999999979600045D 01 1 1 0.70710675530463460 00 + 0.7071068070684595D 00 1
ROOT( 31 = 0.9999998306711213D 00 + 0.20000000716850890 01 I 1 SOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD
ROOTI 4) = -0.99999999999999998D 00 + 0.5000000000000000D 00 I 1 SOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD
Exhibit 6.7. Roots Are: 2+21i (3), 1+21 (2), -1+.5i
ull
tQ
MULLERS METHOD FOR FINDING THE ZEROS OF A POLYNOMIAL
POLYNOMIAL NUMBER 2 OF DEGREE 15
THE COEFFICIENTS OF PIXI ARE
P( 11 = 0.4800000000000000D 02 + 0.00000000000000000 00 I1
P( 21 = 0.2557120000000000D 03 + -0.3840000000000000D 031
Pt 3) = -0.73535568000000000 02 + -0.2189696000000000D 04 1
P( 4) = -0.3855565696000000D 04 + -0.6946851456000001D 04 1
P( 5) = -0.1733386464800000D 05 + -0.1420625972800000D 05 1
P( 6) = -0.4967989270400001D 05 + -0.176585746400000OD 05 I
P( TI = -0.1022394522130000D 06 + -0.60306642320000010 04 1
P( 8) = -0.1642742200560000D 06 + 0.4137366230400000D 05 1
Pt 91 = -0.20366258884200000 06 + 0.1093899227670000D 06 I
P(10) = -0.1871255780010000D 06 + 0.1929865440330000D 06 I
PIll) = -0.1274997298590000D 06 + 0.2171341227420000D 06 1
P(12) = -0.2814692716800000D 05 + 0.1928489727960000 06 1
P(131 = 0.1329434434800000D 05 * 0.1038130226550000D 06 1
P(14) = 0.3053900774700000D 05 + 0.2998989141300000D 05 I
P1i5) = -0.1835899020000000D 03 + -0.1827632160000000D 03 I
P1166 = 0.2755620000000000D 00 + 0.2755620000000000D 00 1
NUMBER OF INITIAL APPROXIMATIONS GIVEN. 0
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS. 200
TEST FOR CONVERGENCE. 0.100-09
TEST FOR MULTIPLICITIES. 0.10D-01
RADIUS TO START SEARCH. 0.00 00
RADIUS TO END SEARCH. O.OD 00
BEFORE ATTEMPT TO IMPROVE ACCURACY
ROOTS OF P(X) MULTIPLICITIES INITIAL APPROXIMATION
ROOT( 11 = 0.3000000056259372D-02 + 0.8277931932119355D-12 I 2 0.4829629115656279D 00 + 0.1294095284438187D 00 I
ROOT( 2) = 0.1686472961057889D-04 + 0.1000001835704009D 01 I 1 0.70710675530463460 00 + 0.7071068070684595D 00 I
ROOTI 3) = 0.1280227161896996D-04 + 0.1499998729963919D 01 1 1 0.38822847926540560 00 + 0.1448888763117193D 01 1'
ROOTI 4) = 0.6019678782146761D-04 + 0.2999936661658190D 01 I 1 -0.5176382551966724D 00 + 0.1931851608368755D 01 I
ROOT( 5) = -0.1686485393117943D-04 + 0.9999981635776160D 00 1 1 -0.1767767147080701D 01 + 0.17677667588520150 01 I
ROOT( 6) = -0.2333333333333649D 01 + 0.3249409455271494D-12 I 1 -0.28977775830749900 01 * 0.7764567463987070D 00 I
ROOT( 7) = -0.1000163769022359D 01 + -0.10001737714599140D 01 1 2 -0.33807402483312290 01 + -0.90586719408161600D 00 I
ROOT( 8) = -0.3334905054308976D-03 + -0.15001333733984800 01 I 1 -0.2828426607107896D 01 + -0.2828427642384390D 01 I
ROOT( 91 - -0.9996724783532904D 00 + -0.9996521399325563D 00 I 1 -- 0.11646848013998990 01 + -0.4346666459873368D 01 1
ROOT(IOI = 0.3334811914008498D-03 + -0.1499866916248616D 01 1 1 0.1294096345098645D 01 + -0.4829628831453027D 01 1
ROOT(11i = -0.1715220973482156D-03 + 0.2999990216209916D 01 1 1 0.38890882929795090 01 + -0.38890863000722580 01 1
ROOT(12) = 0.1113136898246577D-03 + 0.30000731498786090 01 I 1 SOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD
ROOT(13) = -0.12T6492775835444D-04 + 0.1500001215505238D 01 1 1 SOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD
AFTER THE ATTEMPT TO IMPROVE ACCURACY
Exhibit 6.8.
ulL
ROOTS OF P(X) MULTIPLICITIES INITIAL APPROXIMATION
RD3T( 1) = 0.30000000562581190-02 + 0.82793704892536880-12 1 2 D.4829629115656279D 00 + 0.12940952844381870 00 1
ROOTI 2) = 0.3001086172156215D-07 + 0.1000000043839074D 01 1 1 0.7071067553046346D 00 + 0.70710680706845950D 00 I
ROOT( 3) = 0.61890537903191320-07 + 0.1500000140768000D 01 1 1 0.3882284792654056D 00 + 0.14488887631171930 01 1
ROOT( 41 = 0.2397327410073823D-04 + 0.3000008737225294D 01 I 1 -0.5176382551966724D 00 + 0.1931851608368755D 01 1
ROOT( 5) = 0.3973984540428445D-07 + 0.1000000042454684D 01 1 1 -0.1767167147080701D 01 + 0.1767766758852015D 01 1
ROOT( 6) = -0.2333333333333334D 01 + -0.3027956195429183D-15 I 1 -0.28977775830749900 01 + 0.7764567463987070D 00 1
ROOTI 7) = -0.1000006990404978D 01 + -0.9999988912247243D 00 1 2 -0.33807402483312290 01 + -0.9058671940816160D 00 1
ROOT 8)1= 0.9284422544336306D-08 + -0.15000000131286020 01 1 1 -0.2828426607107896D 01 + -0.2828427642384390D 01 I
ROOT( 9) = -0.1000006251006585D 01 + -0.10000015374992320 01 1 1 -0.1164684801399899D 01 + -0.4346666459873368D 01 1
ROOT(1)O = 0.16717142793063800-07 + -0.1500000018526329D 01 1 1 0.1294096345098645D 01 + -0.4829628831453027D 01 1
ROOT(11) = -0.2558768623037301D-04 + 0.30000216537917870 01 1 1 0.3889088292979509D 01 + -0.38890863000722580 01 1
ROOT(12) = 0.2110926108982832D-04 + 0.3000014907360653D 01 1 1 SOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD
ROOT(13) = -0.5453799384692274D-07 + 0.1499999863795701D 01 1 1 SOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD
Exhibit 6.8. Roots Are: -2.33, .003 (2), i(2), 1.5i (2),
-1.5i (2) 3i (3), -1-1(3)
MULLERS METHOD FOR FINDING THE ZEROS OF A POLYNOMIAL
POLYNOMIAL NUMBER 3 OF DEGREE 8
THE COEFFICIENTS OF PIX) ARE
PI 1) = 0.1000000000000000D 01 + 0.00000000000000000 00 I
Pt 2) = -0.50000000000000010 01 + -0.1150000000000000D 02 1
P( 3) = -0.51750000000000010 02 + 0.43000000000000010 02 1
P( 4) = 0.15725000000000000 03 + 0.1446250000000000D 03 I
P( 5) = 0.30750000000000000 03 + -0.34750000000000000 03 1
Pf 61 = -0.49525000000000000 03 + -0.4948750000000000D 03 1
PI 7) = -0.5857500000000001D 03 + 0.4247500000000001D 03 I
P( 8) = 0.1810000000000000D 03 + 0.4420000000000001D 03 I
P( 9) = 0.1580000000000000D 03 + 0.6000000000000001D 01 1
NUMBER OF INITIAL APPROXIMATIONS GIVEN. 0
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS. 200
TEST FOR CONVERGENCE. 0.100D-09
TEST FOR MULTIPLICITIES. 0.100-01
RADIUS TO START SEARCH. 0.OOD 00
RADIUS TO END SEARCH. 0.000 00
BEFORE ATTEMPT TO IMPROVE ACCURACY
ROOTS OF P(X) MULTIPLICITIES INITIAL APPROXIMATION
ROOT( 11 = 0.20000422028730180 01 + 0.2000028743998294D 01 I 3 O.48296291156562790 00 + 0.1294095284438187D 00 1
ROOT( 2) = 0.1000563806909880 01 + 0.1980638952568216D 01 1 0.7071067553046346D 00 + 0.70710680706845950 00 1
ROOTI 3) = -0.1063528418749844D 01 + 0.4942372379199120D 00 I 1 0.3882284792654056D 00 + 0.14488887631171930 01 I
ROOT( 41 = -0.97221225168698240 00 + 0.56037974579731250 00 1 1 -0.51763825519667240 00 + 0.19318516083687550 01 1
ROOT( 5) = 0.9994370680506410D 00 + 0.2019094286928692D 01 1 1 SOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD
ROOTI 6) = -0.96438681314185650 00 + 0.44556354479098650 00 1 1 SOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD
AFTER THE ATTEMPT TO IMPROVE ACCURACY
ROOTS OF P(X) MULTIPLICITIES INITIAL APPROXIMATION
ROOT( 1) = 0.200004217588959LD 01 + 0.20000287507138950 01 1 3 0.4829629115656279D 00 + 0.12940952844381870 00 1
ROOT( 2) = 0.1000000023165255D 01 + 0.1999999805777700D 01 I 1 0.70710675530463460 00 + 0.7071068070684595D 00 1
ROOT( 3) = -6.1000006594122314D 01 + 0.4999952821126052D 00 1 1 0.3882284792654056D 00 0.1448888763117193D 01 I1
ROOT( 4) = -0.1000000972571865D 01 + 0.5000084175726651D 00 1 1 -0.5176382551966724D 00 + 0.1931851608368755D 01 I
ROOT( 5) = 0.99999991684094000 00 + 0.2000000100132659D 01 1 1 SOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD
ROOTI 6) = -0.9999925738129557D 00 + 0.49999628183377030 00 I 1 SOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD
Exhibit 6.9. Roots Are: 2+2i (3), 1+2i (2), -1+.5i (3)
LTUT
MULLERS METHOD FOR FINDING THE ZEROS OF A POLYNOMIAL
POLYNOMIAL NUMBER 4 OF DEGREE 12
THE COEFFICIENTS OF P(X) ARE
PI 1) = 0.1000000000000000D 01 + 0O.0000000000000000D 00
P( 2) = -0.12000000000000000 02 * -0.0000000000000000D OC I
P(3) = 0.72000000000000010 02 + 0.00000000000000000D 00 1
Pt 4) = -0.2800000000000000D 03 + -0.00000000000000000 00 1
PI 5) = 0.7BOOOOOOOOOOOOOO 03 4 0.0000000000000000D 00 I
P( 6) = -0.16320000000000000 04 + -0.OOO00000000000D 00 1
PI 7) = 0.26240000000000000 04 + 0.0000000000000000D 00 I
Pt 8 = -0.3264000000000000D 04 + -0.00000000000000000 00 1
PC 91 = 0.31200000000000000 04 + 0.000000000000000D 00 1
P(10) = -0.2240000000000000D 04 + -0.0000000000000000D 00 I
P(11) = 0.1152000000000000D 04 + 0.0000000000000000D 00 1
P(121 = -0.3840000000000000D 03 + -0.00000000000000000 00 1
P(13) = 0.64000000000000010 02 + 0.00000000000000000 00 1
NUMBER OF INITIAL APPROXIMATIONS GIVEN. 0
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS. 200
TEST FOR CONVERGENCE. 0.100-09
TEST FOR MULTIPLICITIES. 0.10D-01
RADIUS TO START SEARCH. 0.00D 00
RADIUS TO END SEARCH. 0.000 00
BEFORE ATTEMPT TO IMPROVE ACCURACY
ROOTS OF PIX) MULTIPLICITIES INITIAL APPROXIMATION
ROOTI 1) = 0.10044681929487390 01 + 0.1002186117532751D 01 1 4 0.4829629115656279D 00 + 0.12940952844381870 00 I
ROOTI 2) = 0.9858978428495002D 00 + 0.10068045189960200 01 1 1 0.70710675530463460 00 + 0.7071068070684595D 00 I
ROOT( 3) = 0.9962262248473947D 00 + 0.9844382357895168D 00 I 1 0.38822847926540560 00 + 0.1448888763117193D 01 1
ROOT( 4)1 = 0.1007069490520364D 01 + -0.8278426247752856D 00 I 2 -0.5176382551966724D 00 + 0.19318516083687550 01 1
ROOT( 5) = 0.7584518107423498D 00 + -0.94103202050523650 00 1 1 -0.17677671470807010 01 + 0.17677667588520150 01 I
ROOTI 6) = 0.84390135441641700 00 + -0.1215158277290118D 01 I 1 -0.28977775830T49900 01 + 0.77645674639870700 00 1
RDDTI 7) = 0.1245479586151551D 01 + -0.96097310967704480 00 I 1 SOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD
ROOT( 8) = 0.1138031428157103D 01 + -0.12271385678935710 01 1 1 SOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD
AFTER THE ATTEMPT TO IMPROVE ACCURACY
ROOTS OF P(X) MULTIPLICITIES INITIAL APPROXIMATION
ROOT( 1) = 0.1003576740125457D 01 + 0.1001742634790606D 01 1 4 0.48296291156562790 00 + 0.1294095284438187D 00 I
ROOT( 2) = 0.99905247886814380 00 + 0.10045121143842710 01 I 1 0.70710675530463460 00 + 0.7071068070684595D 00 I
ROOT( 3) = 0.10035967935676750 01 + 0.99656003170413060 00 1 1 0.38822847926540560 00 + 0.14488887631171930 01 I
Exhibit 6.10.
ROOTI 4) = 0.10007324697602040 01 + -0.99564295721310670 00 I 2 -0.5176382559667T24 00 * "0.19318516083687550 01 I
ROOT( 51 = 0.10047654833534890 01 + -0.10006957183589740 01 1 1 -0.17677671470807OLD 01 + 0.17677667588520150 01 I
ROOT( 6) = 0.99947825662743310 00 + -0.9960766078915870D 00 1 1 -0.28977775830749900 01 + 0.77645674639870700 00 1
ROOT( 7) = 0.9954166309522899D 00 + -0.1000189829921809D 01 I 1 SOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD
ROOT( 8) = 0.100007459C5941600 01 + -0.99512853288497680 00 I 1 SOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD
Exhibit 6.10. RootsAre: 1+i (6), 1-i (6)
GREATEST COMMON DIVISOR METHOD USED WITH NEWTONS METHOD TO FIND ZEROS OF POLYNOMIALS
POLYNOMIAL NUMBER 1
NUMBER OF INITIAL APPROXIMATIONS GIVEN. 0
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS. 200
TEST FOR ZERO IN SUBROUTINE GCD. 0.10D-02
TEST FOR CONVERGENCE. 0.10D-09
TEST FOR ZERO IN SUBROUTINE QUAD. 0.10D-19
TEST FOR MULTIPLICITIES. 0.10D-01
RADIUS TO START SEARCH. O.000 00
RADIUS TO END SEARCH. 0.000D 00
THE DEGREE OF P(X) IS 6 THE COEFFICIENTS ARE
P(7 1 = 0.1000000000000000D 01 + 0.0000000000000000D 00 I
P(6 ) = -0.7000000000000001D 01 + -0.1050000000000000 02 I
P(5 1 = -0.28000000000000000 02 + 0.58000000000000010 02 I
P(4 I = 0.1710000000000000D 03 + 0.15000000000000000 01 1
P(3 I = -0.73000000000000000 02 + -0.2510000000000000D 03 I
P(2 ) = -0.2280000000000000D 03 + 0.1040000000000000D 03 I
P(1 I = 0.7200000000000001D 02 + 0.10400000000000000 03 1
Q(X) IS THE POLYNOMIAL WHICH HAS AS ITS ROOTS THE DISTINCT ROOTS OF PIX).
THE DEGREE OF Q(X) IS 3 THE COEFFICIENTS ARE
014 ) = 0.1000000000000000D 01 + 0.0000000000000000D 00 1
0(3 I = -0.20000000000001500 01 + -0.45000000000001180 01 1
Q(2 ) = -0.7000000000000423D 01 + 0.3500000000000060D 01 I
I(1 ) = 0.9999999999997762D 00 + 0.6999999999999812D 01 1
ROOTS OF Q(X) INITIAL APPROXIMATION
ROODT 1) = 0.99999999999975650 00 + 0.19999999999995740 01 1 0.4829629115656279D 00 + 0.1294095284438187D 00 1
ROOT( 2) = 0.2000000000000347D 01 + 0.2000000000000529D 01 1 RESULTS OF SUBROUTINE QUAD
ROOT( 3) = -0.9999999999999539D 00 + 0.5000000000000149D 00 I RESULTS OF SUBROUTINE QUAD
ROOTS DF P(X) MULTIPLICITIES INITIAL APPROXIMATION
ROOT( 1) = 0.9999999999997565D 00 + 0.1999999999999574D 01 I 2 0.48296291156562790 00 + 0.1294095284438187D 00 I
ROOT( 2) = 0.20000000000003470 01 * 0.2000000000000530D 01 I 3 RESULTS OF SUBROUTINE QUAD
ROOT( 3) = -0.9999999999999541D 00 + 0.5000000000000147D 00 I 1 RESULTS OF SUBROUTINE QUAD




GREATEST COMMON DIVISOR METHOD USED WITH NEWTONS METHOD TO FIND ZEROS OF POLYNOMIALS
POLYNOMIAL NUMBER 2
NUMBER OF INITIAL APPROXIMATIONS GIVEN. 0
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS. 200
TEST FOR ZERO IN SUBROUTINE GCD. O.10D-02
TEST FOR CONVERGENCE. 0.100-09
TEST FOR ZERO IN SUBROUTINE QUAD. 0.10D-19
TEST FOR MULTIPLICITIES. 0.10D-01
RADIUS TO START SEARCH. O.00D 00
RADIUS TO END SEARCH. O.00D 00
THE DEGREE OF PIX) IS 15 THE COEFFICIENTS ARE
P(16) = 0.4800000000000000D 02 + 0.0000000000000000D 00 1
Pl15) = 0.2557120000000000D 03 * -0.3840000000000000D 03 I
Ptl41 = -0.73535568000000000 02 * -0.21896960000000000 04 1
P(13) = -0.38555656960000000 04 + -0.6946851456000001D 04 I
P112) = -0.173338646480000DD 05 + -0.1420625972800000D 05 I
PI111 = -0.4967989270400001D 05 + -0.1765857464000000D 05 I
P(10) = -0.10223945221300000 06 * -0.6030664232000001D 04 I
P(9 1 = -0.16427422005600000 06 + 0.413736623040000000 OS I
P(B8 = -0.20366258884200000 06 + 0.10938992276700000 06 1
P(7 I = -0.18712557800100000 06 + 0.1929865440330000D 06 1
P(6 I = -0.1274997298590000D 06 + 0.21713412274200000 06 I
PI5 I = -0.28146927168000000 05 + 0.1928489727960000D 06 1
P(4 ) = 0.1329434434800000D 05 + 0.1038130226550000D 06 I
P(3 I = 0.30539007747000000 05 + 0.2998989141300000D 05 I
P(2 ) = -0.1835899020000000D 03 + -0.1827632160000000D 03 1
P(1 I = 0.2755620000000000D 00 + 0.2755620000000000D 00 I
OIX) IS THE POLYNOMIAL WHICH HAS AS ITS ROOTS THE DISTINCT ROOTS OF PtXI.
THE DEGREE OF QIXI IS 7 THE COEFFICIENTS ARE
(8 I = 0.48000000000000000DD 02 0.00000000000000000D 00 1
0(7 = 0.15985599999590830 03 + -0.1440000000018463D 03 I
0(6 ) = 0.2675199999866287D 03 + -0.5275680000068238D 03 1
Q(5 ) = 0.32719599997B1904D 03 + -0.9144160000075942D 03 I
Q(4 = 0.2301599996044553D 02 + -0.1521252000003768D0 04 1
0(3 1 = -0.7207200004799688D 02 + -0.132742799996659D 04 1
012 =) -0.7557840000541563D 03 + -0.T75200400003332210 03 1
O(1 ) = 0.2268000133550231D 01 + 0.2267999925828633D 01 I
ROOTS OF O(XI INITIAL APPROXIMATION
ROOT( 1) = 0.30000000386459970-02 + -0.1370543176638413D-09 I 0.48296291156562790 00 + 0.1294095284438187D 00 I
ROOT( 21 = 0.1466635543509054D-09 + 0.1000000000302556D 01 1 0.7071067553046346D 00 + 0.7071068070684595D 00 I
RODTI 3) = -0.1626206088095917D-09 + 0.1499999999807067D 01 1 0.3882284792654056D 00 + 0.1448888763117193D 01 1
ROOT( 4) = -0.1167767202194363D-10 + -0.15000000000067630 01 1 -0.5176382551966724D 00 + 0.1931851608368755D 01 I
Exhibit 6.12.
Ln
ROOT( 51 = -0.2333333333340885D 01 + 0.4"2923013959255540-11 1 -0.17677671470807010 01 + 0.1767766758852015D 01 I
ROOT( 6) = 0.1140452177139650D-09 + 0.3000000000053944D 01 I RESULTS OF SUBROUTINE QUAD
ROOT( 71 = -0.1000000000032260D 01 - -0.9999999999855781D 00 I RESULTS OF SUBROUTINE QUAD
ROOTS OF P(XI MULTIPLICITIES INITIAL APPROXIMATION
ROOT( 1) = 0.3000000038645997D-02 + -0.13705431766384130-09 I 2 0.4829629115656279D 00 + 0.1294095284438187D 00 1
ROOTI 2) = 0.1466637065231162D-09 * 0.10000000003025560 01 1 2 0.70710675530463460 00 + 0.7071068070684595D 00 1
ROOT( 3) = -0.16262085454662920-09 + 0.14999999998070660 01 1 2 0.3882284792654056D 00 + 0.14488887631171930 01 1
ROOT( 4) = -0.1167769247572452D-10 + -0.1500000000006763D 01 1 2 -0.51763825519667240 00 + 0.19318516083687550 01 I
ROOTI 5) = -0.23333333333408850 01 + 0.4291551250697099D-11 1 1 -0.1767767147080701D 01 + 0.1767766758852015D 01 I
ROOT( 6) = 0.1140455675609210D-09 + 0.30000000000539440 01 I 3 RESULTS OF SUBROUTINE QUAD
ROOT( 7) = -0.1000000000032260D 01 + -0.9999999999855779D 00 I 3 RESULTS OF-SUBROUTINE QUAD
Exhibit 6.12. Roots Are: -2.33, .003 (2), i(2), lo5i (2),
-1.5i (2) 3i (3), -l-1 (3)
C
GREATEST COMMON DIVISOR METHOD USED WITH NEWTONS METHODTO FIND ZEROS OF POLYNOMIALS
POLYNOMIAL NUMBER 3
NUMBER OF INITIAL APPROXIMATIONS GIVEN. 0
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF-ITERATIONS. 200
TEST FOR ZERO IN SUBROUTINE GCD. 0.10D-02
TEST FOR CONVERGENCE. 0.10D-09
TEST FOR..ZERO IN SUBROUTINE QUAD. 0.10D-19
TEST FOR MULTIPLICITIES. 0.100-01
RADIUS TO START SEARCH. 0.000 00
RADIUS TO END SEARCH. 0.00D 00
THE DEGREE OF P(X) IS 8 THE COEFFICIENTS ARE
P(9 I = 0.100000000OOOOOODD 01 - 0.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD 00 1
P(8 I = -0.5000000000000001D 01 + -0.1150000000000000D 02 I
Pt7 ) = -0.51750000000000010 02 + 0.4300000000000001D 02 1
SPI6 I = 0.15725000000000000 03 + 0.14462500000000000 03 1
P15 I = 0.3075000000000000D 03 + -0.34750000000000000 03 I
P(4 I = -0.4952500000000000D 03 + -0.494875OO0000OODOOD 03 1
P(3 I = -0.5857500000000001D 03 + 0.42475000000000010 03 1
P12 I = 0.1810000000000OOOOOOOOODO 03 + 0.44200000000000010 03 1
P(I I = 0.1580000000000000D 03 + 0.60000000000000010 01 I
Q(XI IS THE POLYNOMIAL WHICH HAS AS ITS ROOTS THE DISTINCT ROOTS OF P(XI.
THE DEGREE OF OIX) IS 3 THE COEFFICIENTS ARE
0Q(4 I = 0.100000000000000 01 0.00000000OOOOOOOD 00 1
Q(3 I = -0.2000000000000273D 01 + -0.4500000000000275D 01 1
Qt2 ) = -0.7000000000000935D 01 + 0.3500000000000469D 01 I
Oil 1 = 0.9999999999994173D 00 + 0.7000000000000498D 01 I
ROOTS OF QIX) INITIAL APPROXIMATION
ROOTI 1) = 0.9999999999995483D 00 + 0.1999999999999755D 01 1 O.48296291156562790 00 + 0.1294095284438187D 00 1
ROOT( 2) = 0.20000000000006650 01 + 0.2000000DDDD00539D 01 I RESULTS OF SUBROUTINE QUAD
ROOT( 31 = -0.9999999999999408D 00 * 0.49999999999998140 00 I RESULTS OF SUBROUTINE QUAD
ROOTS OF P(XI MULTIPLICITIES INITIAL APPROXIMATION
ROOT( 1) = 0.9999999999995483D 00 + 0.19999999999997550 01 1 2 0.4829629115656279D 00 + 0.12940952844381870 00 1
RODTI 2) = 0.2000000000000665D 01 + 0.2000000000000539D 01 1 3 RESULTS OF SUBROUTINE QUAD
ROOT( 3) = -0.99999999999994080 00 + 0.4999999999999812D 00 I 3 RESULTS OF SUBROUTINE QUAD
Exhibit 6.13o Roots Are: 2+2i (3), 1+2i (2), -1+.5i (3)
0o'
H
GREATEST COMMON DIVISOR METHOD USED WITH NEWTONS METHOD TO FIND ZEROS OF POLYNOMIALS
POLYNOMIAL NUMBER 4
NUMBER OF INITIAL APPROXIMATIONS GIVEN. 0
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS. 200
TEST FOR ZERO IN SUBROUTINE GCD. O.1OD-02
TEST FOR CONVERGENCE. 0.10D-09
TEST FOR ZERO IN SUBROUTINE QUAD. 0.100-19
TEST FOR MULTIPLICITIES. 0.1OD-01
RADIUS TO START SEARCH. 0.OOD 00
RADIUS TO END SEARCH. O.00D 00
THE DEGREE OF P(X) IS 12 THE COEFFICIENTS ARE
P(131 = 0.1000000000000000D 01 + 0.0000000000000000D 00 I
P(12) = -0.1200000000000000D 02 + -0.0000000000000000D 00 1
P(11 = 0.7200000000000001D 02 + O.OOO0000000 OD 00 1
P(10) = -0.2800000000000000D 03 + -0.OOOOOO000OOOOOOD 00 I
Pi9 I = 0.7800000000000000D 03 + 0.0000000000000000 00 1
P(IB I = -0.1632000000000000D 04 + -0.0000000000O000OOD 00 1
P(7 I = 0.26240000000000000 04 + D.000000000000000D 00 I
P(6 ) = -0.3264000000000000D 04 + -. O000OO00O00000000 I
P(5. I = 0.3120000000000000D 04 + 0.0000000000000D 00 1
P14 ) = -0.2240000000000000D 04 + -. OOOO00OOOOOOOOOOOD 00 1
Pt3 ) = 0.11520000000000000 04 + 0.0000000000000000D 00 1
P(2 ) = -0.3840000000000000D 03 + -0.00000000000000000 00 1
Pil ) = 0.6400000000000001D 02 + 0.000000000000000D 00 1
OIX) IS THE POLYNOMIAL WHICH HAS AS ITS ROOTS THE DISTINCT ROOTS OF P(XI.
THE DEGREE OF Q(X) IS 2 THE COEFFICIENTS ARE
01(3 ) = 0.10DOOOOOOOO00000 D 01 + 0.00OO00000000000D 00 1
Q(2 I = -0.20000000000000150 01 + -0.0000000000000000D 00 I
Q(1 1 = 0.1999999999999830D 01 + OOO.OOOO0000000000D 00 I
ROOTS OF PfX) MULTIPLICITIES
ROOT( II = 0.100000000000007D 01 + 0.9999999999999074D 00 I 6 RESULTS OF SUBROUTINE QUAD
ROOT( 2) = 0.1000000000000007D 01 + -0. 9999999999990740 00 I 6 .RESULTS_ OF SUBROUTINE QUAD
Exhibit 6.14. Roots Are: 1+i (6), 1-i (6)
0'
GREATEST COMMON DIVISOR METHOD)USED WITH MULVERS METHOD TO FIND ZEROS OF POLYNOMIALS
POLYNOMIAL NUMBER 1
NUMBER OF INITIAL APPROXIMATIONS GIVEN. 0
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS. 200
TEST FOR ZERO IN SUBROUTINE GCD. 0.10D-02
TEST FOR CONVERGENCE. 0.10D-09
TEST FOR ZERO IN SUBROUTINE QUAD. 0.100-19
TEST FOR MULTIPLICITIES. 0.10D-01
RADIUS TO START SEARCH. 0.000 00
RADIUS TO END SEARCH. 0.000 00
THE DEGREE OF PIX)-IS 6 THE COEFFICIENTS ARE
P(7 I = 0.1000000000000000D 01 + 0.00000000000000000 00 I
P(6 ) = -0.7000000000000001D 01 * -0.1050000000000000D 02 1
P(5 ) = -0.2800000000000000D 02 + 0.58000000000000010 02 1
P14 I = 0.17100000000000000 03 + 0.1500000000000000D 01 1
P(3 ) = -0.7300000000000000D 02 + -0.2510000000000000D 03 I
P(2 ) = -0.2280000000000000D 03 + 0.10400000000000000 03 1
P(1 = 0.7200000000000001D 02 + 0.1040000000000000D 03 I
Q(X) IS THE POLYNOMIAL WHICH HAS AS ITS ROOTS THE DISTINCT ROOTS OF P(XI.
THE DEGREE OF OIX) IS 3 THE COEFFICIENTS ARE
Q(4 ) = 0.1000000000000000D 01 + 0.000000000000000D 00
0(3 ) = -0.20000000000001500 01 4 -0.4500000000000118D 01 I
012 ) = -0.7000000000000423D 01 + 0.3500000000000060D 01 1
Q(1 ) = 0.99999999999977620 00 + 0.699999999999812D 01 1
ROOTS OF OfX) INITIAL APPROXIMATION
ROOT( 1) = 0.9999999999997565D 00 + 0.1999999999999574D 01 1 0.4829629115656279D 00 + 0.1294095284438187D 00 1
RODT( 21 = 0.2000000000000D347D 01 + 0.20000000000005290 01 1 SOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD
ROOT( 31 = -0.999999999999539D 00 + 0.5000000000000149D 00 I SOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD
ROOTS OF P(X) MULTIPLICITIES INITIAL APPROXIMATION
ROOT( 1) = 0. 9 9 9999999997568D 00 + 0.1999999999999574D 01 I 2 0.48296291156562790 00 * 0.1294095284438187D 00 1
ROOT( 2) = 0.20000000000003470 01 4 0.2000000000000530D 01 1 3 RESULTS OF SUBROUTINE QUAD
ROOT( 3) = -0.99999999999995410 00 + 0.5000000000000148D 00 I 1 RESULTS OF SUBROUTINE QUAD
Exhibit 6015. Roots-Are: 2+2i (3), 1+2i (2), -1+.5i
GREATEST COMMON DIVISOR METHOD USED WITH MULLERS METHOD TO FIND ZEROS OF POLYNOMIALS
POLYNOMIAL NUMBER 2
NUMBER OF INITIAL APPROXIMATIONS GIVEN. O
MAXIMUM.NUMBER OF ITERATIONS. 200
TEST FOR ZERO IN SUBROUTINE GCD. 0.10D-02
TEST FOR CONVERGENCE. 0.10D-09
TEST FOR ZERO IN SUBROUTINE QUAD. 0.O1-19
TEST FOR MULTIPLICITIES. 0.10D-01
RADIUS TO START SEARCH. 0.000 00
RADIUS TO END SEARCH. O.OOD 00
THE DEGREE OF P(X) IS 15 THE COEFFICIENTS ARE
P(161) 0.48000000000000000 02 + 0.00000000000000000 00 I
P115) = 0.2557120000000000D 03 + -0.3840000000000000D 03 1
P(14) = -0;7353556800000000D 02 + -0.2189696000000000D 04 1
P(13) = -0.3855565696000000D 04 + -0.69468514560000010 04 1
P(12) = -0.1733386464800000D 05 * -0.14206259728000000 05 1
PI11) - -0.49679892704000010 05 + -0.1765857464000000D 05 1
P1101 -0.1022394522130000D 06 + -0.6030664232000001D 04 I
P(9 -0. 1642742200560000D 06 + 0.4137366230400000D 05 I
PIS ) = -0.203662588420000D 06 +- 0.1093899227670000D 06 I
P17 I = -0.18712557800100000 06 + 0.1929865440330000D 06 1
P(6 I = -0.1274997298590000D 06 + 0.21713412274200000 06 I
PS5 ) -0.28146927168000000 05 + 0.19284897279600000 06 1
P(14 0.13294344348000000D 05 + 0.1038130226550000D 06 1
P(3 0.3053900774700000D 05 + 0.2998989141300000D 05 I
P(2 ) -0.1835899020000000D 03 + -0.1827632160000000D 03 1
P(1 1= 0.2755620000000000D 00 + 0.2755620000000000D 00 1
Q(XI.IS THE POLYNOMIAL WHICH HAS AS ITS ROOTS THE DISTINCT ROOTS OF P(X).
THE DEGREE OF Q(X) IS 7 THE COEFFICIENTS ARE
Q(8 = 0.4800000000000000D 02 + 0.000O00000000000 00 1
0fT I 0.1598559999959083D 03 + -0.1440000000018463D 03 1
QO6 ).= 0.2675199999866287D 03 + -0.5275680000068238D 03 I
015 I| 0.3271959999781904D 03 + -0.9144160000075942D 03 1
0(4 ) 0.2301599996044553D 02 + -0.1521252000003768D 04 I
0(3 ) -0.720720000479968D0 02 + -0.1327427999996659D 04 1
0(2 1 r-0.7557840000541563D 03 + -0.7520040000333221D 03 1
o(1 I = 0.2268000133550231D 01 + 0.22679999258286330 01 I
ROOTS OF Q(IX INITIAL APPROXIMATION
ROOT( 1) = 0.300000003R6459970-02 + -0.13705431778101480-09 1 0.48296291156562790 00 + 0.12940952844381870 00 I
RODTI 21 = 0.1466637249117331D-09 + 0.1000000000302556D 01 I 0.7071067553046346D 00 + 0.7071068070684595D 00 I
ROOT( 3) = -0.1626210146532216D-09 + 0.14999999998070670 01 1 0.3682284792654056D 00 + 0.1448888763117193D 01 1
ROOT( 4) = 0.1140454591987512D-09 + 0.30000000000539440 01 1 -0.51763825519667240 00 + 0.19318516083687550 01 1
Exhibit 6.16.
ROOTI 5) = -0.23333333333408840 01 + 0.4292669751093708D-11 I -0.1767767147080701D 01 + 0.1767766758852015D 01 1
RO3T( 6)= -0.11677251758139090-10 + -O.1500000000006763D 01 I SOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD
ROOTI 71 = -0.1000000000032261D 01 + -0.99999999998557870 00 1 SOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD
ROOTS OF P(X) MULTIPLICITIES INITIAL APPROXIMATION
ROOT( 1) = 0.300000003B645997D-02 + -0.1370543177818745D-09 1 2 0.48296291156562790 00 + 0.12940952844381870 00 1
ROOTI 2) = 0.14666360907717090-09 + 0.1000000000302556D 01 I 2 0.70710675530463460 00 + 0.7071068070684595D 00 1
RODT( 31 = -0.16262091348697400-09 + 0.14999999998070660 01 1 2 0.3882284792654056D 00 + 0.1448888763117193D 01 I
ROOTI 4) = 0.11404556580843080D-09 + 0.3000000000053944D 01 1 3 -0.5176382551966724D 00 + 0.1931851608368755D 01 1
ROOT( 5) = -0.23333333333408850 01 + 0.4291402714880148D-11 I 1 -0.17677671470807010 01 * 0.1767766758852015D 01 1
ROOT( 6) = -0.1167773571706636D-10 + -0.1500000000006763D 0 1 2 RESULTS OF SUBROUTINE QUAD
ROOT( 71 = -0.10000000000322600 01 + -0.99999999998557790 00 I 3 RESULTS OF SUBROUTINE QUAD
Exhibit 6.16. Roots Are: -2.33, .003 (2), i (2), 15i1 (2),
-1.5i (2) 3i (3), -1-i (3)
L1
GREATEST COMMON DIVISOR METHOD USED WITH MULLERS METHOD TO FIND ZEROS OF POLYNOMIALS
POLYNOMIAL NUMBER 3
NUMBER OF INITIAL APPROXIMATIONS GIVEN. O
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS. 200
TEST FOR ZERO IN SUBROUTINE GCD. 0.10D-02
TEST FOR CONVERGENCE. 0.10D-09
TEST FOR ZERO IN SUBROUTINE QUAD. 0.100-19
TEST FOR MULTIPLICITIES. 0.100-01
RADIUS TO START SEARCH. 0.ODD 00
RADIUS TO END SEARCH. O.00D 00
THE DEGREE OF PIX) IS 8 THE COEFFICIENTS ARE
P(9 )= 0.1000000000000000D 01 + 0.00000000000000000 00 I
P(8 I = -0.5000000000000001 01 + -0.1150000000000000D 02 1
P(7 I = -0.5175000000000001D 02 + 0.4300000000000001D 02 I
P(b ) = 0.15T725000000000000 03 + 0.1446250000000000D 03 I
P(5 I = 0.30750000000000000 03 + -0.34750000000000000 03 I
P(4 ) = -0.49525000000000000D 03 + -0.4948750000000000D 03 I
P(3 ) = -0.5857500000000001D 03 + 0.42475000000000010 03 1
P(2 I = 0.1810000000000000D 03 + 0.44200000000000010 03 1
P(1 ) = 0.1580000000000000D 03 + 0.6000000000000001D 01 I
DIX) IS THE POLYNOMIAL WHICH HAS AS ITS ROOTS THE DISTINCT ROOTS OF PtXI.
THE DEGREE OF Q(XI IS 3 THE COEFFICIENTS ARE
Q(4 1 = 0.100000000000000D 01 + 0.00000000000000000 00 1
013 ) = -0.2000000000000273D 01 + -0.4500000000000275D 01 I
Q(2 I = -0.7000000000000935D 01 + 0.35000000000004690 01 I
0(1 I = 0.9999999999994173D 00 + 0.7000000000000498D 01 1
ROOTS OF Q(X) INITIAL APPROXIMATION
ROOTI 1) = 0.q999999999995483D 00 + 0.1999999999999755D 01 I 0.48296291156562790 00 + 0.12940952844381870 00 I
ROOT( 2) = 0.20000000000006650 01 + 0.2000000000000539D 01 1 SOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD
ROOT( 3) = -0.9999999999999408D 00 + 0.49999999999998140 00 1 SOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD
ROOTS OF P(X) MULTIPLICITIES INITIAL APPROXIMATION
ROOT( 1) 0.q9999999999995483D 00 + 0.19999999999997550 01 1 2 0.48296291156562790 00 4 0.1294095284438187D 00 I
ROOT( 2) = 0.2000000000000665D 01 + 0.20000000000005390 01 1 3 RESULTS OF SUBROUTINE QUAD
ROOTI 3) = -0.9999999999999410D 00 + 0.49999999999998120 00 1 3 RESULTS OF SUBROUTINE QUAD
Exhibit 6.17o Roots Are: 2+2i (3), 1+21 (2), -1+,o5 (3)
0o'
GREATEST COMMON OI-VISOR -METHOD USED -WITH-MULERSMETHOD 'TO FIND ZEROS OF 'POLYNOMIALS
POLYNOMIAL NUMBER 4
NUMBER OF INITIAL APPROXIMATIONS GIVEN. 0
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS. 200
TEST FOR ZERO IN SUBROUTINE GCO. 0.10D-02
TEST FOR CONVERGENCE. 0.10D-09
TEST FOR ZERO IN SUBROUTINE QUAD. 0.100-19
TEST FOR MULTIPLICITIES. 0.100-01
RADIUS TO START SEARCH. 0.000 00
RADIUS TO END SEARCH. O.OOD 00
THE DEGREE OF PIX) IS 12 THE COEFFICIENTS ARE
P(13) = 0.1000000000000000D 01 + 0.0000000000000000D 00 1
P(12) = -0.1200000000000000D 02 + -0.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO0000000000000000D 00
Pll1) = 0.7200000000000001D 02 + 0.00000000000000000 00 1
P(10) = -0.2800000000000000D 03 + -0.00000000000000000D 00
P(9 I = 0.7800000000000000D 03 + 0.00000000000000000 00 1
P(B I = -0.16320000000000000 04 + -0.0000000000000000D 00 I
PIT I = 0.26240000000000000 04 + 0.0000000000000000D 00 I
P16 I = -0.3264000000000000D 04 + -0.00000000000000000 00 1
P(5 I = 0.3120000000000000D 04 + 0.0000000000000000 00 1
P(4 ) = -0.2240000000000000D 04 + -0.00000000000000000D 00
P43 I = 0.1152000000000000D 04 + 0.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD 00 I
P(2 ) = -0.3840000000000000D 03+ -0.0000000000000000D 00 I
P(1 I = 0.64000000000000010 02 + 0.00000000000000000 00 1
OIX) IS THE POLYNOMIAL WHICH HAS AS ITS ROOTS THE DISTINCT ROOTS OF PtX).
THE DEGREE OF Q(X) IS 2 THE COEFFICIENTS ARE
Q(3 I = .10OOOO0000000000000 01 + 0.000000000000000D00 DO 1
Q(2 ) = -0.2000000000000015D 01 + -0.00000000000 00 0 I
OIl ) = 0.1999999999999830D 01 + 0.00000000000000000 00 1
ROOTS OF PtX) MULTIPLICITIES
ROOT( 1) = 0.1000000000000007D 01 + 0.9999999999999074D 00 1 6 RESULTS OF SUBROUTINE QUAD
ROOT( 21 = 0.10000000000000070D 01 + -0.9999999999999074D 00 I 6 RESULTS OF SUBROUTINE OUAD
Exhibit 6.18,- Roots Are: 1+i(6), 1-i (6)
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REPEATED USE OF THE GREATESTCOMMON DIVISOR AND NEWTONS METHOD TO EXTRACT ROOTS AND MULTIPLICITIES OF, POLYNOMIALS
POLYNOMIAL NUMBER 2
NUMBER OF INITIAL APPROXIMATIONS'GIVEN. 0
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS. 200
TEST FOR ZERO IN SUBROUTINE GCD. 0.10D-02
TEST FOR CONVERGENCE. 0.10D-09
TEST FOR ZERO IN SUBROUTINE QUAD. 0.10D-19
RADIUS TO START SEARCH. 0.00D 00
RADIUS TO END SEARCH. O.OOD 00
THE DEGREE OF P(X) IS 15 THE COEFFICIENTS ARE
P116) = 0.4800000000O0000D 02 + 0.0000000000000000D 00 1
P(15) = 0.25571200000000000D 03 + -0.38400000000000000 03 1
P(14) = -0.7353556800000000D 02 + -0.21896960000000000D 04 I
P(131 = -0.38555656960000000 04 + -0.6946851456000001D 04 1
P(121 = -0.1733386464800000D 05 . -0.14206259728000000 05 1
P(ll) = -0.4967989270400001D 05 + -0.1765857464000000D 05 1
P110) = -0.10223945221300000 06 + -0.6030664232000001D 04 1
P49 I = -0.16427422005600000 06 + 0.41373662304000000 05 I
P(8 ) = -0.20366258884200000 06 + 0.10938992276700000 06 I
PI7 I = -0.1871255780010000D 06 + 0.19298654403300000 06 I
P16 ) = -0.12749972985900000 06 + 0.21713412274200000 06 I
P(5 I = -0.2B146927168000000 05 + 0.19284897279600000 06 1
P(4 I = 0.1329434434800000D 05 + 0.1038130226550000D 06 I
P13 I = 0.3053900774700000D 05 + 0.29989891413000000 05 I
PI2 ) I -0.1835899020000000D 03 + -0.18276321600000000D 03 I
P(1 I = 0.2755620000000000D 00 + 0.2755620000000000D 00 I
THE FOLLOWING POLYNOMIAL, GIX), CONTAINS ALL THE ROOTS OF PfX) WHICH HAVE MULTIPLICITY 1
G(2 I = 0.4800000000000000 02 + 0.00000000000000000D 00 I
Gil I = 0.11199999928960310 03 + -O.82749886587407680-06 I
ROOTS OF P(X) MULTIPLICITIES INITIAL APPROXIMATION
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REoEATED USE OF THE GREATEST COMMON'DIVISOR -AND NEiTONS METHOD TO EXTRACT ROOTS AND MULTIPLICITIES OF POLYNOMIALS
POLYNOMIAL NUMBER 3
NUMBER OF INITIAL APPROXIMATIONS GIVEN. 0
4AXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS. 200
TEST FOR ZEPO IN SUBROUTINE GCD. 0.10D-02
TEST FOR CONVERGENCE. 0.10D-09
TEST FOR ZERO IN SUBROUTINE QUAD. 0.10D-19
RADIUS TO START SEARCH. 0.00D 00
RADIUS TO END SEARCH. 0.OOD 00
THE DEGREE OF P(X) S 8 THE COEFFICIENTS ARE
P(9 ) = 0.1000000000000000D 01 + O.0000OO000000000D 00 1
PI8 I = -0.5000000000000001D 01 + -0.1150000000000000D 02 I
PIT ) = -0.5175000000000001D 02 + 0.4300000000000001D 02 I
P(6 ) = 0.15725000000000000 03 + 0.14462500000000000 03 I
P(5 =) 0.3075000000000000D 03 + -0.34750000000000000 03 I
P(4 I -0.49525000000000000D 03 + -0.49487500000000000 03 I
P(3 ) = -0.5857500000000001D 03 + 0.42475000000000010 03 1
PI2 I = 0.18100000000000000D 03 + 0.4420000000000001D 03 I
P11 ) = 0.15800000000000000D 03 + 0.6000000000000001D 01 1
NO ROOTS OF MULTIPLICITY 1
THE FOLLOWING POLYNOMIAL, GIX), CONTAINS ALL THE ROOTS OF PIX| WHICH HAVE MULTIPLICITY 2
G2 ) = 0.10000000000000000D 01 + 0.0000000000000000D 00 I
G(- ) = -0.99999999999464980 00 + -0.1999999999996468D 01 I
ROOTS OF P{X) MULTIPLICITIES INITIAL APPROXIMATION
ROOT( 1 = 0.99999999999464980 00 + 0.1999999999996468D 01 I 2 NO INITIAL APPROXIMATIONS
Exhibit 6.21.
THE FOLLOWING POLYNOMIAL, G(X), CONTAINS ALL THE ROOTS OF P(X) WHICH HAVE MULTIPLICITY 3
G(3 I = 0.1000000000000000D 01 + 0.0000000000000000D 00 1
G(2 I = -0.10000000000025390 01 + -0.2500000000001629D 01 I
GI1 ) = -0.30000000000003296D 01 + -0.1000000000000421D 01 I
ROOTS OF Pti) MULTIPLICITIES INITIAL APPROXIMATION
ROOTI 11 = 0.2000000000002532D 01 + 0.20000000000016530 01 I 3 NO INITIAL APPROXIMATIONS
ROOT( 2) = -0.99999999999999260 00 + 0.49999999999997590 00 1 3 NO INITIAL APPROXIMATIONS
Exhibit 6.21. Roots Are: 2+21 (3), 1+2i (2), -1+.51 (3)
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THE FOLLOWING POLYNOMIAL, G(X), CONTAINS ALL THE ROOTS OF PIX) WHICH HAVE MULTIPLICITY 2
G(2 I = 0.1000000000000000D 01 + 0.0000000006000000D 00 I
GIl ) = -0.99999999999991790 00 + -0.1999999999996845D 01 I
ROOTS OF GIX) INITIAL APPROXIMATION
ROOT( 1) = 0.9999999999999179D 00 + 0.19999999999968450 01 I 0.4829629115656279D 00 + 0.12940952844381870 00 I
ROOTS OF P(X) MULTIPLICITIES INITIAL APPROXIMATION
ROOT( 1) = 0.99999999999991790 00 + 0.19999999999968450 01 I 2 0.4829629115656279D 00 + 0.1294095284438187D 00 1
THE FOLLOWING POLYNOMIAL, GIX)t CONTAINS ALL THE ROOTS OF PIX) WHICH HAVE MULTIPLICITY 3
ZI ) .O1000000000OOO 01 + 0.00000000000000000 00 1
1 I -0.19999999999999670 O + -0.2000000000001519D 01 1
ROOTS OF PIX) MULTIPLICITIES INITIAL APPROXIMATION
ROOT( 31) = 0.1999999999999967D 01 + :0.2000000000001519D 01 1 3 NO INITIAL APPROXIMATIONS
Exhibit 6. 23. Roots Are: 2+2i (3), 1+2i (2), -1+.5i
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RODT( 2) = 0.1462930461493261D-07 + 0.3000000017162634D 01 I SOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD
ROOTS OF P(x) MULTIPLICITIES INITIAL APPROXIMATION
ROOT( 1) = -0.99999999999985860 00 + -0.1000000000000002D 01 I 3 0.4829629115656279D 00 * 0.12940952844381870 00 I
RO03T 2) = 0.1462930456963442D-07 + 0.3000000017162634D 01 I 3 NO INITIAL APPROXIMATIONS
Exhibit 6.24. Roots Are: -2.33, .003 (2), i (2), 1.5i (2),
-1.51 (2) 3i (3), -1-i (3)
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ROOTS OF P(X) MULTIPLICITIES INITIAL APPROXIMATION
ROOTI 1)= 0.9999999999946498D 00 + 0.19999999999964680 01 I 2 0.48296291156562790 00 * 0.12940952844381870 00 1
THE FOLLOWING POLYNOMIAL, G(X), CONTAINS ALL THE ROOTS OF P(X) WHICH HAVE MULTIPLICITY 3
G(3 1 = 0.10000000000000000 01 0.0000000000000000D 00 1
G(2 ) = -0.1000000000002539D 01 + -0.2500000000001629D 01 1
G(1 I = -0.3000000000003296D 01 + -0.10000000000004210 01 1
ROOTS OF G(X) INITIAL APPROXIMATION
ROOT( II = -0.99999999999999280D 00 + 0.4999999999999759D 00 I 0.48296291156562790 00 + 0.1294095284438187D 00 I
ROOTI 21 = 0.2000000000002532D 01 + 0.2000000000001653D 01 1 SOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD
IN THE ATTEMPT TO IMPROVE ACCURACY, ROOT( 2) = 0.2000000000002532D 01 + 0.20000000000016530 01 I
DID NOT CONVERGE AFTER 200 ITERATIONS
THE PRESENT APPROXIMATION IS 0.20019999742533280 01 + 0.2001999974252448D 01 1
ROOTS OF P(X MULTIPLICITIES INITIAL APPROXIMATION
ROOT( 11 = -0,99999999999999300 00 + 0.4999999999999759D 00 1 3 0.48296291156562790 00 + 0.1294095284438187D 00 1
NOT ALL ROOTS OF THE ABOVE POLYNOMIALG, WERE FOUND
Exhibit 6.25. Roots Are: 2+2i (3), 1+2i (2), -1+.5i (3)
00
REPEATED USE OF THE GREATEST COMMON DIVISOR AND MULLERS METHOD TO EXTRACT ROOTS AND MULTIPLICITIES OF POLYNOMIALS
POLYNOMIAL NUMBER 4
NUMBER OF INITIAL APPROXIMATIONS GIVEN. 0
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS. 200
TEST FOR ZERO IN SUBROUTINE GCD. O.IOD-02
TEST FOR CONVERGENCE. 0.100-09
TEST FOR ZERO IN SUBROUTINE QUAD. 0.100-19
RADIUS TO START SEARCH. O.OOD 00
RADIUS TO END SEARCH. 0.000 00
THE DEGREE OF P(X) IS 12 THE COEFFICIENTS ARE
Pl13) = .0.1000000000000000D 01 + 0.OO00000000000000D 00 I
P(12) = -0.12000000000000000 02 + -O.0000000000000000D 00 I
P(11l = 0.7200000000000001D 02 0.000ODD0000000D000D 00 1
PIEO) = -0.28000000000000000 03 + -0.000000OO000000000D 00
P19 ) = 0.78000000000000000 03 + 0.00000000000000000D 00 1
P( I = -0.16320000000000000 04 + -0.000000000000000DD 00 1
P(7 ) = C.2624000000000000D 04 + 0.OOO000000OOOOOO00D 00
P(6 ) = -0.32O4000000000000D 04 - -0.0000000000000000D 00 1
PI5 I = 0.3120000000000000D 04 O.OO0000OOO0OOO00OOD 00 1
P(4 I = -0.2240000000000000D 04 + -0.0000000DD000000DOD 00 I
P(3 I = 0.11520000000000000 04 + 0.000000000000OOOOD 00 I
P12 ) -0.384000000000000OD 03 + -0.OOOOOOOOOOOOO00D 00 1
P1 )I = 0.6400000000000100D 02 + 0.0000OOOOOOOOOOOOD 00 1
NO ROOTS OF MULTIPLICITY I




NO ROOTS OF MULTIPLICITY 3
NO ROOTS OF MULTIPLICITY 4
NO ROOTS OF MULTIPLICITY 5
THE FOLLOWING POLYNOMIAL, G(XI, CONTAINS ALL THE.ROOTS OF P(X) WHICH HAVE MULTIPLICITY 6
G(3 ) = 0.10000000000000000 01 + 0.0000000000000000D 00 1
G12 1) -0.2000000000000066D 01 + -0.00000000000000000 00 I
G(l ) = 0.2000000000000007D 01 + 0.0000000000000000D 00 1
ROOTS OF G(XI INITIAL APPROXIMATION
ROOT( 1) = 0.1000000000000033D 01 + 0.9999999999999707D 00 I 0.4829629115656279D 00 + 0.1294095284438187D 00 I
ROOT( 2) = 0.1000000000000033D 01 + -0.9999999999999707D 00 1 SOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD
ROOTS OF PXI_ MULTIPLICITIES INITIAL APPROXIMATION
ROOTI 1) = 0.1000000000000033D 01 + 0.999999999999970TD 00 1 6 0.48296291156562790 00 + 0.1294095284438187D 00 1
ROOT( 21 = 0.10000000000000330 01 + -0.99999999999997070 00 I 6 NO INITIAL APPROXIMATIONS
Exhibit 6.26. Roots Are: 1+i (6), 1-i (6)
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SPECIAL FEATURES OF NEWTON'S AND MULLER'S PROGRAMS
Several special features have been provided in each program as an
aid to the user and to improve accuracy of the results. These are
explained and illustrated below.*
1. Generating Approximations
If the user does not have initial approximations available, sub-
routine GENAPP can systematically generate, for an Nth degree poly-
nomial, N initial approximations of increasing magnitude, beginning
with the magnitude specified by XSTART. If XSTART is 0., XSTART is
automatically initialized to 0.5 to avoid the approximation 0. + 0.i.
The approximations are generated according to the formula:
XK = (XSTART + 0.5K) (Cos B + i Sin B)
where
S HII
S= + K , K = 0,1,2,...
To accomplish this, the user defined the number of initial approxima-
tions to be read (NIAP) on the control card to be zero (0) or these
These illustrations are representative of Newton's method in




columns (7-8) may be left blank. If XSTART is left blank, it is inter-
preted as 0.
For example, a portion of a control card. which generates initial
approximations beginning at the origin for a seventh degree polynomial
is shown in Example A.1.
Variable Name
ard Columns
6 7 7 7 8
1 2 4 5 7 8 4 01 2 8
N
O N







The approximations are generated in a spiral configuration as illustrated
in Figure A.1. Exhibit 6.1 is an example of output resulting from
generated approximations.
Example A.2 shows a portion of a.control card which generated
initial approximations beginning at a magnitude of 25.0 for a sixth
degree polynomial.
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6 7 7 7 8
1 2 45 781 4 0 2 8 0
N
0 N






Note that if the approximations are generated beginning at the
origin, the order in which the roots are found will probably be of
increasing magnitude. Roots obtained in this way are usually more
accurate.
2. Altering Approximations
If an initial approximation, XO, does not produce convergence to
a zero within the maximum number of iterations, it:is systematically
altered a maximum of five times until convergence is possibly obtained
according to the following formulas:
If the number of the alteration is odd: (j = 1,3)
Xj+ l = JX0 1 (Cos 6 + i Sin B) where
Im X
-1 0 I
e = Tan X + K - ; K = 1 if j = 1, 2 if j = 3.Re X0 3
If the number of the alteration is even: (j = 0,2,4)
Xj+l -Xj
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Each altered approximation is then taken as a starting approximation.
Each initial or altered approximation which does:not :produce convergence
is printed as in Exhibit A.l. If none of the .sixrstarting approximations
produce convergence, the next initial approximation-is taken, and the
process repeated. The six approximations are spaced 60 degrees apart
on a circle of radius IX0 1 centered at the origin as illustrated in
Figure A.2.
3. Searching the Complex Plane
By use of initial approximations and the altering technique, any
region of the complex plane in the form of an annulus centered at the
origin can be searched for roots. This procedure can be accomplished
in two ways.
The first way-is more versatile but requires.more-effort on the
part of the user. Specifically selected initial approximations can be
used to define particular regions to be searched.. ,Forexample, if the
roots of a particular polynomial are known to have magnitudes between
20 and 40, an annulus of inner radius 20 and outer radius 40 could be
searched by using the initial approximations 20.. + i, 23. + i, 26. + i,
29. + i, 32. + i, 35. + i, 38. + i, 40. + i.
By generating initial approximations internally, the program can
search an annulus centered at the origin of inner.radius XSTART and
outer radius XEND. Values for XSTART and XEND are -supplied on the
control card by the user. Example A.3 shows a portion of a control card
to search the above annulus of inner radius 20.0 and outer radius 40,0.
90
6 7 7 7 8
12 45 78 4 0 2 8 0
N
O N




i 7 2.OD+01 4.OD+01
Example A.3
Note that since not less than N initial approximations can be
generated at one time, the outer radius of the annulus actually
searched may-be greater than XEND but not greater.than XEND + .5N.
Example A.4 shows a control card to search a circle of radius 15.
6 7 7 7 8
12 14 5 7 8 4 0 2 8 0
N
0 N




2 7 1. 5D+01
Example A.4
Figure A.3 shows the distribution of initial and altered approxima-
tions for an annulus of width 2 and inner radius a.
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4. Improving Zeros Found
After the zeros of a polynomial are found, they are printed under
the heading "Before the Attempt to Improve Accuracy.." They-are then
used as initial approximations with Newton's (Muller's) method applied
each time to the full (undeflated) polynomial. In most cases, zeros
that have lost accuracy due to roundoff error in .the deflation process
are improved. The improved zeros are then printed under the heading
"After the Attempt to Improve Accuracy." Since each root is used as an
approximation to the original (undeflated) polynomial, it is possible
that the root may converge to an entirely different root. This is
especially true where several zeros are close together. Therefore,
the user should check both lists of zeros to determine whether or not
this has occurred. See Exhibit 6.4.
5. Solving Quadratic Polynomial
th
After N-2 roots of an N degree polynomial have been extracted,
the remaining quadratic, aX2 + bX + c, is solved using the quadratic
formula
-b +jb2 - 4ac
X =- 2a
for the two remaining roots. These are indicated by the words "Solved
By Direct Method" in the initial approximation column.. If only a poly-
nomial of degree 1 is to be solved, the solution is found directly as
(X - C) = 0 implies X - C.
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6. Missing Roots
If not all N roots of an Nth degree polynomial are found, the
coefficients of the remaining deflated polynomial are printed under
the heading "Coefficients of Deflated Polynomial EFor Which No Zeros
Were Found." The user may then work with this polynomial in an attempt
to find the remaining roots. The coefficient of the highest degree
term will be printed first (Exhibit A.2).
7. Miscellaneous
By using various combinations of values for NIAP, XSTART, and
XEND, the user has several options available as illustrated below.
Example A.5 shows the control card for a seventh degree polynomial.
Three initial approximations are supplied by the user. At most three
distinct roots will be found and the remaining deflated polynomial will
be printed (Exhibit A.2).
6 7 7 7 8
1 2 4 5 7 8 4 0 2 8 0
N
O N







Note that if several roots are known to the user, they may be
"divided.out" of the original polynomial by using .this~:procedure.
Example A.6 indicates that 2 initial approximations are supplied by
th
the user to a 7 degree polynomial. After these approximations are
used the circle of radius 15 will be searched for the remaining roots.
6 7 7 7 8
12 45 7 8 4 0 2 8 0
N
O N




1 7 2 1.5D+01
Example A.6
By defining XSTART between 0. and 15. an annulus instead of the
circle will be searched (Exhibit A.3).
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Figure A.3. Distribution of Approximations
NEWTONS METHOD TO FIND ZEROS OF POLYNOMIALS
POLYNOMIAL NUMBER 2 OF DEGREE 3
THE COEFFICIENTS OF PIXI ARE
P It 11 0.100000000000000D 01 * 0.0000000000000000D 00 I
Pt 2) * 0.2000000000000000D 01 0.00000000000000000 00 I
Pl 3 1 -0.10000000000000D00DD 01 + -D.000000000000000D 00 I
Pt 4) * -0.20000000000000000 01 * -0.00000000000000000 00 I
NUMBER OF INITIAL APPROXIMATIONS GIVEN. O
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS. 3
TEST FOR CONVERGENCE. 0.100-03
TEST FOR MULTIPLICITIES. 0.10D-D1
RADIUS TO START SEARCH. 0.000 00
RADIUS TO END SEARCH. 0.00D 00
NO CONVERGENCE FOR THE FOLLONING APPROXIMATIONS AFTER 3 ITERATIONS.
0.4829629115656279D 00 * 0.1940952B4438187D 00 1 INITIAL APPROXIMATION
-0.48296291156562T90 00 * -0.12940952644381BTO 00 1 ALTERED APPROXIMATION
0.12940949308846860 00 * 0.48296292103906440 00 I ALTERED APPROXIMATION
-O.294094930884686D 00 + -0.4629629210390644D 00 1 ALTERED APPROXIMATION
-0.3535534294161402D 00 * 0.3535533517704030D 00 1 ALTERED APPROXIMATION
0.3535534294161402D 00 - 0.3535533517704030D 00 1 ALTERED APPROXIMATION
0.7071067553046346D 00 * 0.7071068070684595D 00 I INITIAL APPROXIMATION
-0.7071067553046346D 00 * -0.707106B07T6O4595D 00 I ALTERED APPROXIMATION
-0.25881912759833590 00 - 0.9659250041843774D 00 1 ALTERED APPROXIMATION
0.2588191275983359D 00 4 -0.96592S5841843774D 00 1 ALTERED APPROXIMATION
-0.9659258610Z49966D 00 * 0.25861891546623570 00 1 ALTERED APPROXIMATION
0.9659258610249968D 00 - -0.2588189154662357D 00 I ALTERED APPROXIMATION
0.3882284792654056D 00 * 0.1448888763117193D 01 I INITIAL APPROXIMATION
-0.3882284792654056D 00 + -0.1448888763117193D 01 1 ALTERED APPROXIMATION
-0.10606602882484210 01 * 0.1060660055311209D 01 I ALTERED APPROXIMATION
D.1060660268248421D 01 * -0.16O0660055311209D 01 I ALTERED APPROXIMATION
-0.1C68886778562400 01 4 -0.3882287974635502D 00 I ALTERED APPROXIMATION
0.144 888677856240D 01 4 0.3882287974635502D 00 1 ALTERED APPROXIMATION
COEFFICIENTS OF DEFLATED POLYNOMIAL FOR WHICH NO ZEROS MERE FOUND
-DI 1) 0.10000000000000000 D * 0.000000000000000D 00 I
D( 2 I .20000000000 0000D 01 D.000D0000DOODDDOOD DD I
DI 31 - -O.1000000000000000D 01 * -0.0000000000000000D 00 I
DI 4) * -0.20OD00000000000DD 01 * -0.000D00000000000 D 00 I
Exhibit A.i.
NEW TON S METHOD TO F IND ZEROS OF POLY 4IMO AL S
POLYNOMIAL NUMBER I OF DEGREE 7
THE COEFFICIENTS OF Pill ARE
PC I) * D.10000000000000000 01 - 0.O000000000 00000000 00
Pl 21 * -0.10000000000C OOD 01 * 0.1100000000000000D 02 1
PC 31) -0.59000000000000CO 02 * -0.2OOOOOCOOOOOOOD 02 1
Pt 4) * 0.19OO00OOOCOOOOD 03 * -0.19C0000000OOOOOO00D 03 1
Pt 5) * 0.7000000000000001 02 + 0.7230000000000000 03 1
Pt 6) * -0.1624000000COOOO 04 * -0.6960000000000010O 03 I
PI T1 * C.19220000000COD 04 * -0.18320000000000 000 04 I
Pt 8) - 0.159b0000CO00000 04 * 0.1692000000000000D 04 I
%UPFR OF INITIAL APPROxIMATIONS GIVEN. 3
MAxIM-UM IJEiBER OF ITERATIONS. 200
TEST FOR CONVERGENCE. O.iDD-09
TEST FOR MULTIPLICITIES. O.IOD-01
RADIUS TO START SEARCH. 0.00D 00
RADIUS TO END SEARCH. 0.000 00
BEF3E THE ATTEMPT TO IMPROVE ACCURACY. THE ZEROS OF PIX) ARE
ROOTS OF Pixl qULTIPLICITIES INITIAL APPROXIMATION
RO3T II * -0.2qq99999999997D 01 * -0.300000000000020 01L I 1 -0.35000000000000000 0) # -0.350000000000000CO 01 I
R3OTI ZI * 0.0ZOOOCOO000DOOOOD 01 0.2000OOOOOOOOOD 01 1 1 0.2500000000000000 01 0.2500000000000000D 01 1
ROOTI 33 - -0.999999999999962D 30D -0.3999999999999994D 01 I I -0.1500000S0OOO O0000 D01 -0.45000000000000010 01 I
AFTER THE ATTEMPT TO IMPROVE ACCURACY. THE ZEROS OF Pt) ARE
ROOTS OF PIx) MULTIPLICITIES INITIAL APPROXIMATION
ROOTI II - -0.Z9999999 9996D 01 * -0.3000000000001D 01 I 1 -0.350000000000000 01 -0.35000000000000000 01 I
R23TC 2 0 .20000000000000"0 01 * 0.2000000000000000D 01- 1 0.2S000000000000000D 01 * 0.2S0DOC0000000000D 01 1
PM051 33 * -0D.999
"
999999974D 00 4 -0.39999999999996 0 I 1 -0.1500000000000000 01 * -0.45000000000000O10 01 1
COEFFICIENTS OF DEFLATED POLYNORIAL FOR WHICH MO ZERDS MERE FOUND
DO 11 - 0.10000000000000000 01 * 0.00000000000000000 00 1
0f 2) * --. 299999999 9999D 01 * 0.6000000000005OOS 01 I
0 31) -0.ZD0000000000000050 02 -0.169999999999990 02 I
0D 41 * 0.4100000000000003D 02 * -0.22000000COOCOOOSO 02 1
0D 5) * 0.2300000000D0000 02 * 0.4100000D0000009D 02 1
Exhibit Ao2. Roots Are: -1 - 4i, -2 - 3i, -3 - 3i, -1 - i, 2 + 2i, 4 - i, 2 - i.
NEWTONS METHOD TO FIND ZEROS OF POLYNDMIALS
POLYNOMIAL NUMBER I OF DEGREE 7
THE COEFFICIENTS OF Plx) ARE
Pt 1) - 0.1000000000000000D 01 * 0.00000000000000D 00 I
Pt 21 * -0.10DOOD00000000000D 01 D.110000000COO0000D 02 1
Pt 31 * -0.5900000000000001D 02 * -0.2900000000000000D 02 1
Pt 41 - 0.19500000000C00000 03 * -0.16900000000000000 03 I
Pt 51 * C.7000000000000001D 02 * 0.7230000000000000D 03 1
Pt b1 - -0.16240000000000000 04 * -0.6960000000000001D 03 I
P 7 * 0.1922000000000OO0DOD 04 4 -0.183200OOOO00000OD 04 I
Pt 8) - 0D.96000000D000000 04 0.16920000000000000 04 1
NUMBER OF INITIAL APPROXIMATIONS GIVEN. 2
RAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS. 200
TEST FOR CONVERGENCE. 0.00D-09
TEST FOR MULTIPLICITIES. 0.10D-01
RADIUS TO START SEARCH. 0.700 01
RADIUS TO END SEARCH. O.1SD 02
BEFORE THE ATTEMPT TO IMPROVE ACCURACY, THE ZEROS OF Pix ARE
ROOTS OF PtX) MULTIPLICITIES INITIAL APPROXIMATION
ROOTI I) - -0.2999999999999997D 01 - -0.300000000000002D 01 I 1 -0.35000000000000000 01 * -0.3500000000000000D 01 1
RE31I 21 * 0.2000000000000000D 01 * 0.20000000000000000 01 1 1 '0250000000000 00000 01 - 0.25000000000000000 01 I
ROOT( 31 - 0.40000000000030001D 1 + -0.I0000000000 00 D 01 I 1 D.676148D0?619187T91 01 . 0.1811733398213462D 01 I
ROOT( 4) * 0.1999999999999997D 01 * -0.9999999999999976D 00 I 1 0.530330D664784760D 01 + 0.5303301053013447D 01 I
ROOT( 5) * -0.9999999999999998D 00 - -D.10000000D 0000000D 01 1 1 0.2070551889415497D 01 + 0.77274067366250320 01 1
RODOT( 6) -0.9999999999999976D 00 * -0.39999999999999950 01 I I SOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD
ROOT1 7) * -0.20000000000000004D 01 -0.30000000000000010 01 I 1 SOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD
AFTER IHE ATTEMPT TO IMPROVE &CCURACY. THE ZEROS OF P(X) ARE
ROOTS OF P(i) MULTIPLICITIES INITIAL APPROXIMATION
ROOT( II * -0.2999999999999996D 01 * -0.3000000000000010 01 1 1 -0.350000000000000001 * -0.35000000000000000 01 1
RODOT 21 * 0.2000000000000000D 01 * 0.2000000000000000 01 1 I 0.2500000000000000D 01 - 0.25000000000000000 01 I
R3OTI 3 *- 0.4OC000000C0000010 DI * -0.100000000000000D 01 I 1 0.6761480I761918910 01 * 0.18117333982134620 01 I
ROOTI s1 * 0.200000000 0000C D 01 * -0.9999999999999998D 00 1 1 0.5303300664784760D 01 + 0.5303301053013447D 01 1
RODOT1 51 -0.999999999999997D 30 -C.1000000000000000 01 1 1 0.20705518894154970 01 4 0.772740636625032D 01 1
ROOT( 61 * -1.9999999999999820 00 -0.4000000000000000D 01 1 1 SOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD
ROOT( 71 - -O.20000000000200030 01 * -0.300000000000000TD 01 1 SOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD




1. Use:of the Program
A double precision FORTRAN IV program using Newton's method is
presented here. Flow charts for this program are given in Figure B.6
while Table B.VIII gives a FORTRAN IV listing of this program. Single
precision variables are listed in some of the tables. The single
precision variables are used in the flow charts and the corresponding
double precision variables can be obtained from the appropriate tables.
The program is designed to solve polynomials of degree 25 or less.
Both the coefficient of the highest degree term and the constant
coefficient should be non-zero. In order to solve polynomials of
degree N, where N > 25, certain array dimensions must be changed.





PROGRAM CHANGES FOR SOLVING POLYNOMIALS















RB (N+1), VB (N+1)












UROOT (N) , VROOT(N)
MULTI(N)
Table -B.II lists the system functions used in the program of Newton's
method. In the table "d" denotes a double precision variable name.
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TABLE B.II
SYSTEM FUNCTIONS USED IN NEWTON'S METHOD
Double Precision
DABS(d) - obtain absolute .value-
DCOS(d) - obtain cosine of angle
DSIN(d) - obtain sine of angle
DATAN2(dl,d 2) - arctangent of dl/d 2
DSQRT(d) - square root
2. Input Data for Newton's Method
The input data for Newton's method is grouped -into polynomial data
sets. Each polynomial data set consists of the data for one and only
one polynomial. As many polynomials as the user desires may be solved
by placing the polynomial data sets one behind the other. Each poly-
nomial data set consists of three kinds of information placed in the
following order:
1. Control information.
2. Coefficients of the polynomial.
3. Initial approximations. These may be omitted as
described in Appendix A, § 1.
An end card follows the entire collection of data sets. It indicates
that there is no more data to follow and terminates execution of the
program. This information is displayed in Figure B.1 and described
below. For the double precision data, the D-type specification should
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be used. All data should be right justified. The recommendations
given in Table B.III are those found to give best results .on the IBM
360/50 computer which has a 32 bit word.
Control Information
The control card is the first card of the polynomial data.set and
contains the information given in Table B.III. See Figure B.2.
TABLE B.III
CONTROL DATA FOR NEWTON'S METHOD
Variable Name Card Columns Description
NOPOLY c.c. 1-2 Number of the polynomial.
Integer.
Right justified.
N c.c. 4-5 Degree of the polynomial.
Integer.
Right ;justified.
NIAP c.c. 7-8 Number of initial approxi-
mations to-be read.
Integer... .
If no approximations are
given, this should be left
blank.









Variable Name Card Columns Description-.
EPSQ c.c. 37-42 Tolerance check for zero













This is a special feature
of the program and may be
omitted..
XEND c.c. 72-78 Magnitude at:.which to end




This is a special feature
of the program and may be
omitted.
KCHECK c.c. 80 This should be left blank,
Coefficients of the Polynomial
thThe coefficient cards follow the control card.. For an N degree
polynomial, N+l coefficients must be entered one per card.* The
coefficient of the highest degree term is entered first. For example,
if the polynomial X5 + 3X 4 + 2X.+ 5 were to be solved, the order in
which the coefficients would be entered is: 1, 3, 0, 0, 2, 5. Each
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coefficient is entered, one per card, as described in Table B.IV and
illustrated in Figure B.3.
TABLE B.IV
COEFFICIENT DATA FOR NEWTON'S METHOD
Variable Name Card Columns Description




If none, leave blank or
enter O.ODOO.




If none, leave blank or
enter 0.ODOO.
Initial Approximations
The initial approximation cards follow the set of coefficient cards.
Thenumber of initial approximations read must be the number specified
on the control card and are entered, one per card, as given in Table
B.V and illustrated in Figure B.4.
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TABLE B.V
INITIAL APPROXIMATION DATA FOR NEWTON'S METHOD
Variable Name Card Columns Description
RXZERO (XZERO in single c.c. 1-30 Real part of complex number.
precision) Double precision.
Right justify.
If none, leave blank or
enter O.ODOO.




If none, leave blank or
enter O.ODOO.
End Card
The end card is the last card of the input data to the program. It
indicates that there is no more data to be read. When this card is
read, program execution is terminated. This card is described in
Table B.VI and illustrated in Figure B.5.
TABLE B.VI
DATA TO END EXECUTION OF NEWTON'S METHOD
Variable Name Card Columns Description
KCHECK c.c. 80 Must-contain the number 1.
Integer.
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3. Variables Used in Newton's Method
The definitions of the major variables used in Newton's method are
given in Table B.VII. The symbols used to indicate type are:
R - real variable
I - integer variable
C - complex variable
D - double precision
L - logical variable
A - alphanumeric variable
When two variables are listed, the one on the left is the real part of
the corresponding single precision complex variable; the one on the right
is the imaginary part. The symbols used to indicate disposition are:
E - entered
R - returned
ECR - entered, changed, and returned
C - variable in common
4. Description of Program Output
The output from Newton's method programs consist of the following
information.
The number and degree of the polynomial are printed in the heading
(Exhibit 6.1).
The coefficients are printed under the heading "THE COEFFICIENTS
OF P(X) ARE." The coefficient of the highest degree term is listed
first (Exhibit 6.1).
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As an aid to ensure the control information is correct, the number
of initial approximations given, maximum number of iterations, test for
convergence, test for multiplicities, radius to start search, and radius
to end search are printed as read from the control card (Exhibit 6.1).
The zeros found before and after the attempt to improv.e:accuracy
are printed. See Appendix A, § 4 for further explanation. (Exhibit 6.1).
If not all zeros of the polynomial are found, the coefficients of
the remaining unsolved polynomial will be printed,.with coefficient of
highest degree term first, under the heading "COEFFICIENTS OF DEFLATED
POLYNOMIAL FOR WHICH NO ZEROS WERE FOUND." See Appendix A, § 6. This
is illustrated in Exhibit A.2.
The multiplicity of each zero is given.under the title "MULTIPLI-
CITIES" (Exhibit,6.1).
The initial approximation producing convergence to a root is
printed to the right of the corresponding root and headed by "INITIAL
APPROXIMATION." The initial approximations may be those supplied by the
user, or generated by the program, or a combination of both (Exhibit
A.3). See Appendix A, § 1 and § 2 for discussion of approximations.
The message "SOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD" indicates that the corresponding
root or roots was obtained by Subroutine QUAD. See Appendix A, § 5.
If an approximation does not produce convergence within the maxi-
mum number of iterations, it is printed under the heading "NO CONVER-
GENCE FOR THE FOLLOWING APPROXIMATIONS AFTER XXX ITERATIONS." XXX is
replaced by the maximum number of iterations. The type of the approxi-
mation, that is, initial approximation or altered approximations is
given (Exhibit A.1). See Appendix A, § 1 and § 2 for discussion of
approximations.
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5. Informative and Error Messages
The output may contain informative or error messages.. These are
intended as an aid to the user and are described as follows:
"IN THE ATTEMPT TO IMPROVE ACCURACY, ROOT(X) = YYY DID NOT CONVERGE
THE PRESENT APPROXIMATION AFTER ZZZ ITERATIONS IS PRINTED BELOW." X is
the number of the zero, YYY is the value of the zero before the attempt
to improve:-accuracy, ZZZ is the maximum number of iterations. This
message indicates that a zero found before attempting to improve
accuracy did not converge sufficiently when being used as an initial
approximation on the full (undeflated) polynomial. The current approxi-
mation is printed in the list of improved zeros. In many cases, this
failure to converge is a result of an ill-conditioned polynomial and
this current approximation of the root may be better than its approxi-
mation before the attempt to improve accuracy. In most cases, the
polynomial from which this root was first extracted had fewer multiple
roots, due to deflations, than the original polynomial.
"THE VALUE OF THE DERIVATIVE AT XO = XXX IS ZERO."
This message is printed as a result of the value of the derivative
of the original polynomial at an approximation, XXX, being zero (0).
It occurred in the attempt to improve the accuracy of a zero. The
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Figure B.1. Sequence of Input Data for Newton's Method
Variable Name
-Card Columns
00 0 0011111111112222222222333333 33334444 4444 5555555555666 66666667 7777777 8
12345 78901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012 45678901 234567890
0 C




7 200 1.D-l l.D-20 1.D-02 1.OD+01 5.OD+02
-Example
Figure B.o2 Control Card for Newton's Method
00000000011111111112222222222333333333344444444445555555555666666666677777777778
12345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890
A (RA) A (VA)
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Figure B.3. Coefficient Card for Newton's Method
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TABLE 3. VII
VARIABLES USED IN NEWTON'S METHOD
Single Precision Double Precision Disposition
Variable Type Variable Type of Argument Description
Main Program
NOPOLY I NOPOLY I Number of the polynomial
N I N I Degree of the polynomial
NIAP I NIAP I Number of initial approximations to be read
MAX I MAX I Maximum number of iterations to be performed
EPSCNV R EPSCNV D Tolerance check for convergence
EPSMUL R EPSMUL D Tolerance check for multiplicities
EPSQ R EPSQ D Tolerance check for zero in subroutine QUADXSTART R XSTART D Magnitude from which to begin the search for zerosXEND R XEND D Magnitude to end the search for zerosKCHECK I KCHECK I Program Control. When KCHECK = 1i, program will
terminate execution.
NA I NA I Number of coefficients or original polynomial
A C RA,VA D Array containing the coefficients of original
polynomial P(X)
NDEF I NDEF I Degree of current deflated polynomial
L I L I Counter for number of initial approximations used
ITER I ITER I Counter for number of iterationsNROOT I NROOT I Counter for number of roots found (counting
multiplicities)
IALTER I IALTER I Counter for number of alterations of each initial
approximation
ITIME I ITIME I Program control
K I K I Counter for number of distinct roots found
ND I ND I Program control & number of coefficient of deflated
polynomial for which no zeros were found
TABLE Bo II (Continued)
Single Precision Double Precision Disposition
Variable Type Variable Type of Argument Description
XO C RXO,VXO D Current approximation (Xn) to root
COEF C RCOEF,VCOEF D Working array containing coefficients of current
deflated polynomial
DPX C RDPX,VDPX D Derivative of P(X) at some value X
PX C RPX,VPX D Value of P(X) at some point X
XZERO C RXZERO, D Array containing the initial approximations
VXZERO
XNEW C RXNEW,VXNEW D New approximation (Xn+) obtained from old approximation
(Xn) by Newton's Algorithm
KANS I KANS I KANS = 1 implies convergence, KANS = 0 implies no
convergence
MULT I MULT I Array containing the number of multiplicities of each
root
X C RX,VX D Array containing the zeros of P(X)
XINIT C RXINIT, D Array containing the initial or altered approximations
VXINIT which produced convergence to each root
NUM I NUM I Number of coefficients of current deflated polynomial
B C RB,VB D Array containing the coefficients of newly deflated
polynomial
IROOT I IROOT I Number of distinct roots found by Newton's method, i.e.
not solved for directly .by subroutine QUAD
D C RD,VD D Array containing the coefficients of deflated polynomial
for which no zeros were found
I01 I I01 I Unit number of input device
102 I 102 I Unit number of output device
C C RC,VC D Array containing sequence of values leading to the.
derivative
EPSCHK R EPSCHK D Current tolerance for checking convergence or
multiplicity
TABLE B. VII ;(Continued)
Single Precision Double Precision Disposition
Variable Type Variable Type of Argument Description
Subroutine HORNER
A C RA,VA D E Array of coefficients of polynomial
B C RB,VB D R Array of coefficients of deflated polynomialNDEF I NDEF I E Degree of polynomial
NUM I NUM I Number of coefficients of polynomial
X0 C RXO,VXO D E Point (Xn) at which to evaluate the polynomial and its
derivative. Also current approximation (Xn+l) used
to deflate the polynomial
PX C RPX,VPX D R Value of polynomial at Xn
DPX C RDPX,VDPX D R Value of the derivative of polynomial at XnC C RC,VC D R Array of containing sequence of values leading to the
derivative
Subroutine NEWTON
PX C RPX,VPX D E Value of polynomial at Xn
DPX C RDPX,VDPX D E Derivative of polynomial at Xn
X0 C RXO,VXO D! E Current approximation (Xn) to root
XNEW C RXNEW,VXNEW D R New approximation (Xn) to root
Subroutine CHECK
EPSLON R EPS D C Tolerance for convergence or multiplicity check
PX C RPX,VPX D E Value of P(X) at Xn
DPX C RDPX,VDPX D E Derivative of P(X) at XnX0 C RXO,VXO D E Current approximations (Xn+l) to root
102 I 102 I C Unit number of output device
KANS I KANS I R KANS = 1 implies convergence, KANS =.0 implies no
convergence
TABLE B. VII (Continued)
Single Precision Double Precision Disposition
Variable Type Variable Type of Argument Description
Subroutine-BETTER
102 I 102 I C Unit number of output device
XZERO C RXZERO, D E Array of approximations
VXZERO
X C RX,VX D ECR Array of roots
A C RA,VA D E Coefficients of original (undeflated) polynomial, P(X)
COEF C RCOEF,VCOEF D E Working array for coefficients of polynomial
NA I NA I E Number of coefficients of original polynomial
X0 C RXO,VXO D Current approximation (Xn) to root
DPX C RDPX,VDPX D Derivative of P(X) at Xn
PX C RPX,VPX D Value of P(X) at Xn
KANS I KANS I KANS = 1 implies convergence; KANS = 0 implies no
convergence
ITER I ITER I Counter for number of iterations
XNEW C RXNEW,VXNEW D New approximation (Xn+l) to root
NN I NN I Degree of polynomial
C C RC,VC D E Array containing the sequence of values leading to the
derivative
K I K I E Number of distinct roots of P(X) found
N I N I E Degree of polynomial P(X)
B C RB,VB D E Array of coefficients of deflated polynomial
MAX I MAX I C Maximum number of iterations permitted
EPSCHK R EPS D C Tolerance for checking convergence
Subroutine GENAPP
APP C APPR,APPI D R Array containing initial approximations
NAPP I NAPP I E Number of initial approximations to be generated 
_
TABLE B. VII (Continued)
Single Precision Double Precision Disposition
Variable Type Variable Type of Argument Description
XSTART R XSTART D ECR Magnitude at which to begin generating approximations;
also magnitude of the approximation being generated
BETA R BETA D Argument of the complex approximation being generated
U R APPR(I) D Real part of complex approximation
V R APPI(I) D Imaginary part. of complex approximation
Subroutine ALTER
XOLD C XOLDR,XOLDI D ECR Old approximation to be altered to new approximation
NALTER I NALTER I ECR Number of alterations performed on an initial
approximation
ITIME I ITIME I E Program control
MAX I MAX I C Maximum number of iterations permitted.
Y R XOLDI D Imaginary part of original initial approximation
(unaltered)
X R XOLDR D Real part of original unaltered initial approximation
R R R D Magnitude of original unaltered initial approximation
BETA R BETA D; Argument of new approximation
XOLDR R XOLDR Di Real part of new approximation
XOLDI R XOLDI D Imaginary part of new approximation
102 I 102 C Unit number of output device
Subroutine QUAD
A C UA,VA D E Coefficients of polynomial to be solved
NA I NA I E Degree of polynomial
ROOT C UROOT,VROOT D ECR Array of roots of P(X) (original polynomial)
NROOT I NROOT I ECR Number of distinct roots of P(X) (the original,
polynomial)
_.00
TABLE B. VII (Continued)
Single Precision Double Precision Disposition
Variable Type Variable Type of Argument Description
MULTI I MULTI I ECR Array containing multiplicities of each root
EPST R EPST. D E Tolerance check for the number zero
DISC C UDISC,VDISC D Value of the discriminate (b2 - 4ac)'of Quadratic
Subroutine COMSQT
UX,vx D E Complex number for which the square root is desired
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PROGRAM FOR NEWTON'S METHOD
C
C *
C * DOUBLE PRECISION PROGRAM FOR NEWTON'S METHOD
C *
C *
C * NEWTONS METHOD EXTRACTS THE ZEROS AND THEIR MULTIPLICITIES OF A *
C * POLYNOMIAL OF MAXIMUM DEGREE 25 BY COMPUTING A SEQUENCE OF APPROX- *
C * IMATIONS CONVERGING TO A ZERO OF THE POLYNOMIAL USING THE ITERATION *
C * FORMULA
C * XIN+I) = XIN)-PIXIN)I/P'IXINI).
C *
C ***************************************************************************























0019 IF(NIAP.NE.OI GO TO 3
0020 NIAP=N
0021 CALL GENAPP(RXZEROVXZERO,NIAP.XSTARTI
0022 GO TO 4













0035 00 5 I=I1NA 188
0036 RCOEF)II=RA(Il 190
0037 5 VCOEF(I)=VA(I) 191





TABLE B. VIII (Continued)
0041 IF(ABOPX NE.0.01 GO TO 20
0042 IF(ABPX.EQ.0.0) GO TO 70
0043 GO TO 110






0050 IF(KANS.EQ.1I GO TO 70 194
0051 IF(ITER.GE.MAX) GO TO 40
0052 GO TO 10 208
0053 40 CALL ALTER(RXZERO(L),VXZEROL),IALTERITINEI




0058 GO TO 10 248
0059 60 NO=NDEF+I
0060 00 65 J=1,ND
0061 RD(J)=RCOEFIJ)
0062 65 VD(Ji=VCOEF(J)
0063 GO TO 140









0072 80 IFINROOT.GE.N) GO TO 147
0073 NDEF=NDEF-1
0074 NUM=NDEF+I
0075 00 105 I=1,NUM 294
0076 RCOEFI=R8() 296





0081 IFIABDPX.NE.O.0) GO TO 107
0082 IF(ABPX.EQ.0.0) GO TO 130




0087 IF(KANS.EQ.1) GO TO 130 300
0088 110 IFINDEF.GT.2) GO TO 113
0089 IROOT=K
0090 CALL QUAO(RCOEFVCOEF,NDEF,RXVXeKtNULTeEPSQI
0091 GO TO 150
0092 113 IFIL.LT.NIAP) GO TO 115
0093 IF(XEND.EQ.0.0) GO TO 60











0103 GO TO 10 324
0104 130 MULT(KI=MULT(K)+1 328
0105 NROOT=NROOT+1 332
0106 GO TO 80 336

















0121 IF(IROOT.LT.KI WRITE(102,1062) IIRXII),VXIlIIMULT(II =lKKK,K)
0122 170 IFINO.EQ.0) GO TO 1
0123 WRITE(1O2,10701 396
0124 WRITE(1O2,10751 (JtRD(JIVD(JJ=1.tNOI
0125 GO TO 1 444
0126 1000 FORMAT(3(12,IX),9Xl3,8X,3(D6.0,1XI,13X,2(07.OIX Il|
0127 1010 FORMATI2D30.0)
0128 1030 FORMAT(1HI,8Xt43HNEWTONS METHOD TO FIND ZEROS OF POLYNOMIALS/9XI18
1HPOLYNOMIAL NUMBER ,12.11H OF DEGREE t12,////1X2HTHE COEFFICIENT
2S OF PIXI ARE/)
0129 1040 FORMAT(3X,2HPIpI2,4H) = ,023.16,3H + ,D23.16,2H I)
0130 1020 FORMAT(2D30.01
0131 1025 FORMAT(///IXt6IHBEFORE THE ATTEMPT TO IMPROVE ACCURACY, THE ZEROS
IOF P(XI ARE)
0132 1050 FORMAT(///2X,13HROOTS OF P(XI)52Xt14HMULTIPLICITIES,17Xt21HINITIAL
I APPROXIMATION/I)
0133 1060 FORMAT 43X,5HROOTI12,4H) = ,023.16,3H + ,023.16,2H Is7X9I2,7X,D23.
116,3H + ,023.16,2H I)
0134 1062 FORMAT(3X,5HROOT(,l2,4H) = ,023.16,3H + r023.16.2H ls7X,12,8Xv23HS
IOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD)
0135 1065 FORMATI//IX,61HAFTER THE ATTEMPT TO IMPROVE ACCURACY, THE ZEROS
IOF P(X) ARE)
0136 1070 FORMATI///1X,65HCOEFFICIENTS OF DEFLATED POLYNOMIAL FOR WHICH NO Z
1EROS WERE FOUND/)
0137 1075 FORMATI3X,2HD(,12,4H) = tD23.1613H + ,D23.16e2H I)
0138 2000 FORMAT(IX,41HNUMBER OF INITIAL APPROXIMATIONS GIVEN. v12)
0139 2010 FORMAT(IX,29HMAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS.,I1X,131
0140 2020 FORMAT(IX#21HTEST FOR CONVERGENCE.,13XD9.21
0141 2030 FORMAT(IX,24HTEST FOR MULTIPLICITIES.1IOXD9.21
0142 2040 FORMATIIX,23HRADIUS TO START SEARCH.*11X,09.2)
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C * SUBROUTINE QUAD SOLVES DIRECTLY FOR THE ZEROS AND THEIR MULTIPLICITIES *
C * OF EITHER A QUADRATIC POLYNOMIAL OR A LINEAR FACTOR. SOLUTION OF THE *
C * QUADRATIC IS DONE USING THE QUADRATIC FORMULA. *
C S *
C *****************************************************************************
0002 DOUBLE PRECISION UAVA.UROOTVROOTBBBUAAA,VAAA.UDISCVDISCUDUMM
1YVDUMMY,ROUMMYeSDUMMNYEPSTUBBBVBB8
0003 DIMENSION UA(26),VA261,UROOTr255,VROOT(251NMULTI(251
0004 IFINA.EQ.2) GO TO 7














































C * THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE SQUARE ROOT OF A COMPLEX NUMBER.
C * *
C ************ *************************************************







0009 GO TO 100
0010 20 IF(UXI 40,50,60
0011 30 UY=AAA
0012 VY=BBB




0017 GO TO 100
0018 50 UY=O.O
0019 VY=0.O







TABLE B. VIII (Continued)
0001 SUBROUTI NE"HORNERRAVA,RXOVXO,NOEF,RBO VB,RCVCRPXVPXRDPX.VDPX
C *********************************************S******************************C *
C * HORNERlS METHOD COMPUTES THE VALUE OF A POLYNOMIAL PIXI AT A POINT D AND *
C * ITS DERIVATIVE AT D. SYNTHETIC DIVISION IS USED TO DEFLATE THE
C * POLYNOMIAL BY DIVIDING OUT THE FACTOR (X-DI. *
C *
C ****************************************************************************












0014 IF(NDEF.LT.2) GO TO 25







0001 SUBROUTINE NEWTONIRPX,VPX,ROPX,VDPX,RXOVXO,RXNEWVXNEW) 600
C *************************************************************************
C * *
C * THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES A NEW APPROXIMATION FROM THE OLD APPROX- *
C * IMATION BY USING THE ITERATION FORMULA *
C * KX(N+* = XINl-P(X(NI)/P(X(Nl). *
C * *
C **************************************************************************
0002 DOUBLE PRECISION RPXVPXRDPXVDPXRXO,VXORXNEWMVXNEWMARG









TABLE B. VIII (Continued)
0001 SUBROUTINE CHECK(RPXVPXRDDPX,
V O P '
RXOVXOKANSI
C * *
C * THIS SUBROUTINE CHECKS FOR CONVERGENCE OF THE SEQUENCE OF APPROX- *
C * IMATIONS BY TESTING THE EXPRESSION
C * ABSOLUTE VALUE OF (P(X(N))/P'(X(N)I)/ABSOLUTE VALUE OF XIN+1).
C * WHEN IT IS AS SMALL AS DESIRED, CONVERGENCE IS OBTAINED. *
C *
0002 DOUBLE PRECISION RPX,VPX,RDPX,VDPXRXOVXOABSXO,ABSQUOIRDUMMYIVDU 749
IMMYEPS 750
0003 DOUBLE PRECISION ARG
0004 DOUBLE PRECISION ODD
0005 COMMON EPS,MAX,O02
0006 ABSXO=DSQRTIRXO*RXO*VXO*VXO)
0007 IF(ABSXO.EQ.0.) GO TO 25
0008 ARG=ROPX*ROPX+VDPX*VOPX
0009 DOD=OSQRT(ARGI




0014 IFIABSQUO/ABSXO.LT.EPSI GO TO 10
0015 KANS=0O 760
0016 RETURN 764











C * SUBROUTINE BETTER ATTEMPTS TO IMPROVE THE ACCURACY OF THE ZEROS FOUND
C * BY USING THEM AS INITIAL APPROXIMATIONS WITH NEWTON'S METHOD APPLIED TO
C * THE FULL, UNDEFLATED POLYNOMIAL.
C *
C ****************************************************************************




0004 DOUBLE PRECISION ABPXABDPX
0005 COMMON EPSMAXO02
0006 DO 10 I=I,K 812
0007 RXZERO(I)=RX(I) 815
0008 10 VXZERO(I)=VX(I) 816
0009 DO 20 I=1,NA
0010 RCOEF(I)=RAII 824
0011 20 VCOEF(II=VA(II 825





0017 30 CALL HORNER(RCOEFVCOEFRXOVXOtNN,RB.VBRCVC,RPX,VPXRDPXVDPX)
0018 ABPX=DSQRTIRPX*RPX+VPX*VPX)
0019 ABDPX=DSQRT(RDPX*RDPX+VDPX*VDPXI
0020 IF(ABOPX.NE.O.01 GO TO 33
0021 IFIABPX.EQ.0.0) GO TO 40
0022 GO TO 34




0027 CALL CHECK(RPX,VPX,RDPX,VDPX, RXOVXOKANSI
0028 IF(KANS.EO.1I GO TO 40 844
0029 IF(ITER.GE.MAXI GO TO 35
0030 GO TO 30 864
0031 34 WRITE(102,1112 RXO,VXO
0032 35 WRITE(102,100 J,RXZERO(J),VXZERO(J'
0033 WRITE(O02,200) MAX
0034 40 RX(JI=RXO 870
0035 VX(J)=VXO 871
0036 50 CONTINUE 872
0037 RETURN 876
0038 1112 FORMAT(IHO,36HTHE VALUE OF THE DERIVATIVE AT XO = ,D23.16,3H + .D2
13.16,2H ItlOH IS ZERO.)
0039 100 FORMATI42HOIN THE ATTEMPT TO IMPROVE ACCURACY, ROOT,12,4HI = ,D23
1.16,3H + ,D23.16.2H I,18H DID NOT CONVERGE.)





2. Use of the Program
A double precision FORTRAN IV program using Muller's method is
presented in this appendix. Flow charts for this program are given in
Figure C.1 while Table C.V gives a FORTRAN IV listing of this program.
Single precision variables are listed in some of the tables. The
single precision variables are used in the flow charts and the
corresponding double precision variables can be obtained from the
appropriate tables.
The program is designed to solve polynomials of degree 25 or
less. Both the coefficient of the highest degree term and the constant
coefficient should be non-zero. In order to solve polynomials of
degree N, where N > 25, certain array dimensions must be changed.





PROGRAM CHANGES FOR SOLVING POLYNOMIALS OF








UB (N+l) , VB (N+1)
UA(N+1) ,VA(N+l)
URAPP (N, 3) , VRAPP (N, 3)
Subroutine BETTER
UROOT (N) ,VROOT (N)
UA(N+1) ,VA(N+l)
UBAPP (N,3) ,VBAPP (N,3)
UB (N+1) ,VB (N+1)
UROOTS(N),VROOTS(N)









UROOT (N) ,VROOT (N)
MULTI (N)
Table C.II lists the. system functions used in the program of




SYSTEM FUNCTIONS USED IN MULLER'S METHOD
Double Precision
DABS(d) - obtain absolute value
DATAN2(dl,d 2) - arctangent of dl/d 2
DSQRT(d) - square root
DCOS(d) - cosine of angle
DSIN(d) - sine of angle
DSQRT(d) - square root
2. Input Data for Muller's Method
The input data for Muller's method is identical to the input data
for Newton's method as described in Appendix B, § 2 except for the
variable names. The correspondence of input variable names is given
in Table C.III. Only one (not three) initial approximation, X0, is
given for each root. The other two required by Muller's method are
constructed within the program and are .9XO and 1.lX0 .
3. Variables Used in Muller's Method
The definitions of the major variables used in Muller's method are
given in Table C.IV. For definitions of variables not listed in this
table see the definitions of variables for the corresponding subroutine
in Table B.VII. The notation and symbols used here are the same as
for Table B.VII and are described in Appendix B, § 3.
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TABLE C.III
CORRESPONDENCE OF NEWTON'S AND MULLER'S
INPUT DATA VARIABLES













A (RA) A (UA)
A (VA) A (VA)
Initial Approximation Card
XZERO (RXZERO) APP (UAPP)
XZERO (VXZERO) APP (VAPP)
End Card
KCHECK KCHECK
4. Description of Program Output
The output from Muller's method is the same as that for Newton's
method as described in Apptendix B, 5 4. Only one initial approximation,
Z, (not three) is printed for each root. It is either that supplied by
the user or generated by the program. The other two approximations
used were 0.9Z and l.1Z.
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5. Informative and Error Messages
The output may contain informative messages printed as an aid to
the user. These are:
"NO ZEROS WERE FOUND FOR POLYNOMIAL NUMBER XX."
XX is the number of the polynomial. This message is printed if no roots
of the polynomial were found.
"IN THE ATTEMPT TO IMPROVE ACCURACY, ROOT(X) = YYY
DID NOT CONVERGE AFTER ZZZ ITERATIONS
THE PRESENT APPROXIMATION IS AAA"
X is the number of the root before the attempt to improve accuracy, YYY
is the value of the root before attempt to improve accuracy, ZZZ is the
maximum number of iterations, and AAA is the current approximation
after the maximum number of iterations. This message has the same
meaning as the corresponding message in Appendix B, § 5.
TABLE C. IV
VARIABLES USED IN MULLER'S METHOD
Single Precision Double Precision Disposition
Variable Type Variable Type of Argument Description
Main Program
NP I NP T Degree of polynomial P(X)
NROOT I NROOT I Number of distinct roots found
NOMULT I NOMULT I Number of roots (counting multiplicities)
ROOT C UROOT,VROOT D Array containing the roots
NAPP I NAPP I Number of initial approximations to be read in
APP C UAPP,VAPP D Array of initial approximations
WORK C UWORK,VWORK D Working array containing coefficients of current
polynomial
B C UB,VB D Array containing coefficients of deflated polynomial
A C UA,VA D Array containing coefficients of original polynomial,
p(X)
RAPP C URAPP,VRAPP D Array of initial or altered approximations for which
convergence was obtained
X1l C UXI,VXl D One of three current approximations to a root
X2 C UX2,VX2 D One of three current approximations to a root
X3 C UX3,VX3 D One of three current approximations to a root
PXl C UPX1,VPXI. D Value of polynomial P(X) at X1
PX2 C UPX2,VPX2 D Value of polynomial P(X) at X2
PX3 C UPX3,VPX3 D Value of polynomial P(X) at X3
X4 C UX4,VX4 D Newest approximation (Xn+) to root.
PX4 C UPX4,VPX4 D Value of polynomial P(X) at X4
MULT I MULT I Array containing the multiplicities of each root found
ITER I ITER Counter for iterations
I01 I I01 I Unit number of input device
102 I 102 I Unit number of output device
-'
• 7 . ., .. .. 0
TABLE C.IV. (Continued)
Single Precision Double Precision Disposition
Variable Type Variable Type of Argument Description
EPSRT R EPSRT D Number used in subroutine BETTER to generate two
approximations from the one given
NOPOLY I NOPOLY I Number of the polynomial
MAX I MAX I Maximum number of iterations
EPS R EPS D Tolerance check for convergence
EPSO R EPSO D Tolerance check for zero (0)
EPSM R EPSM D Tolerance check for multiplicities
KCHECK I KCHECK I Program control, KCHECK = 1 stops execution of program
XSTART R XSTART D Magnitude at which to start generating initial
approximations
XEND R XEND D Magnitude at which to end generating initial
approximations
NWORK I NWORK I Degree of current deflated polynomial whose coefficients
are in WORK
ITIME I ITIME I Program control
NALTER I NALTER I Number of alterations which have been performed on an
initial approximation
IAPP I IAPP Counter for number of initial approximations used
CONV L CONV L When CONV is true, convergence has been obtained
IROOT I IROOT I Number of distinct roots solved by Muller's method, i.e.
not solved directly by subroutine QUAD
Subroutine HORNER
A C UA,VA D E Array of current polynomial coefficients (to be deflated
or evaluated)
NA I NA I E Degree of polynomial to be deflated or evaluated
X C UX,VX D El, Approximation at which to evaluate or deflate the
polynomial
X-
TABLE C. IV (Continued)
Single Precision Double Precision Disposition
Variable Type Variable Type of Argument Description
B C UB,VB *D R Array containing the coefficients of the deflated
polynomial
PX C UPX,VPX D R Value of the polynomial at X
NUM I NUM I Number of coefficients of polynomial to be deflated
Subroutine TEST
X3 C UX3,VX3 D E Approximation to Root (old) (Xn)
X4 C UX4,VX4 D E New approximation to root (Xn+1)
CONV L CONV L R CONV = 'true implies convergence has been obtained
EPS R EPS D C Tolerance for convergence test
EPSO R EPSO D C Tolerance check for zero (0)
DE1NOM R DENOM D Magnitude of new approximation, (X )
n+l
Subroutine BETTER
MULT I MULT I ECR Array of multiplicities of each root
A C UA,VA 'D E Array of coefficients of original undeflated 'polynomial
NP I NP I E Degree of original polynomial
ROOT C UROOT,VROOT D ECR Array of roots
NROOT I NROOT I ECR Number of roots stored in root
BAPP C UBAPP,VBAPP D E Array of initial approximations (old roots)
IROOT I IROOT I ECR Number of roots solved by the iterative process (Not
QUAD)
ROOTS C UROOTS,VROOTS D Temporary storage for new (better) roots
L I L I- Number of roots found by BETTER
EPSRT R EPSRT D C A small-number used to generate two of the three
approximations when given one
ITER I ITER I C Counter for.number of iterations
-
TABLE C.IV (Continued)
Single Precision Double Precision Disposition
Variable Type Variable Type of Argument Description
B C UB,VB D Array containing coefficients of deflated polynomial
X1 C UX1,VX1 D One of three approximations to the root
X2 C UX2,VX2 D One of three approximations to the root
X3 C UX3,VX3 D One of three approximations to the root
PX1 C UPX1,VPX1 D Value of polynomial (P(X)) at X1
PX2 C UPX2,VPX2 $D Value of polynomial (P(X)) at X2
PX3 C UPX3,VPX3 D Value of polynomial (P(X)) at X3
CONV L CONV L CONV = true implies convergence has been obtained
X4 C UX4,VX4 iD Newest approximation to root
J I J I Program control-- counts the number of roots used as
initial approximations
MAX I MAX C Maximum number of iterations permitted
102 I 102 T C Unit number of output device
Subroutine ALTER
X1 C XIR,X1I D- ECR One of the three approximations to be altered
X2 C X2R,X2I ECR One of the three approximations to be altered
X3 C X3R,X31 ID ECR One of the three approximations to be altered
X2R R X2R Real part of complex approximation
X21 R X21 Imaginary part of complex approximation
Subroutine QUAD
EPST R EPST D. E Tolerance check for zero (0)
Subroutine CALC:
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0059 50 CALL CALC(UXIVXIu2,UXVX2UX3,VX3*UPXIVPXI1UPX2,VPX2,UPX3,VPX3,UX
14,VX4tUQ4VQ4#UH3,VH31
0060 60 CALL HORNER(NWORKUWORKVWORKUX4,VX4UBtVBUPX4,VPX4)
0061 ABPX4=DSQRT(UPX4*UPX4+VPX4*VPX4)
0062 ABPX3=DSQRTIUPX3*UPX3+VPX3*VPX3)
0063 IF(ABPX3.EQ.0.0 GO TO 70
0064 QQQ=ABPX4/ABPX3





0070 GO TO 60
0071 70 CALL TEST(UX3.VX3,UX4,VX4,CONVI
0072 IFICONV) GO TO 120
0073 IF(ITER.LT.MAX) GO TO 110
0074 CALL ALTER(UAPP(IAPP#I1lVAPP(IAPP,1),UAPP(IAPP2bPVAPP(IAPP,21UAP
IP(IAPP,3),VAPP(IAPP,3),NALTERlTIME)
0075 IF(NALTER.GT.51 GO TO 75
0076 ITER=1
0077 GO TO 40
0078 75 IF(IAPP.LT.NAPPI GO TO 100
0079 IF(XEND.EQ.0.0) GO TO 77








0088 80 IF(NROOT.EQ.01 GO TO 90
0089 WRITE(I02,10601




0094 82 IFINROOT.EQ.OIGO TO 90
0095 IF(IROOT.EQ.0I GO TO 85
0096 WRITE(IO2O1080)
0097 DO 55 I=1,IROOT
0098 55 WRITE(102,O085) 1,UROOT(IhVROOT(II*MULT(IIURAPPt,2),VRAPPI.21
152
TABLE C.V, (Continued)
0099 1F(fIROOT.LT.NROOT -GO TO 85
0100 GO TO 87
0101 85 KKK=IROOT+1
0102 WRITE(I02,1086) (I,UROOTtI)tVROOTIIhMULTII),I=KKKNROOTI
0103 87 IF(IPATH.EQ.1 GO TO 81
0104 GO TO 10
0105 90 WRITE(IO12,070) NOPOLY

















0123 125 IFINOMULT.LT.NP) GO TO 130
0124 GO TO 80
0125 130 CALL HORNER(NWORKUWORK,VWORKtUX4,VX4,UBoVBUPX4,VPX4I
0126 NWORK=NWORK-1
0127 KKK=NWORK+I





0133 IFICCC.LT.EPSMI GO TO 150
0134 IF(NWORK.GT.2) GO TO 75
0135 IROOT=NROOT
0136 CALL QUAD(UWORK,VWORK,NWORK,UROOTVROOTeNROOTMULT,EPSOI
0137 GO TO 80
0138 150 MULT(NROOT)=MULT(NROOT)+1
0139 NOMULT=NOMULT+1














0154 GO TO 50
0155 1010 FORMATI2030.0)
0156 1020 FORMAT(IH1,IX,52HMULLERS METHOD FOR FINDING THE ZEROS OF A POLYNOM
153
TABLE C.V (Continued)
IIAL/IH ,IX,18HPOLYNOMIAL NUMBER ,12,11H OF DEGREE ,12//11H ,XZ28H
2THE COEFFICIENTS OF PIX) ARE//)
0157 1030 FORMATI2D30.0)
0158 1090 FORMAT///IIIX,65MCOEFFICIENTS OF DEFLATED POLYNOMIAL FOR WHICH NO
1IEROS WERE FOUND//)
0159 1080 FORMATI///IX ,3HROOTS OF P(X),52X,14HMULTIPLICITIES,17X.21HINITIAL
1 APPROXIHMATIOI//I
0160 1070 FORMATI//,43H NO ZEROS WERE FOUND FOR POLYNOMIAL NUMBER .12)
3161 1086 FORMATI2X95HR3OT(I2,4H) = ,023.16,3H + ,D23.16,2H 1,8X,12,9X.23HS
10LVED BY DIRECT METHOD)
0162 1037 FORMAT(///,1X,13HZEROS OF PIX),51Xt4HMULTIPLICITIES//)
0163 1035 FORMAT(3X,A2,I2,4H) = ,023.16,3H + ,D23.162H II
0164 1085 FORMATI2X,5HRDOTI.12,4H) - ,D23.16,3H t D23.16,2H I8BX12*BXpD23.
116#3H * ,023.16,2H I)
0165 1000 FORMAT(3(12l1X),9X,13,BX,31D6.0,PX),13X,2lD7.0.1XillI
0166 1060 FORMATI///35H BEFORE ATTEMPT TO IMPROVE ACCURACY)
0167 1200 FORMAT(///IX,37HAFTER THE ATTEMPT TO IMPROVE ACCURACY)
0168 2000 FORMAT(1X,41HNUMBER OF INITIAL APPROXIMATIONS GIVEN. ,12)
0169 2010 FORMAT(IX,29HMAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS.II1X,13)
0170 2020 FORMATIIX,21HTEST FOR CONVERGENCE.,13X,09.2)
0171 2030 FORMAT(I1X24HTEST FOR MULTIPLICITIES.,10XD9.2)
0172 2040 FORMAT(1X23HRADIUS TO START SEARCH. llXeD9.2)





0001 SUBROUTINE ALTERX1IR,X11,X2R,X21,X3R,X31,NALTER, ITIME)
C **************************************************************************
C *
C * SUBROUTINE ALTER ALTERS THE INITIAL APPROXIMATIONS WHICH PRODUCE NO *
C * CONVERGENCE TO A ZERO. THIS IS DONE A MAXIMUM OF 5 TIMES FOR EACH ROOT. *
C *
C *******************************************************************************
0002 DOUBLE PRECISION XIR,X1I,X2RsX21,X3RX31,EPSI,EPS2,EPS3,RBETA
0003 COMMON EPSIEPS2*EPS3.102,MAX
0004 IFIITIME.NE.0) GO TO 5
0005 ITIME=1
0006 WRITEII02,1100 MAX
0007 5 IFINALTER.EO.0) GO TO 10
0008 WRITE1102,1000) XLR,XII,X2R,X21,X3RX31






0015 GO TO (30,40,30,40,301tNALTER
0016 30 X2R=-X2R
0017 X21=-X21









0027 1000 FORMAT(IX,SHX1 = ,D23.16,3H + ,023.16#2H I,lOX,22HALTERED APPROXIM
IATIONS/IX,5HX2 = ,023.16,3H + ,D23.16,2H I/IX,5HX3 = ,023.16,3H +
2,023.16,2H 1/1
0028 1020 FORMAT(1H0,5HX = ,D23.16,3H + ,023.16,2H ,I0OX,22HINITIAL APPROXI
IMATIONS/LX,5HX2 = .023.16,3H + ,D23.16,2H I/IX.5HX3 = ,023.16,3H +
2 ,D23.16,2H I/)







C * SUBROUTINE GENAPP GENERATES N INITIAL APPROXIMATIONS, WHERE N IS THE
C * DEGREE OF THE ORIGINAL POLYNOMIAL.
C *






















C * SUBROUTINE BETTER ATTEMPTS TO IMPROVE THE ACCURACY OF THE ZEROS FOUND *
C * BY USING THEM AS INITIAL APPROXIMATIONS WITH MULLER'S METHOD APPLIED TO *
C * THE FULL, UNDEFLATED POLYNOMIAL.
C *



























0025 20 CALL HORNERINPUA,VAUX3,VX3,UBVBUPX3,VPX3I
0026 CALL CALC(UX1,VXL,UX2,VX2,UX3VXUX3X3UPX1VPX1UPX2,VPX2,UPX3,VPX3.UX
14,VX4,UQ4,VQ49UH39VH3)
0027 30 CALL TESTIUX3eVX3,UX4,VX4rCONV)
0028 IF(CONV) GO TO 50
0029 IF(ITER.LT.MAX) GO TO 40
0030 WRITE(1O2,1000) JUROOT(J)hVROOTIJItMAX
0031 WRITEIIO2,1010) UX4,VX4
0032 IF(J.LT.IROOTI GO TO 33
0033 IF(J.EQ.IROOTI GO TO 35
0034 GO TO 100
0035 33 KKK=IROOT-1




























0062 IFIL.EQ.0 GO TO 120







0070 1000 FORMAT(///42H IN THE ATTEMPT TO IMPRDVE ACCURACY, ROOT(I124HI =
1023.16,3H + 023.16,2H 1/24H DID NOT CONVERGE AFTER 13#111H ITERAT
2IONS)
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0048 IFIAAA.LT.BBBI GO TO 10





0054 GO TO 50
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C * SUBROUTINE QUAD SOLVES DIRECTLY FOR THE ZEROS AND THEIR MULTIPLICITIES *
C * OF EITHER A QUADRATIC POLYNOMIAL OR A LINEAR FACTOR. SOLUTION OF THE *
C * QUADRATIC IS DONE USING THE QUADRATIC FORMULA. *
C * *
C ***********************************************************************
0002 DOUBLE PRECISION UA,VA,UROOT,VROOTsBBBUAAA,VAAAtUOISC.VDISCoUDUMN
IYVOUMMY,RUMMYV,SDUMMYEPSTUBBB VBBB
0003 DIMENSION UA26),VA1261,URDOT(25),VROOT(251MULTI(251
0004 IFINA.EQ.21 GO TO 7



















































C * THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE SQUARE ROOT OF A COMPLEX NUMBER.
C *







0009 GO TO 100
0010 20 IF(UXI 40,50t60
0011 30 UY=AAA
0012 VY=BBB




0017 GO TO 100
0018 50 UY=O.0
0019 VY=O.O







SPECIAL FEATURES OF THE G.C.D. AND
THE REPEATED G.C.D. PROGRAMS
Several special features have been provided in each program as an
aid to the user and to improve accuracy of the results. These are
explained and illustrated below.
1. Generating Approximations
If the user does not have initial approximations available, sub-
routine GENAPP can systematically generate, for an N th degree polynomial,
N initial approximations of increasing magnitude, beginning with the
magnitude specified by XSTART. If XSTART is 0., XSTART is automatically
initialized to 0.5 to avoid the approximation 0. + O.i. The approxima-
tions are generated according to the formula:
XK = (XSTART + 0.5K) (Cos 8 + i Sin B)
where
8 = 1 + K 6 , K = 0,1,2,...
To accomplish this, the user defines the number of initial approximations
to be read (NAPP) on the control card to be zero (0) or these columns
*These illustrations are representative of G.C.D.-Newton's method




(7-8) may be left blank. If XSTART is left blank, it is interpreted as
0.
For example, a portion of a control card which generates initial
approximations beginning at the origin for a seventh degree polynomial
is shown in Example D.1.
Variable Name
Card Columns
6 7 7 7 8
.12 45 78 4 0 2 8 0
N
0 N






The approximations are generated in a spiral configuration as illustrated
in Figure A.l.
Example D.2 shows a portion of a control card which generates
initial approximations beginning at a magnitude of 25.0 for a sixth
degree polynomial.
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6 7 7 7 8
12 4 5 7 8 4 0 2' 8 0
N
O N






Note that if the approximations are generated beginning at the
origin, the order in which the roots are found will probably be of
increasing magnitude. Roots obtained in this way are usually more
accurate.
2. Altering Approximations
If an initial approximation, X0, does not produce convergence to a
root within the maximum number of iterations, it is systematically
altered a maximum of five times until convergence is possibly obtained
according to the following formulas:
If the number of the alteration is odd: (j = 1,3)
Xj+l = X01 (Cos S + i Sin 8) where
- Im X
= Tan X0 + K ; K = 1 if j = 1
0 K = 2 if j = 3.




Each altered approximation is then taken as a starting approximation.
If none of the six starting approximations produce convergence, the
next initial approximation is taken, and the process repeated. The
six approximations are spaced 60 degrees apart on a circle of radius
IXo centered at the origin as illustrated in Figure A.2.
3. Searching the Complex Plane
By use of initial approximations and the altering technique, any
region of the complex plane in the form.of an annulus centered at the
origin can be searched for roots. This procedure can be accomplished
in two ways.
The first way is more versatile but requires more effort on the
part of the user. Specifically selected initial approximation can be
used to define particular regions to be searched. For example, if the
roots of a particular polynomial are known to have magnitudes between
20 and 40 an annulus of inner radius 20 and outer radius 40 could be
searched by using the initial approximations 20. + i, 23. + i, 26. + i,
29. + i, 32. + i, 35. + i, 38. + i, 40. + i.
By generating initial approximations internally, the program can
search an annulus centered at the origin of inner radius XSTART and
outer radius XEND. Values for XSTART and XEND are supplied on the
control card by the user. Example D.3 shows a portion of a control
card to search the above annulus of inner radius 20.0 and outer radius
40.0.
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6 7 7 7 8
12 45 78 4 0 2 8
N
O N




1 7 2.OD+01 4.OD+01
Example D.3
Note that since not less than N initial approximations can be
generated at one time, the outer radius of the annulus actually searched
may be greater than XEND but not greater than XEND + .5N.
Example D.4 shows a control card to search a circle of radius 15.
6 7 7 7 8
12 45 78 4 0 2 8 0
N
O N




1 7 1. 5D+01
Example D.4
168
Figure A.3 shows the distribution of initial and altered approxi-
mations for an annulus of width 2 and inner radius a.
4. Improving Zeros Found
After the zeros of a polynomial are found, they are printed under
the heading "Roots of Q(X)." They are then used as initial approxima-
tions with Newton's (Muller's) method applied each time to the full
(undeflated) polynomial Q(X), which contains only distinct roots. In
most cases, zeros that have lost accuracy due to roundoff error in the
deflation process are improved. The improved zeros are then printed
under the heading "Roots of P(X)." Since each root is used as an
approximation to the original (undeflated) polynomial Q(X), it is
possible that the root may converge to an entirely different root.
This is especially true where several zeros are close together.
Therefore, the user should check both lists of zeros to determine
whether or not this has occurred.
5. Solving Quadratic Polynomial
th
After N-2 roots of an N degree polynomial have been extracted,
the remaining quadratic, aX2 + bX + c, is solved using the quadratic
formula
-b + ,2 - 4ac
X =
2a
for the two remaining roots. These are indicated by the words "Results
of Subroutine QUAD" in the initial approximation column. If only a
polynomial of degree 1 is to be solved, the solution is found directly




If not all N roots of an N degree polynomial are found, the
coefficients of the remaining deflated polynomial are printed under the
heading "Coefficients of Deflated Polynomial For Which No Zeros Were
Found." The user may then work with this polynomial in an attempt to
find the remaining roots. The leading coefficient (coefficient of the
highest degree term) will be printed first (Exhibit 6,11)
7. Miscellaneous
By using various combinations of values for NAPP, XSTART, and
XEND, the user has several options available as illustrated below.
Example D.5 shows the control card for a seventh degree polynomial.
Three initial approximations are supplied by the user. At most three
roots will be found and the coefficients of the remaining deflated
polynomial will be printed.
6 7 7 7 8
1 2 4 5 78 4 0 2 8 0
N
O N







Note that if several roots are known to the user, they may be
"divided out" of the original polynomial by using this procedure.
Example D.6 indicates that 2 initial approximations are supplied
by the user to a 7th degree polynomial. After these approximations
are used.the circle of radius 15 will be searched for the remaining
roots.
6 7 7 7 8
12 45 7 8 4 8 2
N
O N




1 7 2 1.5D+Ol
Example D.6
By defining XSTART between 0. and 15. an annulus instead of the
circle will be searched.
APPENDIX E
G.C.D. - NEWTON'S METHOD
1. Use of the Program
A double precision FORTRAN IV program using the G.C.D. method
with Newton's method as a supporting :method is presented here. Flow
charts for this program are given in Figure E.6 while Table E.VII gives
a FORTRAN IV listing of this program. Single precision variables are
listed in some of the tables. The simple precision variables are used
in the flow charts and the corresponding double precision variables can
be obtained from the appropriatetables.
This program is designed to solve polynomials having degree less
than or equal to 25. In order to solve polynomials of degree N where
N > 25, the data statement and array dimensions given in Talbe E.I must
be changed.
In this program both the leading coefficient and the constant




PROGRAM CHANGES NECESSARY TO SOLVE POLYNOMIALS OF DEGREE
GREATER THAN 25 BY G.C.D. - NEWTON'S METHOD
Main Program

















US (N+1) , VS (N+1)





UROOT (N), VROOT (N)
MULT (N)
Subroutine NEWTON




















2. Input Data for G.C.D. - Newton's Method
The input data for G.C.D. - Newton's method is grouped into
polynomial data sets. Each polynomial data set consists of the data
for one and only one polynomial. As many polynomials as the user
desires may be solved by placing the polynomial data sets one behind
the other. Each polynomial data set consists of three kinds of infor-
mation placed in the following order:
1. Control information.
2. Coefficients of the polynomial.
3. Initial approximations. These may be omitted as
described in Appendix D, § 1.
An end card follows the entire collection of data sets. It indicates
that there is no more data to follow and terminates execution of the
174
program. This information is displayed in Figure E.1 and described
below. All data should be right justified and the D-type specification
should be used. The recommendations given in Table E.II are those
found to give best results on the IBM 360/50 computer which has a 32
bit word.
Control Information
The control card is the first card of the polynomial data set and
contains.the information given in Table E.II. See Figure E.2.
TABLE E.II
CONTROL DATA FOR G.C.D. - NEWTON'S METHOD
Variable Name Card Columns Description
NOPOLY c.c. 1-2 Number of the polynomial.
Integer.
Right justified.
NP c.c. 4-5 Degree of the polynomial.
Integer.
Right justified.




If no initial approximations are
given, leave blank.










Variable Name Card Columns Description
















This is a special feature of the
program and may be omitted.





This is a special feature of the
program and may be omitted.
KCHECK c.c. 80 This should be left blank.
Coefficients of the Polynomial
The coefficient cards follow the control card. For an Nth degree
polynomial, N+l coefficients must be entered one per card. The
coefficient of the highest degree term is entered first; that is, the
leading coefficient is entered first. For example, if the polynomial
X5 + 3X4 + 2X + 5 were to be solved for its zeros, the order in which
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the coefficients would be entered is: 1, 3, 0, 0, 2, 5. Each real
or complex coefficient is entered, one per card, as described in
Table E.III and illustrated in Figure E.3.
TABLE E.III
COEFFICIENT DATA FOR G.C.D. - NEWTON'S METHOD
Variable Name Card Columns Description




If none, leave blank or enter
O.ODOO.




If none, leave blank or enter
O.ODOO.
Initial Approximations
The initial approximation cards follow the set of coefficient
cards. The number of initial approximations read must be the number
specified on the control card and are entered, one per card, as given
in Table E.IV and illustrated in Figure E.4.
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TABLE E.IV
INITIAL APPROXIMATION DATA FOR G.C.D. - NEWTON'S METHOD
Variable Name Card Columns Description
UAPP (APP in single c.c. 1-30 Real part of complex number.
precision) Double precision.
Right justify.
If none, leave blank or
enter O.ODOO.




If none, leave blank or
enter O.ODOO.
End Card
The end card is the last card of the input data to the program.
It indicates that there is no more data to be read. When this card is
read, program execution is terminated. This card is described in
Table E.V and illustrated in Figure E.5.
TABLE E.V
DATA TO END EXECUTION OF G.C.D. - NEWTON'S METHOD
Variable Name Card Column Description
KCHECK c.c. 80 Must contain the number 1.
Integer.
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3. Variables Used in G.C.D. - Newton's Method
The definitions of the major variables used in G.C.D. - Newton's
method are given in Table E.VI. The symbols used to indicate type
are:
R - real variable
I - integer variable
D - double precision
C - complex variable
L - logical variable
A - alphanumeric variable
When two variables are listed, the one on the left is the real part of
the corresponding single precision complex variable; the one on the right
is the imaginary part. The symbols used to indicate disposition are:
E - entered
R - returned
ECR - entered, changed, and returned
C - variable in common
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Figure E.1, Sequence of Input Data for G.C.D.-Newton's Method
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Example








Figure E.3. Coefficient Card for G.C.D. - Newton's Method


















VARIABLES USED IN G.C.D. - NEWTON'S METHOD
Single Precision Double Precision Disposition
Variable Type Variable Type of Argument Description
Main Program
J I J I Number of distinct roots found
ITIME I ITIME I Program control
NOPOLY I NOPOLY I Number of the polynomial
NP I NP I Degree of the original polynomial
P C UP,VP D Array of coefficients of original polynomial, P(X)
NAPP I NAPP I Number of initial approximation to be read
EPS1 R EPSI D Tolerance check for zero (0) in Subroutine GCD
EPS2 R EPS2 D Tolerance check for convergence
EPS3 R EPS3 D Tolerance check for zero (0) in Subroutine QUAD
MAX I MAX I Maximum number of iterations permitted
I01 I I01 I Unit number of input device
102 I 102 I Unit number of output device
KCHECK I KCHECK I Program control, KCHECK = 1 implies stop execution
APP C UAPP,VAPP D Array of initial approximations
XSTART R XSTART D Magnitude at which to start search for roots
XEND R XEND D Magnitude at which to end search for roots
ANAME A ANAME A Contains name of method used "NEWTONS"
ROOT C UROOT,VROOT D Array of roots found
MULT I MULT I Array of multiplicities
DP C UDP,VDP D Array containing coefficients of the derivative, (P'(X)),
of P(X)
NDP I NDP I Degree of the derivative of original polynomial
D C UD,VD D Array of coefficients of the greatest common divisor of
P(X) and P'(X)
ND I ND I Degree of g.c.d. of P(X) and P'(X)
Q C UQ,VQ D Array of coefficients of quotient polynomial P(X)/g.c.d.
TABLE E.VI (Continued)
Single Precision Double Precision Disposition
Variable Type Variable Type of Argument Description
NQ I NQ I Degree of quotient polynomial Q(X)
ZRO C UZRO,VZRO D Value at which to evaluate or deflate polynomial
DUMMY C UDUMMY,VDUNMY D Dummy variable
QQ C UQQ,VQQ D Working array of coefficients of current polynomial
NQQ I NQQ I Degree of current polynomial, QQ(X)
IALTER I IALTER I Number of alterations of an initial approximation
CONV L CONV L CONV = TRUE implies convergence to a root
EPS4 R EPS4 D Tolerance for checking multiplicities
AP C UAP,VAP D Array of approximations (initial or altered) producing
convergence
QD C UQD,VQD D Array of coefficients of newly deflated polynomial
JAP I JAP I Number of distinct roots found by iterative process
i.e. not as a result of Subroutine QUAD
Jl I Jl I Number of distinct roots found in the attempt to improve
roots
ROOTS C UROOTS,VROOIS D Array of improved roots
NEWT L NEWT L Program control. NEWT = TRUE implies that Newton's
method was used instead of Subroutine QUAD
Subroutine NEWTON
X C UX,VX D E Starting approximation (initial or altered)
N I N I E Degree of current polynomial
P C UP,VP D E Array of coefficients of current polynomial
MAX I MAX I C Maximum number of iterations
EPSLON R EPSLON D C Tolerance for checking convergence
XO C UXO,VX0 D R Current approximation to root
B C UB,VB D Array of coefficients of newly deflated polynomial
DPXO C UDPXO,VDPXO D Derivative of the polynomial at XO
TABLE E.VI (Continued)
Single Precision Double Precision Disposition
Variable Type Variable Type of Argument Description
DIFF C UDIFF,VDIFF D PXO/DPXO
PXO C UPXO,VPXO D Value of polynomial at XO
CONV L CONV L R CONV = TRUE implies convergence to root
Subroutine HORNER
X C UX,VX D E Value at which to evaluate or deflate polynomial
N I N I E Degree of polynomial
P C UP,VP D Array of coefficients of polynomial
C C UC,VC D R Updated at each iteration to yield derivative of poly-
nomial at X
B C UB,VB D Array of coefficients of newly deflated polynomial
Subroutine QUAD
N I N I E Degree of polynomial to be solved
A C UA,VA D E Array of coefficients of polynomial to be solved
J I J I ECR Number of distinct roots found of original polynomial
(J = -1 implies original polynomial is of degree 2 or l)
ROOT C UROOT,VROOT D ECR Array of roots found
MULT I MULT I ECR Array of multiplicities
DISC C UDISC,VDISC D Discriminate of quadratic
TEMP C UTEMP,VTEMP D DISC
EPSLON R EPSLON D C Tolerance for zero (0)
D C UD,VD D Twice leading coefficient.of quadratic
O0
TABLE E.VI (Continued)
Single Precision Double Precision Disposition
Variable Type Variable Type of Argument Description
Subroutine GCD
R C UR,VR D E Array of coefficients of original polynomial, P(X)
S C US,VS D E Array of coefficients of derivative polynomial, P (X)
N I N I E Degree of original polynomial, P(X)
M I M I E Degree of derivative polynomial, P'(X)
RR C URR,VRR D Array of coefficients of dividend polynomial
SS C USS,VSS D R Array of coefficients of divisor polynomial also array
of coefficients of g.c.d. of P(X) and P'(X) when
returned
N1 I N1 I Degree of dividend polynomial, RR(X)
M1 I Ml I R Degree of divisor polynomial, SS(X), also degree of
g.c.d. of P(X) and P'(X) when returned
D C UD,VD D Quotient RRN1+l/SSM1+1
T C UT,VT D Array of coefficients of difference polynomial(RR - D(SS))
K I K I Degree of difference polynomial T(X)
EPSLON R EPSLON D C Tolerance check for zero (0)
Subroutine MULTI
N I N I E Degree of original polynomial, P(X)
P C UP,VP D E Array of coefficients of original polynomial, P(X)
J I J I E Number of distinct roots of P(X)
ROOT C UROOT,VROOT D E Array of distinct roots of P(X)
A C UA,VA D Working array of coefficients of current polynomial
M I M I Degree of current polynomial, A(X)
MULT I MULT I R Array of multiplicities of the roots
102 I 102 I C Unit number of output device
B C UB,VB D Array of coefficients of newly deflated polynomial
C C UC,VC D Derivative of polynomial at ROOTi
EPSLON R EPSLON D C Tolerance for checking multiplicities
TABLE E.VI (Continued)
Single Precision Doubel Precision Disposition
Variable Type Variable. Type of Argument Description
Subroutine DERIV
N I N I E Degree of polynomial, P(X)
P C UP,VP D E Array of coefficients of polynomial, P(X)
A C UA,VA D R Array of coefficients of derivative, P'(X)
M I M I R Degree of derivative polynomial, P'(X)
Subroutine DIVIDE
P C UP,VP D E Array of coefficients of dividend polynomial
N I N I E Degree of dividend polynomial
D C UD,VD D E Array of coefficients of divisor polynomial
M I M I E Degree of divisor polynomial
Q C UQ,VQ D R Array of coefficients of quotient polynomial P(X)/D(X)
K I K I R Degree of quotient polynomial, Q(X)
J I J I Counter
TERM C UTERM,VTERM D Dummy variable used for temporary storage of products
KK I KK I Number of coefficients of quotient polynomial, Q(X)
Subroutine GENAPP
APP C APPR,APPI D R Array containing initial approximations
NAPP I NAPP I E Number of initial approximations to be generated
XSTART R XSTART D ECR Magnitude at which to begin generating approximations;
also magnitude of the approximation being generated
BETA R BETA D Argument of complex approximation being generated
U R APPR(I) D Real part of complex approximation
V R APPI(I) D Imaginary part of complex approximation
0'
TABLE E.VI (Continued)
Single Precision Double Precision Disposition
Variable Type. Variable, Type of Argument Description
Subroutine ALTER
XOLD C XOLDR,XOLDI- D ECR Old approximation to be altered to new approximation
NALTER I NALTER I ECR Number of alterations performed on an initial approximation
ITIME I ITIME I E Program control
MAX I MAX I C Maximum number of iterations permitted
Y R XOLDI D Imaginary part of original initial approximation
(unaltered)
X R XOLDR D Real part of original, unaltered initial approximation
R R ABXOLD D Magnitude of original unaltered initial approximation
BETA R BETA D Argument of new approximation
XOLDR R XOLDR D Real part of new approximation
XOLDI R XOLDI D Imaginary part of new approximation
102 I 102 I C Unit number of output device
Subroutine COMSQT
UX,VX D E Complex number for which the square root is desired
UY,VY D R Square root of the complex number
-4
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4. Description of Program Output
The output from G.C.D. - Newton's method consists of the following
information.
The heading is "GREATEST COMMON DIVISOR METHOD USED WITH NEWTON'S
METHOD TO FIND ZEROS OF POLYNOMIALS NUMBER XX." XX represents the number
of the polynomial.
As an aid to ensure that the control information is correct,, the
number of initial approximations given, maximum number of iterations,
test for zero in subroutine GCD, test for convergence, test for zero in
subroutine QUAD, test for multiplicities, radius to start search, and
radius to end search are printed as read from the control card.
The coefficients of the polynomial are printed under the heading
"THE DEGREE OF P(X) IS XX THE COEFFICIENTS ARE." XX represents the
degree of the polynomial. The coefficient of the highest degree term
is printed first.
The polynomial obtained after dividing the original polynomial,
P(X), by the greatest common divisor of P(X) and its derivative, P'(X),
is printed under the heading "Q(X) IS THE POLYNOMIAL WHICH HAS AS ITS
ROOTS THE DISTINCT ROOTS OF P(X). THE DEGREE OF Q(X) IS XX THE
COEFFICIENTS ARE." XX represents the degree of this polynomial. This
polynomial contains all distinct roots and is solved by Newton's
method. The coefficient of the highest degree term is printed first;
that is, the leading coefficient is printed first.
The zeros found before the attempt to improve accuracy are printed
under the heading "ROOTS OF Q(X)."
The initial approximation producing convergence to a root is
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printed to the right of the corresponding root and headed by "INITIAL
-APPROXIMATION." The initial approximations may be those supplied by
the user, or generated by the program or a combination of both. The
message "RESULTS OF SUBROUTINE QUAD" indicates that the corresponding
root was obtained by subroutine QUAD. See Appendix.D, 5 5.
The zeros found after the attempt to improve accuracy are printed
under the heading "ROOTS OF P(X)." The corresponding initial approxima-
tion producing convergence is printed as described above.
The multiplicity of each zero is given.under the title
"MULTIPLICITIES."
5. Informative Messages and Error Messages
The output may contain informative or error messages. These are
intended as an aid to the user and are described as follows.
If not all roots of a polynomial were found before the attempt
to improve accuracy, the remaining unsolved polynomial will be
printed, with the leading coefficient first, under the heading
"COEFFICIENTS OF DEFLATED POLYNOMIAL FOR WHICH NO ZEROS WERE FOUND."
See Appendix D, § 6.
"NO ROOTS FOR INITIAL APPROXIMATION ROOT XX = YYY." This message
is printed if a root fails to produce convergence when trying to improve
accuracy. XX represents the number of the root and YYY represents the
value of the root before the attempt to improve accuracy.
"NO ROOTS FOR THE POLYNOMIAL Q(X) OF DEGREE XX WITH GENERATED
INITIAL APPROXIMATIONS." XX represents the.degree of the polynomial
Q(X). This message is printed if none of the roots produce convergence
in the attempt.to improve accuracy.
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"THE EPSILON (XXX) CHECK IN SUBROUTINE MULTI INDICATES THAT ROOT
YY =:ZZZ IS NOT CLOSE ENOUGH TO BE A TRUE ROOT. IT IS PRINTED BELOW
WITH MULTIPLICITY 0." XXX represents the multiplicity requirement
(EPS4 on the control card), YY represents the number of the root, and
ZZZ represents the value of the root after the attempt to improve
accuracy. The message indicates that this root does not meet the
requirement for multiplicities. It is, however, usually a good
approximation to the true root since convergence was obtained both
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0041 25 WRITEIO2,1040) PNAME#ENTRY( JJJ)UP(JJJIvVPIJJJ





0047 GO TO 10
0048 30 CALL OERIV(NPvUPPVPNDPUOPoVDPPI
0049 CALL GCD(NP,UPVPINDPUDPVDPNDtUD,VD)
0050 IF(ND.GT.1| GO TO 70






0057 00 60 li1,NP
0058 UQ(l)=UQ(I+11
0059 60 VQ(II=VQII+11
0060 GO TO 80
0061 65 KKK=NP+1




0066 GO TO 80
0067 70 CALL DIVIDE(NP.UPeVPtNDUDVDNQtUQIVQ)
0068 80 WRITE(IO21120) NQ
0069 KKK=NQ+1
0070 NNN=KKK+1
0071 DO 83 I=1,KKK
0072 JJJ=NNN-I
0073 83 WRITE(IO2,1040) QNAME,ENTRY(JJJ),UQ(JJJ).VQ(JJJI
0074 IF(NQ.GE.3) GO TO 85
0075 GO TO 110
0076 85 KKK=NOQ+




0081 GO TO 120
0082 110 CALL QUAODINQUQVQvJUROOTVROOTMULT)
0083 NEWT=.FALSE.
0084 GO TO 310
0085 120 00 200 I=1INAPP
0086 IALTER=0O
0087 130 CALL NEWTON(UAPPEII,VAPP(I),NQQUQQVQQtUZROtVZROCONVI
0088 IFICONV) GO TO 160
0089 CALL ALTER(UAPPIl)IVAPPIi)tlALTERITI4EI
0090 IFIIALTER.GT.51 GO TO 200









0098 DO '180 I1=1,NQQ
0099 UQQ(I11=UQDII1lI
0100 180 VQQ(IIL=VQO(I1*+ )
0101 NQQ=NQQ-1
0102 IFINOQ.LT.31 GO TO 220
0103 .200 CONTINUE
0104 IFIJ.GE.NQI GO TO 205
0105 IFxEND.EQ.O.O) ,GO TO 205
0106 IFIXSTART.GT.XEND) GO TO 205
0107 NAPP=NQ
0108 CALL GENAPP(UAPPVAPP,NAPPXSTARTI
0109 GO TO 120




0114 DO 157 L=1,KKK
0115 JJJ=NNN-L
0116 157 WRITE(IO2@l1001 QQNANE#ENTRYIJJJ),UQQ(JJJ),VQQ(JJJ)
0117 210 IFIJ.EQ.0) GO TO 10
0118 JAP=J




0123 WRITE(102,11331 (tlUROOTIIl)VROOTIIIUAPII )VAP(I),I=1JAP)
0124 IFIJAP.LT.Jl GO TO 235




0129 00 300 I=1,J
0130 CALL NEWTON(UROTIIVROT(I TIIlNQUQVQtUZROVZRO,CONV)
0131 IF(CONV) GO TO 280
0132 WRITEIIO2,11401 IUROOTHIIlVROOTIII
0133 IFII.LT.JAPI GO TO 241
0134 IF(I.EQ.JAPi GO TO 250
0135 GO TO 300
0136 241 KKK=JAP-1









0146 IFIJI.EQ.0) GO TO 305
0147 J=Jl
0148 DO 303 I=1,J
0149 UROOT(II=UROOTS(II
0150 303 VROOT(Ii=VROOTStIl
0151 GO TO 307
0152 305 WRITE(i0211S50 NQ
0153 KKK=NQ+I
0154 NNN=KKK+1




0157 306 WRITEII02 10401 QNAMEsENTRYIJJJIUQIJJJIVQIJJJI
0158 GO TO 10
0159 307 NEWT=.TRUE.
0160 310 CALL MULTI(NPUPeVPeJUROOTVROOTMULTI
0161 IFINEWT) GO TO 330
0162 WRITE(I02,10703
0163 WRITE(IOZ102 65) (LeUROOT(LIVRDOTIL),NULTIL)tL=1IJI





0168 IFIJAP.LT.J) MRITE(102 ,165) (LeUROOT(LItVROOT(ILIMULTIL)IL-KKKJI
0169 GO TO 10
0170 1000 FORMATI3II2,1X),9XI3, 1X,406.0, XI 13Xe21DT.0vtXllll)
0171 1010 FORMAT(2D30.01
0172 1015 FORMAT42030.0)
0173 1020 FORMATtIH1 1OX,41HGREATEST COMMON DIVISOR METHOD USED WITH ,21A4),
135HMETHOD TO FIND ZEROS OF POLYNOMIALS/lIX1I8HPOLYNOMIAL NUMBER of
22///1
0174 1030 FORMAT(1X,22HTHE DEGREE OF P(X) IS e12922H THE COEFFICIENTS ARE//
1)
0175 1040 FORMATIZX,AZ,A2,4H) = ,023.16,3H + D23.16,2H II
0176 1070 FORMATI//IXl13HROOTS OF P(XI,52X,14HMULTIPLICITIES//)
0177 1080 FORMATI2X,5HROOT(I2.4HI = ,023.16,3H + ,D23.16#2H IlOXI2
0178 1100 FORMATI2XA3,A2,4H) = tD23.16,3H + ,023.16,2H 1)
0179 1120 FORMAT(///IX,73HQ(XI IS THE POLYNOMIAL WHICH HAS AS ITS ROOTS THE
1DISTINCT ROOTS OF P(X)./IX,22HTHE DEGREE OF Q(X) IS ,I2,22H THE C
20EFFICIENTS ARE//)
0180 1200 FORMAT(///IX,7OHCOEFFICIENTS OF THE DEFLATED POLYNOMIAL FOR WHICH
INO ZEROS WERE FOUND.//)
0181 1132 FORMATI///IXI3HROOTS OF OIXI,84X,21HINITIAL APPROXIMATION//)
0182 1133 FORMATI2X,5HROOT(912,4H) = ,D23.16.3H + 0D23.16.2H 1,I7XD23.16,3H
1 + *D23.16,2H I)
0183 1134 FORMATI2X,5HROOT(12,94HI) ,D23.16,3H ,023.1692H I120X926HRESULT
IS OF SUBROUTINE QUAD)
0184 1140 FORMAT(///,1X.40HNO ROOTS FOR INITIAL APPROXIMATION ROOTII2,4H) =
1 ,D23.16,3H + t023.16.2H I)
0185 1150 FORMATI/I/,IX,45HNO ROOTS FOR THE POLYNOMIAL QIX) OF DEGREE = ,12,
138H WITH GENERATED INITIAL APPROXIMATIONS//)
0186 1165 FORMATI2XSHROOTIvI2,4H) = ,023.16,3H + *D23.16,2H IT7X1210OXv26H
IRESULTS OF SUBROUTINE QUAD)
0187 1180 FORMATI///IXI3HROOTS OF PIXI,52X,I4HMULTIPLICITIES, 17Xe21HINITIAL
1 APPROXIMATION//l
0188 1190 FORMATI2XSHROOTI 12,4H) ,023.16.3H + D23.16,2H I,7XlI2,7XeO23.
116e3H + ,D23.16,2H I)
0189 2000 FORMATIIX,41HNUMBER OF INITIAL APPROXIMATIONS GIVEN. ,121
0190 2010 FORMAT(IX,29HMAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS..11X,131
0191 2020 FORMATIIXZ1HTEST FOR CONVERGENCE.,13X.09.21
0192 2030 FORMATI1X,24HTEST FOR MULTIPLICITIES.,OXD9.2)
0193 2040 FORMATIIX.23HRADIUS TO START SEARCH.1IIX09.2)
0194 2050 FORMAT( IX,21HRADIUS TO END SEARCH. ,13XD09.21
0195 2060 FORMATI//X)i
0196 2070 FORMAT(IX,34HTEST FOR ZERO IN SUBROUTINE GCD. ,D9.2)






C * SUBROUTINE GENAPP GENERATES N INITIAL APPROXIMATIONS MWHERE N IS THE *
C * DEGREE OF THE ORIGINAL POLYNOMIAL.
C *
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C * GIVEN POLYNOMIALS P(XI AND DPIXI WHERE DEG. OPIX) IS LESS THAN DEG.




0002 DOUBLE PRECISION USSSSSeVSSSSS
0003 DOUBLE PRECISION UReVRUSVStUSSVSStURRtVRRVUDTVDUTVTEPSLONEP
IS2,EPS3#EPS4888
0004 DIMENSION UR(261 VR126),US(261,VS(26),USS(26),VSS(26) URR(26)tVRR(
126),UT(261,VT(26)








0013 00 25 I=1,KKK
0014 USSII)=USII)
0015 25 VSSII)=VS(I)




0020 DO 40 I=KKKN1
0021 UT(I)=URR(II-(UD*USSII-N1+MII-VD*VSS(I-NI+Mll
0022 40 VTIII=VRR(II)-(UD*VSSII-NI+MnIIVO*USSII-NI+M)l
0023 IF(MI.EQ.N1) GO TO 70
0024 KKK=NI-MI
0025 DO 60 I=1KKK
0026 UT(I)=URR(I)
0027 60 VT(II=VRR(I)
0028 70 DO 90 I=1,Nl
0029 BBB=DSQRT(UTIN1+1-II*UTINI+1-I)+VTINI+1-I)*VTINI+1-1I
0030 IFIBBB.GT.EPSLON) GO TO 100
0031 90 CONTINUE








0040 GO TO 200
0041 100 K=N1'-
0042 IF(K.EQ.01 GO TO 170
0043 IF(K.LT.MIl GO TO 140
0044 KKK=K+1






























C * SUBROUTINE QUAD SOLVES DIRECTLY FOR THE ZEROS AND THEIR MULTIPLICITIES *
C 0 OF EITHER A QUADRATIC POLYNOMIAL OR A LINEAR FACTOR. SOLUTION OF THE *
C * QUADRATIC IS DONE USING THE QUADRATIC FORMULA.
C *
C ****** ***** * **************************************




0005 IFIN.GT.1) GO TO 60
0006 IFIJ.LT.0) GO TO 40
0007 J=J+1








0014 GO TO 200
0015 60 UOISC=(UA(2I*UA(2I-VA(2*VA(2II-t4.O*(UAE3l*UAIII-VAI3)*VAt()lI
0016 VDISC=(2.0*UA(2)*VA2))
- 4.0*(UAI3)*VA IlVA3)*UA( I ll
0017 BBB=DSQRTIUOISC*UDISC+VDISC*VOISC)
0018 IF(BBB.LE.EPSLON) GO TO 100









=( (-UA(2 ) UTEMPI*UD+ - VA |2 )+VTEMPI*VDI
/
BBB
0028 VROOT(J+I=(( -VAT2)+VTEMP)*UD-(-UA(2 +UTEMP *VD)/BBB
0029 UROOTIJ+2)=II-UA(2)- UTEMP)*UD+(-VAt21-VTEMPI*VO)/BBB
0030 VROOT(J+2)(|-VA(2)-VTEMP)*UD- I-UAI2)-UTEMP)*V O )/BBB
0031 J=J+2
0032 GO TO 200
0033 100 IF(J.LT.0) GO TO 110
0034 J=J+1















C * THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES A NEW APPROXIMATION FROM THE OLD APPROX- *
C * IMATION BY USING THE ITERATION FORMULA *
C * X(N+1I = X(N)-P(X(N)II/P'IXIN).
C *
0002 DOUBLE PRECISION UXVXUPtVPUXOVXOUBtVBoUDPXOVDPXOUPXOVPXO.U
IDIFF,VDIFF,EPSIEPSLONEPS3,EPS4,AAABBB
0003 DOUBLE PRECISION ODD











0015 IFIDDD.NE.O.O) GO TO 5
0016 ABPXO=DSQRTIUPXO*UPXO+VPXO*VPXO)
0017 IF(ABPXO.EQ.O.0) GO TO 20








0026 IF(BBB.EO.0.0) GO TO 10












C *GIVEN TWO POLYNOMIALS FIKI AND GIX1, SUBROUTINE DIVIDE COMPUTES 'THE
C OOQOTIENT POLYNOMI1AL HIXI a FIXI/GIXI.,
C*
C ***.*****o********ee*******e**********






0001 IPEKaEQ.0I GO TO 100
009 J.-1






0014 00 40 NI=NNN#M
0017 IFIXK.GT.11 00 T0.10
0010 GO TO 45
0019 10 IFIM1.GE.11 GO TO 20














C * HORNER'S METHOD COMPUTES THE VALUE OF THE POLYNOMIAL PIXI ATA *
C * POINT D AND ITS DERIVATIVE AT D. SYNTHETIC DIVISION IS USED TO. *
C * DEFLATE THE POLYNOMIAL BY DIVIDING OUT THE FACTOR (X - DI. *
C * *
0002 DOUBLE PRECISION UXVXUPVPUBVBiUC@VC





















C * GIVEN A POLYNOMIAL P(XI, SUBROUTINE DERIV COMPUTES THE COEFFICIENTS OF *
C * ITS DERIVATIVE POIX).
C * ,
C *************************************************************************e
0002 DOUBLE PRECISION UP,VPUAtVA*AAA
0003 DIMENSION UP(26)rVP(26)vUAI26I,VA(261
0004 KKK=Nt1
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0001 -SUBROUTI-NE CONSQTIUx VXiUVYVY I
C '*************************************************************************
C * *
C * THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE SQUARE ROOT OF A COMPLEX NUMBER.
C * *
C *************************************************************************







0009 GO TO 100
0010 20 IF(UXI 40,50,60
0011 30 UY=AAA
0012 VY=BBB




0017 GO TO 100
0018 50 UY=O.O
0019 VY=0.O








G.C.D. - MULLER'S METHOD
1. Use of the Program
A double precision FORTRAN IV program using the G.C.D. method with
Muller's method as a supporting method is presented here. Flow charts
for this program are given in Figure F.1 while Table F.III gives a
FORTRAN IV listing of this program. Single precision variables are-
listed in Table F.II. The single precision variables are used in the
flow charts and the corresponding double precision variables can be
obtained from Table F.II.
This program is designed to solve polynomials having degree less
than or equal to 25. In order to solve polynomials of degree N where
N > 25, the data statement and array dimensions given in Table F.I
must be changed.
In this program both the leading coefficient and the constant
coefficient are assumed to be non-zero.
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TABLE F.I
PROGRAM CHANGES NECESSARY TO SOLVE POLYNOMIALS OF DEGREE
GREATER THAN 25 BY G.C.D. - MULLER'S METHOD
Main Program
Data Entry/1H1,1H2,...,1H9,2H10,2H11,...,2HXX/where XX = N+1
URAPP(N, 3), VRAPP(N,3)
UAPP(N,3), VAPP(N,3)









Subroutines MULTI, DIVIDE, DERIV, GCD, and QUAD




UAPP (N, 3), VAPP (n, 3)
UWORK(N+1), VWORK(N+1)
UB(N+1), VB(N+1)
















2. Input Data for G.C.D. - Muller's Method
Theinput data for G.C.D. - Muller's method is prepared exactly as
described in Appendix E, § 2 for G.C.D. - Newton's method.
3. Variables Used in G.C.D. - Muller's Method
The main variables used in G.C.D. - Muller's method are given in
Table F.II. The symbols used to indicate type and disposition are
described in Appendix E, § 3. For variables not listed in Table F.II,
see the main program or corresponding subprogram of Table E.VI.
4. Description of Program Output
The output from G.C.D. - Muller's method is identical to that for
G.C.D. - Newton's method as described in Apptendix E, § 4, keeping in
mind that Muller's instead of Newton's method is used. The expression
"SOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD" is equivalent to "RESULTS OF SUBROUTINE QUAD."
Only one initial approximation, X0, (not three) is printed. The other
two required by Muller's method were .9X0 and 1.1X .
5. Informative Messages and Error Messages
The informative messages and error messages in this program are
described as follows. For other messages not listed here, see Appendix
E, § 5.
"THE EPSILON (XXX) CHECK IN SUBROUTINE MULTI INDICATES THAT ROOT
YY = ZZZ IS NOT CLOSE ENOUGHT TO BE A TRUE ROOT. IT IS PRINTED BELOW
WITH MULTIPLICITY 0." This message is described,in Appendix E, § 5.
"COEFFICIENTS OF DEFLATED POLYNOMIAL FOR WHICH NO ZEROS WERE
FOUND." This message is described in Apptendix E, § 5.
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"NO ZEROS WERE FOUND FOR POLYNOMIAL NUMBER XX." XX represents the
number of the polynomial for which no zeros were extracted.
"IN THE ATTEMPT TO IMPROVE ACCURACY, ROOT XX = YYY DID NOT CONVERGE
AFTER ZZZ ITERATIONS." This message indicates that a root did not
produce convergence during the attempt to improve accuracy. XX-
represents the number of the root before the attempt to improve
accuracy, YYY represents its value, and ZZZ represents the maximum
number of iterations. The following message then follows. "THE
PRESENT APPROXIMATION IS AAA." AAA represents the present approximation
to the root after the maximum number of iterations.
TABLE F.II
VARIABLES USED IN G.C.D. - MULLER'S METHOD
Single Precision Double Precision Disposition
Variable Type. Variable Type of Argument Description
Subroutine MULLER
NP I NP I E Degree of polynomial P(X)
NROOT I NROOT I R Number of distinst roots found
NOMULT I NOMULT I Number of roots (counting multiplicities)
ROOT C UROOT,VROOT D R Array containing the roots
NAPP I NAPP I E Number of initial approximations to be read in,
APP C UAPP,VAPP D E Array of initial approximations
WORK C UWORK,VWORK D Working array containing coefficients of current polynomial
B C UB,VB D Array containing coefficients of deflated polynomial
A C UA,VA D E Array containing coefficients of original polynomial, P(X)
RAPP C URAPP,VRAPP D R Array of initial or altered approximation for which
convergence was obtained
X1 C UX1,VXl D One of three current approximations to a root
X2 C UX2,VX2 D One of three current approximations to a root
X3 C UX3,VX3 D One of three current approximations to a root
PXl C UPX1,VPXl D Value of polynomial P(X) at Xl
PX2 C UPX2,VPX2 D Value of polynomial P(X) at X2
PX3 C UPX3,VPX3 D Value of polynomial P(X) at X3
X4 C UX4,VX4 D Newest approximation (Xn+1 ) to root
PX4 C UPX4,VPX4 D Value of polynomial P(X) at X4
MULT I MULT I Array containing the multiplicities of each root found
ITER I ITER I Counter for iterations
I01 I I01 I Unit number of input device
102 I 102 I C Unit number of output device
EPSRT R EPSRT D C Number used in subroutine BETTER to generate two approxi-
mations from the one given
NOPOLY I NOPOLY I E Number of the polynomial
TABLE F.II (Continued)
Single Precision Double Precision Disposition
Variable Type Variable Type of Argument Description
MAX I MAX I C Maximum number of iterations
EPS R EPS D C Tolerance check for convergence
EPSO R EPSO D C Tolerance check for zero (0)
EPSM R EPSM D C Tolerance check for multiplicities
KCHECK I KCHECK I Program control, KCHECK = 1 stops execution of program
XSTART R XSTART D E Magnitude at which to start generating initial
approximations
XEND R XEND D E Magnitude at which to end generating initial approximations
NWORK I NWORK I Degree of current deflated polynomial whose coefficients
are in WORK
ITIME I ITIME I Program control
NALTER I NALTER I Number of alterations which have been performed on an
initial approximation
IAPP I IAPP I- Counter for number of initial approximations used
CONV L CONV L When CONV is true, convergence has been obtained
IROOT I IROOT I R Number of distinct roots solved by Muller's method,
i.e. not solved directly by subroutine QUAD
Subroutine HORNER
A C UA,VA D E Array of current polynomial coefficients (to be deflated
or evaluated)
NA I NA I E Degree of polynomial to be deflated or evaluated
X C UX,VX D E Approximation at which to evaluate or deflate the
polynomial
B C UB,VB D R - Array containing the coefficients. of the deflated
polynomial
PX C UPX,VPX D R Value of the polynomial at X
NUM I NUM I Number of coefficients of polynomial to.be deflated
TABLE F.II (Continued)
Single Precision Double Precision.. Disposition
Variable Type Variable Type of Argument Description
Subroutine TEST
X3 C UX3,VX3 D E Approximation to root (old) (Xn)
X4 C UX4,VX4 D E New approximation to root (Xn+1)
CONV L CONV L R CONV = True implies convergence has been obtained
EPS R EPS D C Tolerance for convergence test
EPSO R EPSO D C Tolerance check for zero (0)
DENOM R DENOM D Magnitude of new approximation, (Xn+)
Subroutine BETTER
MULT I MULT I ECR Array of multiplicities of each root
A C UA,VA D E Array of coefficients of original undeflated polynomial
NP I NP I- E Degree of original polynomial
ROOT C UROOT,VROOT D ECR Array of ROOTS
NROOT I NROOT I ECR Number of roots stored in ROOT
BAPP C UBAPP,VBAPP D E Array of initial approximations (old roots)
IROOT I IROOT I ECR Number of roots solved by the iterative process (Not QUAD)
ROOTS C UROOTS,VROOTS D Temporary storage for new (better) roots
L I L I Number of roots found by BETTER
EPSRT R EPSRT D C A small number used to generate two of the three
approximations when given one
ITER I ITER I C Counter for number of iterations
B C UB,VB D Array containing coefficients of deflated polynomial
X1 C UX1,VXl D One of three approximations to the root
X2 C UX2,VX2 D One of three approximations to the root
X3 C UX3,VX3 D One of three approximations to the root.
PXl C UPX1,VPX1 D Value of polynomial (P(X)) at Xl
PX2 C UPX2,VPX2 D Value of polynomial (P(X)) at X2
PX3 C UPX3,VPX3 D Value of polynomial (P(X)) at X3
TABLE F.II (Continued)
Single Precision Double Precision Disposition
Variable Type Variable Type of Argument Description
CONV L CONV L CONV = true implies convergence has been obtained
X4 C UX4,VX4 D Newest approximation to root
J I J I Program control - counts the number of roots used as
initial approximations
MAX I MAX I C Maximum number of iterations permitted
102 I 102 I C Unit number of output device
Subroutine ALTER
X1 C XR,XII D ECR One of the three approximations to be altered
X2 C X2R,X2I D ECR One of the three approximations to be altered
X3 C X3R,X3I D ECR One of the three approximations to be altered
X2R R X2R D Real part of complex approximation
X2I R X2I D Imaginary part of complex approximation
Subroutine CALC
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PROGRAM FOR G.C.D.-MULLER'S METHOD
C *
C * DOUBLE PRECISION PROGRAM FOR G.C.D. - MULLER'S METHOD
C *
C * *
C * THE G.C.D. METHOD EXTRACTS THE ZEROS AND THEIR MULTIPLICITIES OF A *
C * POLYNOMIAL OF MAXIMUM DEGREE 25. ALL MULTIPLE ROOTS ARE REMOVED BY *
C * DIVIDING THE POLYNOMIAL BY THE GREATEST COMMON DIVISOR OF THE POLYNOMIAL *
C * AND ITS DERIVATIVE. THE ZEROS OF THE RESULTING POLYNOMIAL ARE EXTRACTED *
C * AND THEIR MULTIPLICITIES DETERMINED. *
C *
C *****************************#*********************************************
0001 DOUBLE PRECISION URAPP,VRAPP
0002 DOUBLE PRECISION UP,VP,UAPP,VAPPUROOTVROOTUDPVDP,UD,VDUZRO.VZ
IRO.UQ,VQUDUMMYVOUMMYUQQ.VQQUBVB,EPS1,EPS2,EPS3,EPS4
0003 DIMENSION URAPP(25,3),VRAPP(25,3),UAPPI25.31,VAPP(25,31
0004 OIMENSION UP(Z61 ,VP(26),UROOT(25),VROOTI25),MULT(25),UDPI26IVDP(2
16),UD(26),V22D()(26),UQ26),VQ26).UQQ126).VQQI26).UBI26),VB(26),ANAME
212),ENTRY(26)
0005 DOUBLE PRECISION XSTART
0006 DOUBLE PRECISION XEND


























0031 DO 20 I=1,KKK
0032 JJJ=NNN-I
0033 20 READ1101,1010) UPIJJJ)IVPIJJJ)
0034 IFINAPP.NE.0) GO TO 22
0035 NAPP=NP
0036 CALL GENAPP(UAPPVAPPNAPPXSTART)
0037 GO TO 23
0038 22 REAOIIOI,10151 (UAPP(I,21,VAPP(II21 I=1NAPPI




TABLE F. II (Continued)
0042 00 25 I=l,KKK
0043 JJJ=NNN-1
0044 25 WRITE(102,1040) PNAMEENTRY(JJJIUPIJJJI,VPtJJJ)





0050 GO TO 10
0051 30 CALL DERIVINPUPVPNDPtUDPVOP)
0052 CALL GCDINPUP,VP,NDP,UOP,VOPeNOUDVDI
0053 IFIND.GT.11 GO TO 70









0063 CALL HORNER(NQQPoUQO, VQQ,UROVZROIUB,VBUDUMMVYVDUMMYI
0064 NO=NP-1
0065 00 60 I=1,NP
0066 UQII)=UBtNP+1-I1
0067 60 VQ(I)=V8(NP+1-I1
0068 GO TO 80
0069 65 KKK=NP+1




0074 GO TO 80
0075 70 CALL DIVIDEINPUPVP,NDUD,UDVDrNQrUOV)
0076 80 WRITEUIO2,11201 NO
0077 KKK=NQ+1
0078 NNN=KKK+I
0079 00 83 I=1,KKK
0080 JJJ=NNN-1
0081 83 WRITE102,1040) ONAMEENTRY(JJJ),UQIJJJ),VOIJJJI
0082 IF(NQ.GE.3) GO TO 85
0083 GO TO 110
0084 85 KKK=NO+1




0089 GO TO 120
0090 110 CALL QUAO(NQUQVQ.J.UROOT,VROOTMULTI
0091 NEWT=.FALSE.
0092 GO TO 310
0093 120 CALL MULLER(UQQVQQNQQUAPP,V ,NAPP,XSTARTKENDeUROOTVROOToJeJ
IAP.URAPP,VRAPPNOPOLY)
0094 NEWT=.TRUE.
0095 310 CALL MULTI(NP,UP,VPJ,UROOT,VROOT,MULTI





0099 GO TO 10
0100 330 WRITEIIO2,11801
0101 00 350 L=IJAP
0102 350 WRITE(102,1190) LeUROOT(LI,VROOT(L),MULTILIURAPP(Lt2),VRAPP(L2)1
0103 KKK=JAP+I
0104 IF(JAP.LT.J| WRITE(102,1165) (L*UROOTILi,VROOT(LI)nULTIL)IL=KKKJI




0109 1020 FORMAT(1H,1OX,41HGREATEST COMMON DIVISOR METHOD USED WITH ,2(A4),
135HMETHOD TO FIND ZEROS OF POLYNOMIALS/IIX,18HPOLYNOMIAL NUMBER *I
22///1
0110 1030 FORMAT(tX,22HTHE DEGREE OF P(K) IS .12#22H THE COEFFICIENTS ARE/
11
0111 1040 FORMAT(2XiA2,A2,4H| = ,023.16,3H + *D23.16,2H I1
0112 1070 FORMATI///1X,13HROOTS OF PIX).52XI14HMULTIPLICITIES//)
0113 1080 FORMAT(2X,5HROOT(,12,4HI = ,023.16,3H + ,023.462H I,10X0,12
0114 1100 FORMATI2X,A3,A2,4H) = .D23.16,3H + ,D23.16,2H I)
0115 1120 FORMAT(///IX,73HQ(X) IS THE POLYNOMIAL WHICH HAS AS ITS ROOTS THE
IDISTINCT ROOTS OF PIX)./IX,22HTHE DEGREE OF QIX) IS ,12,22H THE C
2OEFFICIENTS ARE//I
0116 1165 FORM4AT(2X.5HROOTI,I2,4H) ,D23.16,3H + D23.16#2H Ir7Xlt2,10Xv6 H
IRESULTS OF SUBROUTINE QUAD)
0117 1180 FORMATI///1X,13HROOTS OF P(XI.52XtI4HMULTIPLICITIES,17X.21HINITIAL
I APPROXIMATION//)
O118 1190 FORMATI2X.5HROOT1I24H) = .023.163H +* D23.162H I,7X.12,9XD23.
116.3H + ,023.16,2H II
0119 2000 FORMATIIX,41HNUM8ER OF INITIAL APPROXIMATIONS GIVEN. 112)
0120 2010 FORMAT(IX.29HMAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS.,11X,13)
0121 2020 FORMATIIX,21HTEST FOR CONVERGENCE..13X.D9.2)
0122 2030 FORMAT(IX,24HTEST FOR MULTIPLICITIES..10XD9.2)
0123 2040 FORMATI1X,23HRADIUS TO START SEARCH.,11XD9.2)
0124 2050 FORMAT(1X,21HRADIUS TO END SEARCH.,13X.09.2)
0125 2060 FORMAT(//IX)
0126 2070 FORMATI1X,34HTEST FOR ZERO IN SUBROUTINE GCD. ,09.21




0001 SUBROUTINE MULTIINUPVPJ,UROTVRRDO OVROOTMULT)
C ****************************************************************************
C *








0004 DOUBLE PRECISION EPSRT
0005 COMMON EPSRTEPSLEPS2,EPS39EPSLON,0I2,MAX
0006 00 100 I=1,J
0007 KKK=N+I





0013 20 CALL HORNERIM,UA,VAUROOTIIl,VROOTIIbUBVBUCVCI
0014 B8B=DSQRT(UC*UC+VC*VCI
0015 IF(bBB.LT.EPSLON) GO TO 50
0016 IF(MULT(II.EQ.O0) GO TO 40
0017 GO TO 100
0018 40 WRITE(II02,1000) EPSLON,I.UROOT(II,VROOTII)
0019 GO TO 100
0020 50 MULT(II=MULTIIl)+
0021 IFIM.GT.11I GO TO 60
0022 GO TO 100




0027 GO TO 20
0028 100 CONTINUE
0029 RETURN
0030 1000 FORMAT(///15H THE EPSILON (,DIO.3,48HI CHECK IN SUBROUTINE MULTI
IINOICATES THAT ROOT(I2,4H) = ,D023.16,3H + ,D23.16,2H 1,/80H IS NO
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0050 GO TO 30
0051 140 KKK=K+1
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C * MULLER'S METHOD EXTRACTS THE ZEROS AND THEIR MULTIPLICITIES OF A *
C * POLYNOMIAL OF MAXIMUM DEGREE 25. THROUGH THREE GIVEN POINTS THE
C * POLYNOMIAL IS APPROXIMATED BY A QUADRATIC. THE ZERO OF THE QUADRATIC *
C * CLOSEST TO THE OLD APPROXIMATION IS TAKEN AS THE NEW APPROXIMATION. *
C * IN THIS MANNER A SEQUENCE IS OBTAINED CONVERGING TO A ZERO. *
C *



















0017 IFINAPP.NE.0) GO TO 18
0018 NAPP=NP
0019 CALL GENAPP(UAPP,VAPPNAPPXSTART)
0020 GO TO 27



















0040 50 CALL CALC(UXIVX1,UX2,VX2,UX3,VX3,UPXIVPXIUPX2,VPX2,UPX3,VPX3,UX
14,VX4,UQ4.VQ4,UH3,VH3)





0044 IFIABPX3.EQ.0.01 GO TO 70
0045 QQO=ABPX4/ABPX3





0051 GO TO 60
0052 70 CALL TEST|UX3,VX3,UX4,VK4,CONVI
0053 IF(CONVI GO TO 120
0054 IFgITER.LT.MAX) GO TO 110
0055 CALL ALTER(UAPPIIAPP1)1,VAPPI|APPIhUAPP(IAPPe2IeVAPP|APP2)UAP
IP(IAPP,3),VAPP(IAPP.3)1NALTERITINME
0056 IF(NALTER.GT.5) GO TO 75
0057 ITER=1
0058 GO TO 40
0059 75 IF(IAPP.LT.NAPPI GO TO 100
0060 IFIXEND.EQ.O.01 GO TO 77








0069 80 IFINROOT.EQ.O) GO TO 90
0070 IF(IPATH.EQ.1) GO TO 82
0071 81 IPATH=2
0072 CALL BETTERIUA,VA.NP,UROOT,VROOTtNROOT9URAPP.VRAPPv IROOT.MULT
0073 RETURN
0074 82 IF(NROOT.EQ.OIGO TO 90
0075 IF(IROOT.EQ.0) GO TO 85
0076 WRITEIIO2,1080
0077 00 55 I=I,IROOT
0078 55 WRITE(102,1085) IUROOTIIIvVROOTIIItURAPP1121vVRAPPiIe2 ,
0079 IF(IROOT.LT.NROOTI GO TO 85
0080 GO TO 87
0081 85 KKK=IROOT+
0082 WRITE102,1086) (l,UROOTIl.VROOTII)ti=KKKPNROOTI
0083 87 IF(IPATH.EQ.1) GO TO 81
0084 RETURN




















0103 125 IF(NOMULT.LT.NPI GO TO 130
0104 GO TO 80
0105 130 CALL HORNER(NWORKUWORKVWORKUX4VX4UBeVBtUPX4,VPX4)
0106 NWORK=NWORK-1
0107 KKK=NWORKIl





0113 IFICCC.LT.EPSM) GO TO 150
0114 IFINWORK.GT.2 GO TO 75
0115 IROOT=NROOT
0116 KKK=NWORK~1




0121 GO TO 80
0122 150 MULT(NROOT)=MULTNROOT)I1
0123 NOMULT=NOMULT+1














0138 GO TO 50
0139 1090 FORMATI///.LX65HCOEFFICIENTS OF OEFLATED POLYNOMIAL FOR WHICH NO
IZEROS WERE FOUND//)
0140 1080 FORMATI////IX,3HROOTS OF Q(XI,83X2IHINITIAL APPROXIMATION//
0141 1070 FORMAT(//,43H NO ZEROS WERE FOUND FOR POLYNOMIAL NUMBER .121
0142 1086 FORMAT(2X,5HROOT(9I2*4HI = .023.16.3H # 0D23.16.2H I.19X*23HSOLVED
I BY DIRECT METHOD)
0143 1035 FORMAT(3XvA21I2,4H)I r 9023.163H * *023.162H 1
0144 1050 FORMAT(82X,023.16,3H + ,023.162H 1/82XK023.163H + .023.1692H I/I
0145 1085 FORMAT(2X,SHROOT(hI24HI 9 .023.16,3H + .023.16.2H I,98X#023.1603H








C * SUBROUTINE BETTER ATTEMPTS TO IMPROVE THE ACCURACY OF THE LEROS FOUND *
C * BY USING THEM AS INITIAL APPROXIMATIONS WITH MULLER*S METHOD APPLIED TO *
C * THE FULL, UNDEFLATED POLYNOMIAL.
C *
C ***************************************************************************




























0026 20 CALL HORNER(NPUA.VAUX3,VX3UBVBUPX3,VPX3I
0027 CALL CALCIUXIVX12UX2,VX2.UX3,VX3.UPXtVPX1,9PX2,VPX2pUPX3,VPX3,UK
14.VX4,UQ4,VQ4,UH3,VH3I
0028 30 CALL TEST(UX3,VX3,UX4,VX4,CONV)
0029 IFICONVI GO TO 50
0030 IF(ITER.LT.MAX) GO TO 40
0031 WRITE(IO2,1000 JUROOT(JlVROOTIJ),MAX
0032 WRITEIIO02,100) UX4,VX4
0033 IF(J.LT.IROOT) GO TO 33
0034 IF(J.EQ.IROOTI GO TO 35
0035 GO TO 100
0036 33 KKK=IROOT-1



























0062 IF(L.EQ.0) GO TO 120







0070 1000 FORMAT//II/42H IN THE ATTEMPT TO IMPROVE ACCURACY, ROOT(,I2,4HI = t
ID23.16,3H + ,023.16,2H 1/24H 010 NOT CONVERGE AFTER 913L11H ITERAT
210NS)





0001 'SUBROUTINE 'ATER|XI'RtX11 X2RX21.X3RX31,NALTERI TIME)
C * ********************************************************************
C *
C * SUBROUTINE ALTER ALTERS THE INITIAL APPROXIMATIONS WHICH PRODUCE NO
C * CONVERGENCE TO A ZERO. THIS IS DONE A MAXIMUM OF 5 TIMES FOR EACH ROOT.
C *
0002 DOUBLE PRECISION X1RXlX2RZX21sX3RX31,SEP$1EPS2,EPS3,R*BETA
0003 DOUBLE PRECISION EPS4,EPS5
0004 COMMON EPS1,EPS2,EPS3,EPS4,EPSI02,MAX
0005 IF(IITIME.NE.0) GO TO 5
0006 ITIME=1
0007 WRITEIIO21010) MAX
0008 5 IFINALTER.EQ.O0 GO TO 10
0009 WRITE(IO2,1000) X1RtXllX2RX2lX3RX31






0016 GO TO 130e4030.40303,ONALTER
0017 30 X2R=-X2R
0018 X21=-X2I









0028 1000 FORMATIIX.5HXl = *D23.16.3H + .023.16,2H I 1OX.22HALTERED APPROXIN
IATIONS/IX,5HX2 .023.16,3H + 0D23.16,2H I/IX5HNX3 0 ,D23.163H +
29023.16,2H I/1
0029 1020 FORMAT(1HO,5HX1 = .023.16,3H + *023.162H It1OX,22HINITIAL APPROXI
IMATIONS/IX5NHX2 = 1023.16,3H + D23.16,2H I/lX15HX3 - D23.16,3H +
2 ,D23.16,2H 1/)






C *******.* ***********.s.*******.*********.*******.**.*.*.*********** *
C * *
C * SUBROUTINE GENAPP GENERATES N INITIAL APPROXIMATIONS, WHERE N IS THE *
C * DEGREE OF THE ORIGINAL POLYNOMIAL.
C * *
C **************************************************************************
0002 DOUBLE PRECISION APPR,APPI.XSTARTEPSEPS2,EPS3,BETA



















0001 SUBROUTINE TEST(UX3 ,VX3 jUX4VX4,CONV)
C **************************************************************************9*
C *
C * SUBROUTINE TEST CHECKS FOR CONVERGENCE OF THE SEQUENCE OF APPROX-
C * IMATIONS BY TESTING THE EXPRESSION
C * ABSOLUTE VALUE OF IXIN+II-XINI)/ABSOLUTE VALUE OF XIN+*). *
C * WHEN IT IS AS SMALL AS DESIRED, CONVERGENCE IS OBTAINED. *
C *
C *************************************************************************
0002 DOUBLE PRECISION UX3,VX3,UX4,VX4,EPSRTtEPSO,EPSAAAUDUNMYVDUMMY
IDENOM
0003 LOGICAL CONV






0010 IFIDENOM.LT.EPSO) GO TO 20
0011 IFIAAA/DENOM.LT.EPS) GO TO 10
0012 5 CONV=.FALSE.
0013 GO TO 100
0014 10 CONV=.TRUE.
0015 GO TO 100
0016 20 IF(AAA.LT.EPSO) GO TO 10





C * HORNERIS METHOD COMPUTES THE VALUE OF THE POLYNOMIAL'P(XI)AT A POINT 0. *
C * SYNTHETIC DIVISION IS USED TO DEFLATE THE POLYNOMIAL BY DIVIDING OUT THE *
C * FACTOR IX-D). *
C * *
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0049 IF(AAA.LT.BBBI GO TO 10





0055 GO TO 50















"0001 .. SUBROUTINE 'CONSQT(UXKVX,UY,VY)
C ***********..*************************************************************
C *
C * THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE SQUARE ROOT OF A COMPLEX NUMBER. *
C *
C ****************************************************************************







0009 GO TO 100
0010 20 IFIUXI 40,50,60
0011 30 UY=AAA
0012 VY=BBB




0017 GO TO 100
0018 50 UY=0.0
0019 VY=O.0







REPEATED G.C.D. - NEWTON'S METHOD
1. Use of the Program
A double precision FORTRAN IV program using the repeated G.C.D.
method with Newton's method as a supporting method is presented here.
Flow charts for this program are given in Figure G.2 while Table G.III
gives a FORTRAN IV listing of this program. Single precision variables
are listed in Table G.II. The single precision variables are used in
the flow charts and the corresponding double precision variables can
be obtained from Table G.II.
This program is designed to solve polynomials having degree less
than or equal to 25. In order to solve polynomials of degree N where
N > 25, the data statement and array dimensions given in Table G.I:
must be changed.
In this program both the leading coefficient and the constant




PROGRAM CHANGES NECESSARY TO SOLVE POLYNOMIALS OF DEGREE
GREATER THAN 25 BY THE REPEATED G.C.D. - NEWTON'S METHOD
Main Program
Data Entry/1Hl,1H2,...,1H9,2H10,2H11,...,2HXX/where XX = N+l
UP (N+l), VP (N+1)
UAPP(N), VAPP(N)

























UROOTS (N), VROOTS (N)
Subroutines GENAPP, GCD, NEWTON, DIVIDE,
HORNER, and DERIV
See corresponding subroutine in Table E.I.
Subroutine QUAD
UROOT(N), VROOT(N)
UA (N+1), VA (N+1)
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2. Input Data for Repeated G.C.D. - Newton's Method
The input data for repeated G.C.D. - Newton's method is prepared
as described for G.C.D. - Newton's method in Appendix E, § 2 except
that the item EPS4 on the control card (Figure E.2) is omitted. An
example control card for the repeated G.C.D. - Newton's method is
given in Figure G.1,
3. Variables Used in Repeated G.C.D. - Newton's Method
The definitions of variables used in repeated G.C.D. - Newton's
method are given in Table G.II. For definitions of variables not
listed in this table, see the main program or corresponding subprogram
of Table E.VI. The notation and symbols used are defined in Appendix E,
§ 3.
4. Description of Program Output
The number of the polynomial, control data, degree and coefficients
of the polynomial are printed as described in Appendix E, § 4.
All roots of multiplicity one are extracted first. Following the
first row of asterixes, the message "THE FOLLOWING POLYNOMIAL, G(X),
CONTAINS ALL THE ROOTS OF P(X) WHICH HAVE MULTIPLICITY l." This is
followed by the coefficients of G(X) with the leading coefficient
listed first. If there are no roots of multiplicity one, then the
message "NO ROOTS OF MULTIPLICITY ONE" is printed.
The roots, of G(X) are printed under the heading "ROOTS OF G(X)."
These are the roots obtained before the attempt to improve accuracy.
The initial approximations producing convergence to the corresponding
root are printed under the heading "INITIAL APPROXIMATION." The
256
message "RESULTS OF SUBROUTINE QUAD" means that the corresponding root
was obtained from subroutine QUAD.
The roots found as a result of attempting to improve accuracy are
printed under the heading "ROOTS OF P(X)." Their multiplicity is given
under the heading "MULTIPLICITIES." The initial approximation is
printed above where "NO INITIAL APPROXIMATION" means the same as
"RESULTS OF SUBROUTINE QUAD."
A line of asterixes is then printed. This procedure is then
repeated for the roots of multiplicity 2,3,4, etc. until all roots have
been found.
5. Informative Messages and Error Messages
The informative messages and error messages for repeated G.C.D. -
Newton's method are given below. For those not isted, see Appendix E,
§5.
"NOT ALL ROOTS OF THE ABOVE POLYNOMIAL, G, WERE FOUND." This.
message indicates that some of the roots of the polynomial G(X) were
not extracted.
"QUAD FOUND XXX TO BE A MULTIPLE ROOT." XXX represents the value
of the root found as a multiple root by Subroutine QUAD.
00 0300111111111122 222222233333 33444 4444444555555555566666666667 7777777
12 35 7890123456789012345678 )12345 7890123456789012345678901234567890 L2345678
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Figure G.1 Control Card for Repeated G.C.D. - Newton's Method
TABLE G.II
REPEATED GCD - NEWTON'S METHOD
Single Precision Double Precision Disposition
Variable Type. Variable Type of Argument Description
Main Program
KD I KD I Number of distinct roots found
K I K I Number of roots found
Jl I Jl I Multiplicity of given root
DO C UDO,VDO D Array of coefficients of original polynomial
NDO I NDO I Degree of original polynomial
DDO C UDDO,VDDO D Array of coefficients of derivative of DO(X) i.e. DO'(X)
NDDO I NDDO I Degree of DDO(X)
D1 C UDI,VD D Array of coefficients of g.c.d. of DO(X) and DDO(X)
ND1 I NDI I Degree of Dl(X)
DDI C UDDI,VDD1 D Array of coefficients of derivative of Dl(X) i.e. DI'(X)
NDDI I NDDI I Degree of DDl(X)
D2 C UD2,VD2 D Array of coefficients of g.c.d. of DI(X) and DDl(X)
ND2 I ND2 I Degree of D2(X)
D3 C UD3,VD3 D Array of coefficients of the product of DO(X) and D2(X)
ND3 I ND3 I Degree of D3(X)
D4 C UD4,VD4 D Array of coefficients of the square of DI(X)
ND4 I ND4 I Degree of D4(X)
G C UG,VG D Array of coefficients of the quotient D3(X)/D4(X)
NG I NG I Degree of G(X)
ZROS C UZROS,VZROS D Array of roots of G(X)
Subroutine ZROS
APROX C UAPROX,VAPROX D R Starting approximation (initial or altered)
!T
TABLE G.II (Continued)
Single Precision Double Precision Disposition
Variable Type Variable Type of Argument Description
Subroutine PROD
M I M I E Degree of polynomial to be multiplied
F C UF,VF D E Array of coefficients of polynomial to be multiplied
N I N I E Degree of polynomial to be multiplied
G C UG,VG D E Array of coefficients of polynomial to be multiplied
MN I MN I R Degree of product polynomial H(X)
H C UH,VH D R Array of coefficients of.product polynomial
LIMIT I LIMIT I Number of coefficients of polynomial F(X)
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Figure G.12. Flow Charts for Repeated GC.D,-Newton's Method
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PROGRAM FOR REPEATED G.C.D.-NEWTON'S METHOD
C -- ***** **** ****** **
C *
C * DOUBLE PRECISION PROGRAM FOR THE REPEATED G.C.D. - NEWTON'S METHOD
C * *
C *
C * THIS METHOD REPEATEDLY FINDS THE GREATEST COMMON DIVISOR OF TWO *
C * POLYNOMIALS IN ORDER TO EXTRACT THE ZEROS IN GROUPS ACCORDING TO *
C * MULTIPLICITY USING NEWTON'S METHOD. ALL ZEROS OF MULTIPLICITY 1 *
C * ARE EXTRACTED FOLLOWED BY THOSE OF MULTIPLICITY 2, ETC. *
C *
C **************************************************************************
0001 DOUBLE PRECISION EPSIEPS2,EPS3,UP,VP,UAPP,VAVAPPUDO,VDOUDDOVDDO,
IUDIVO1,UD2,V2,,UDDIVDDIUG,VG,UD3,VD3,UD4,VD4,UZROSVZROS,UAPVA
2PeUROOT,VROOT,DENOM
0002 DOUBLE PRECISION XSTART







0007 DATA PNAMEGNAME/2HP(,2HG(/, D1HAME/3HDi(/
0008 DATA ENTRY/IHI,IH2,LH3.1H4,IH5,IH6,1H71,H8,IH9,2HIO2HIl2H12,2HI3
1,2H14,2H5S2H6,27,H 12HI8,2HL9,2H20,2H21,2H22,2HZ3,2HZ4,2H25,2H26/
0009 DATA ANAMEII),ANAMEI2)/4HNEWT,4HONS /
0010 101=5
0011 102=6














0025 00 5 I=I,KKK
0026 JJJ=NNN-1
0027 5 READ(OI,I1010) UP(JJJ),VP(JJJI
0028 IF(NAPP.NE.0) GO TO 22
0029 NAPP=NP
0030 CALL GENAPPIUAPPtVAPP,NAPPXSTART)
0031 GO TO 23
0032 22 READ(IO1,1015) (UAPP(I),VAPPII),I=1,NAPPI
0033 23 WRITE(IO2,1030) NP
0034 KKK=NP+1
0035 NNN=KKK+I
0036 DO 8 I=1,KKK
0037 JJJ=NNN-I













0049 20 WRITEfIO2,3000) IASTERPI=1p33)
0050 IF(NO1.LE.1) GO TO 30




0055 GO TO 50
0056 40 CALL DERIV(NDIUDIVDINDDIpUDDIPVDD1)
0057 CALL GCD(ND1,UDItVD,NDDI,UDOO~VDD1INO2.UD2tVD2)
0058 50 IF(NDO+ND2.LE.2*N01) GO TO 60
0059 GO TO 70
0060 60 WRITE(I02,10251 JL
0061 GO TO 170
0062 70 IFINO1.EO.O) GO TO 80
0063 GO TO 90
0064 80 KKK=ND0+1




0069 GO TO 110
0070 90 IFIND2.EO.0) GO TO 115
0071 CALL PROD NDOUDO,VOONDO2UOD2,VD2.ND3,UDO3VO3l
0072 100 CALL PROD(NDIUDI,VDI1NDItUOIVODINO4DUD40V4I
0073 CALL ODVIDE(ND3,UD3,VD3 ND4oUO4VD4oNGoUG,VGI
0074 110 WRITE(1O2,10351 J1
0075 KKK=NG+1
0076 NNN=KKK+1
0077 DO 112 I=1,KKK
0078 JJJ=NNN-1
0079 112 WRITE(IO2,1040) GNAME,ENTRYIJJJIhUG(JJJItVGJJJ
0080 CALL ZEROSINGUGVG,NAPPUAPPVAPPJ.UZROSVZROSJAP,UAPVAPENTRY
1,XSTART,XEND)
0081 IF(J.EQ.01 GO TO L50
0082 WRITE(102,1180)
0083 IFIJAP.EO.0) GO TO 120
0084 GO TO 130
0085 115 KKK=NOO+




0090 GO TO 100
0091 120 KKK=JAP+1
0092 WRITE(1O2,1085) (I,UZROSIII,VZROS(I),JlI=KKK,JI
0093 GO TO 140
0094 130 WRITE(102,1190 I1,UZROSIl)VZROS(ItJLUAPtl)VAP1),I=IJAPI
0095 IF(JAP.LT.JI GO TO 120




'0098 IF(J.EQ.0 GO TO 170






0105 IF(K.GE.NP) GO TO 1
0106 170 Ji=J1l1
0107 IFINDI.LE.11 GO TO 200














0122 GO TO 20










0133 DO 210 I=1,KKK
0134 JJJ=NNN-I
0135 210 WRITE(102,1100) OINAMEENTRY(JJJ),UDOIJJJtVDII1JJJI
0136 WRITE(I02,1180)
0137 WRITE(IO2,1085) KD,UROOTIKDI),VROOTIKDIJ1
0138 GO TO 1
0139 1020 FORMAT(IHI,10X.48HREPEATED USE OF THE GREATEST COMMON DIVISOR AND
1,A4,A4,58H METHOD TO EXTRACT ROOTS AND MULTIPLICITIES OF POLYNOMIA
2LS/I.1X,IBHPOLYNOMIAL NUMBER ,12///)
0140 1025 FORMAT///IX,25HNO ROOTS OF MULTIPLICITY ,12f/)
0141 1035 FORMAT(///1X,87HTHE FOLLOWING POLYNOMIAL, GIXI, CONTAINS ALL THE R
1OOTS OF PXI) WHICH HAVE MULTIPLICITY 1211//
0142 1085 FURMAT(2X,5HROT(,l2,4H) = ,D23.16,3H + ,D23.16p2H I,7XIZL,8X025H
INO INITIAL APPROXIMATIONS)





0147 1030 FORMATIIX,22HTHE DEGREE OF P(X) IS 12,22H THE COEFFICIENTS ARE//
1)
0148 1040 FORMAT(2X,A2,A2,4H) = ,D23.16.3H + .023.16.2H I)
0149 1100 FORMATI2X,A3,A2,4H) = 0D23.16,3H + ,023.1692H 1)
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TABLE G.III (Continued)
0150 18O0 FORMATI///X,13HROOTS OF PIXI,52X,14HMULTIPLICITIES,17X,21MINITIAL
1 APPROXIMATION//)
0151 1190 FORMATI2X,5HR3OT(I2,4H) = .0D23.16,3H + ,023.16,2H lIsTX12,7X#D23.
116,3H + ,023.16,2H 1)
0152 2000 FORMAT(IX,41HNUNMER OF INITIAL APPROXIMATIONS GIVEN. ,121
0153 2010 FORMAT1X,29HMAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS.,I1XI131
0154 2020 FORMATIIXZIHTEST FOR CONVERGENCE.,13X,D9.2)
0155 2040 FORMAT(IX,23HRAOIUS TO START SEARCH.,11X,09.2)
0156 2050 FORMAT(IX,2HRAOIUS TO END SEARCH.,13X*09.21
0157 2060 FORMAT(//IX)
0158 2070 FORMAT(IX,34HTEST FOR ZERO IN SUBROUTINE GCQ. ,09.21








C * GIVEN POLYNOMIALS R(IX AND SIX), THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE *
C * COEFFICIENTS OF THE PRODUCT POLYNOMIAL T(XI = R(XI.SIXI. *
C * *
C ****************************************************************************
0002 DOUBLE PRECISION UH,VH,UF,VFUGVG
0003 DIMENSION UHISI ,VH(51),UFZ6),VF2I6),UG(26hVG(261
0004 MN=M+N
0005 KKK=MN+1
0006 00 100 I=1,KKK
0007 K=I
0009 VHIII=0.00009 VHII)=O.O
0010 IF(I.LE.M+LI GO TO 10
0011 LIMIT=M+I
0012 GO TO 20
0013 10 LIMIT=I
0014 20 00 50 J=I,LIMIT
0015 IFfK.GT.N+I) GO TO 50
0016 IF(J+K.EQ.I+1) GO TO 40










C * SUBROUTINE GENAPP GENERATES N INITIAL APPROXIMATIONS, WHERE N IS THE *
C * DEGREE OF THE ORIGINAL POLYNOMIAL. *
C *
C ******************* **********************************************














0001 SUBROUTINE ALTER(XOLORXOLDI,NALTER, ITIME)
C * *
C * SUBROUTINE ALTER ALTERS THE INITIAL APPROXIMATIONS' WHICH PRODUCE NO *
C * CONVERGENCE TO A ZERO. THIS IS DONE A MAXIMUM OF 5 TIMES FOR EACH ROOT. *
C * *
C ********************** *****************************************************
0002 DOUBLE PRECISION XOLDR,XOLDI,ABXOLO,BETA,EPSIEPS2,EPS3
0003 COMMON EPS1,EPS2,EPS3I02,MAX
0004 IF(ITIME.NE.0) GO TO 5
0005 ITIME =1
0006 WRITE(I02,1010) MAX
0007 5 IFINALTER.EQ.0 GO TO LO
0008 WRITE(I02.10001 XOLDR,XOLDI






0015 GO TO (30,40,30,40,30),NALTER
0016 30 XOLDR=-XOLDR
0017 XOLDI=-XOLDI





0023 1000 FORMAT(LX,D23.16,3H + ,023.16,2H It1OX,21HALTEREQ APPROXIMATION)
0024 1010 FORMATI//IX,54HNO CONVERGENCE FOR THE FOLLOWING APPROXIMATIONS AF
ITER ,13.12H ITERATIONS.//
0025 1020 FORMAT(/IX,D23.16,3H + ,023.16,2H I,LOXZI1HINITIAL APPROXIMATION)
0026 END
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0046 IF(J.GE.NQ) GO TO 205
0047 IFXEND.EQ.0.0) GO TO 205
0048 IF(XSTART.GT.XEND) GO TO 205
0049 NAPP=NQ
0050 CALL GENAPP(UAPPVAPPNAPPXSTART)
0051 GO TO 120




0056 DO 157 L=1,KKK
0057 JJJ=NNN-L
0058 157 WRITE(O12,1100) OQNAMEENTRY(JJJ),UQQIJJJIVQQ(JJJ)
0059 210 IF(J.EQ.0) GO TO 310
0060 JAP=J
0061 GO TO 230
0062 220 CALL QUADINQQ,UQQVQQJ,UROOTVROOT)
0063 230 WRITE(102,1132)
0064 WRITEIO12,1133) (I1UROOT(I).VROOT(l),UAPIII,VAPI(lIltJAP
0065 IF(JAP.LT.J GO TO 235




0070 - DO 300 I=I,J
0071 CALL NEWTON(UROOT(1IVROOT(II,NQUQ.VQUZROVZROtCONVI




0076 DO 242 L=1,KKK
0077 JJJ=NNN-L
0078 242 WRITE(102,1040) QNAMEENTRY(JJJ),UQ(JJJ)VQ(JJJ
0079 IFI.LT.JAP) GO TO 241
0080 IF I.EQ.JAP) GO TO 250
0081 GO TO 300
0082 241 KKK=JAP-1
0083 DO 245 11=I,KKK
0084 UAP(111=UAPIIt I l
0085 245 VAP(II)=VAP(II+1
0086 250 JAP=JAP-1






0093 IFIJ.EO.O) GO TO 305
0094 00 303 I=1,J
0095 UROOT(I)=UROOTS(l)
0096 303 VROOT(I)=VROOTS(l)
0097 GO TO 310
0098 305 WRITE(102,1150) NQ
0099 KKK=NQ+I
0100 NNN=KKK+1




0103 306 WRITEEIO2,1040) QNAMEENTRYIJJJ),UQIJJJ),VQ(JJJ)
0104 310 RETURN
0105 1200 FORMATI///1X,70HCOEFFICIENTS OF THE DEFLATED POLYNOMIAL FOR WHICH
INO ZEROS WERE FOUND.//)
0106 1132 FORMATI//I1X,13HROOTS OF G(X),84X,21HINITIAL APPROKIMATION//)
0107 1133 FORMATI2X,5HROOT(,I2,4H) = ,D23.163H * ,D23.162H I,17XD23.16,3H
I + ,023.16,2H I)
0108 1134 FORMATI2X.5HROOT(lI2,4H) = .023.16,3H + ,023.16,2H I,22X#26HRESULT
IS OF SUBROUTINE OUAD)
0109 1140 FORMAT(//IIX,4OHNO ROOTS FOR INITIAL APPROXIMATION ROOTi,12,4H) =
1 ID23.16,3H + ,D23.16,2H 1/6H AND .13,40H ITERATIONS ON THE POLYN
20MIAL OF DEGREE .12,18H WITH COEFFICIENTS//)
0110 1150 FORMATI///I,X,45HNO ROOTS FOR THE POLYNOMIAL QIX) OF DEGREE = Il2.
138H WITH GENERATED INITIAL APPROXIMATIONS//)
01l1 1040 FORMATIZX,A2*A214H1) = 023.16,3H + ,023.16,2H I)





C * **** *** ***** ***************************************************
C * *
C * GIVEN POLYNOMIALS P(X) AND DPIXI WHERE DEG. DPIX) IS LESS THAN DEG. *




0002 DOUBLE PRECISION USSSSS,VSSSSS
0003 DOUBLE PRECISION UR.VR,USVSUSS,VSS,URR,VRRUD,VD,UTVT.EPSLONEP
1S2.EPS3,BBB

















0020 DO 40 I=KKKNL
0021 UT(I)=URRII)-(UD*USS(I-NI+MI-VD*VSS(I-NI+MIII
0022 40 VT(I)=VRR(I)-IUD*VSSII-N1+MII+VD*USS(I-NI+Mi)I
0023 IFMI.EQ.N11 GO TO 70
0024 KKK=NI-M1
0025 DO 60 I=1,KKK
0026 UTII)=URR(I)
0027 60 VT(II=VRR([I
0028 70 DO 90 I=I,N1
0029 BBB=DSQRT(UTINI+1-I)*UTINI+1-IItVT(NI+1-1)*VT(NI1- )
0030 IF(BBB.GT.EPSLON) GO TO 100
0031 90 CONTINUE








0040 GO TO 200
0041 100 K=NI-I
0042 IF(K.EO.O) GO TO. 170
0043 IFIK.LT.ML) GO TO 140
0044 KKK=K+1






























C * THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES A NEW APPROXIMATION FROM THE OLD APPROX-
C * IMATION BY USING THE ITERATION FORMULA
C * X(N+1) = X(NI-P(X(N))/P'IX(INI).
C *
C ***************** ***********************************************************
0002 DOUBLE PRECISION UX,VX,UPVPUX,VXOUBEVBUDPXO,VDPXOUPXOVPXO,U
IDIFF,VDIFF,EPSI,EPSLON.EPS3,AAA.BBB
0003 DOUBLE PRECISION ODD











0015 IF(ODD.NE.O.01 GO TO 5
0016 ABPXO=DSQRTIUPXO*UPXO+VPXO*VPXO)
0017 IF(ABPXO.EQ.0.0) GO TO 20








0026 IFIBBB.EQ.0.0) GO TO 10











C * GIVEN TWO POLYNOMIALS F(X) AND G(XI, SUBROUTINE DIVIDE COMPUTES THE *
C * QUOTIENT POLYNOMIAL H(X) = F(XI/G(X).
C *
C *********** * ***************************************************






0008 IF(K.EQ.O) GO TO 100
0009 J=-1






0016 DO 40 MI=NNN,M
0017 IF(KK.GT.1) GO TO 10
0018 GO TO 45
0019 10 IF(M1.GE.1) GO TO 20













C * HORNER'S METHOD COMPUTES THE VALUE OF THE POLYNOMIAL P(XI AT A *
C * POINT 0 AND ITS DERIVATIVE AT D. SYNTHETIC DIVISION IS USED TO
C * DEFLATE THE POLYNOMIAL BY DIVIDING OUT THE FACTOR IX - D). *
C * *
C ****************** ************************************************
0002 DOUBLE PRECISION UXVXUPVPUBVBIUCVC























C * SUBROUTINE QUAD SOLVES DIRECTLY FOR THE ZEROS AND THEIR MULTIPLICITIES *
C * OF EITHER A QUADRATIC POLYNOMIAL OR A LINEAR FACTOR. SOLUTION OF THE
C * QUADRATIC IS DONE USING THE QUADRATIC FORMULA.
C * *







































C * GIVEN A POLYNOMIAL P(XI, SUBROUTINE DERIV COMPUTES THE COEFFICIENTS OF *
C * ITS DERIVATIVE P'(X).
C * *
C ****************************************************************************
0002 DOUBLE PRECISION UPVP.UAVA.AAA
0003 DIMENSION UP(261,VP(26),UA(26lVA(26)
0004 KKK=N+1









C * THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE SQUARE ROOT OF A COMPLEX NUMBER. *
C * *
C +****+*+**+ *+++ **********************************************************







0009 GO 10 100
0010 20 IFIUXI 40,50,60
0011 30 UY=AAA
0012 VY=EBB




0017 GO TO 100
0018 50 UY=O.0
0019 VY=0.0







REPEATED G.C.D. - MULLER'S METHOD
1. Use of the Program
A double precision FORTRAN IV program using the repeated G.C.D.
method with Muller's method as a supporting method is presented here.
Flow charts for this program are given in Figure H.1 while Table H.III
gives a FORTRAN IV listing of this program.
This program is designed to solve polynomials having degree less
than or equal to 25. In order to solve polynomials of degree N where
N > 25, the data statement and array dimensions given in Table H.I
must be changed.
In this program both the leading coefficient and the constant




PROGRAM CHANGES NECESSARY TO SOLVE POLYNOMIALS OF DEGREE
GREATER THAN 25 BY THE REPEATED G.C.D. - MULLER'S METHOD
Main Program


















See corresponding subroutine in Table G.I.
Subroutines DERIV, GCD, and DIVIDE
See corresponding subroutine in Table E.I.
Subroutines MULLER, GENAPP, BETTER and HORNER
See corresponding subroutine in Table F.I.
2. Input Data for Repeated G.C.D. - Muller's Method
The input data to the repeated G.C.D. - Muller's method is the
same as for the repeated G.C.D. - Newton's method as described in
Appendix G, § 2.
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3. Variables Used in Repeated G.C.D. - Muller's Method
The variables used in this program are referenced in Table H.II.
The notation and symbols used in the referenced tables are described
in Appendix E, § 3.
TABLE H.II
VARIABLES USED IN REPEATED G.C.D. - MULLER'S METHOD
Main Program and Subroutine PROD
See Table G.II.
Subroutines QUAD, DERIV,,GCD, DIVIDE, and COMSQT
See corresponding subroutine in Table E.VI.
Subroutines CALC, MULLER, GENAPP, ALTER, BETTER,
TEST, and HORNER.
See corresponding subroutine in Table F.II.
4. Description of Program Output
The output for this program is the same as that for repeated
G.C.D. - Newton's method as described in Appendix G, § 4. Only one
initial approximation
, 
X0 , (not three) is printed. The other two
required by Muller's method are .9X0 and 1.IX0 . The message "SOLVED
BY DIRECT METHOD" means that the corresponding root was obtained by
Subroutine QUAD.
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5. Informative Messages and Error Messages
Descriptions of the informative messages and error messages printed
by this program can be found either in Appendix E, § 5, Appendix F, 9 5,
or Appendix G, § 5.
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0052 20 WRITE(1O2.3000 (ASTER,=11,33)
0053 [F(NDL.LE.1 GO TO 30




0058 GO TO 50
0059 40 CALL DERIVINDIUDIVD1,NDD1tUDDI,VDDI)
0060 CALL GCO(NODIUDIVDI,NDDI.UODI1VDDIND2,UD2,VD23
0061 50 IFINDO+NO2.LE.2*NDI) GO TO 60
0062 GO TO 70
0063 60 WRITE1IO2,10251 JI
0064 GO TO 170
0065 70 IF(NOI.EQ.01 GO TO 80
0066 GO TO 90
0067 80 KKK=NDO+1




0072 GO TO 110
0073 90 IF(NO2.EQ.0) GO TO 115
0074 CALL PRODINDOOUDO,VDOND2.UDZVD2OND3UD3,VD3I
0075 100 CALL PROD(NDI.UDI,VOI,NDiUOI,VDIND4,UD4,VD4)
0076 CALL OIVOE(ND3,UD3,VD3,NO4,UD4,V94NGtUGVGI
0077 110 WRITEII02,1035) JI
0078 KKK=NG+1
0079 NNN=KKK+4
0080 DO 112 I=1,KKK
0081 JJJ=NNN-I
0082 112 WRITE(II2,10401 GNAMEENTRYIJJJ),UG|JJJhVG(JJJ)
0083 KKK=NG+1





0088 [F(J.EQ.O) GO TO 150
0089 WRITE(IO2,1180)
0090 IF(JAP.EQ.0) GO TO 120
0091 GO TO 130
0092 115 KKK=NDO*L









0100 GO TO 140
0101 130 DO 135 I=1,JAP
0102 135 WRITEIO02tI90) IUZROS(I),VZROS I),JURAPPII,2),VRAPP(l.2)
0103 IF(JAP.LT.JI GO TO 120
0104 140 IFIJ.EQ.NGI GO TO 155
0105 150 WRITE(102,1095)
0106 IFIJ.EQ.0) GO TO 110






0113 IF(K.GE.NP) GO TO I
0114 170 JI=JI+1
0115 IF(ND1.LE.I) GO TO 200














0130 GO TO 20










0141 00 210 I=1,KKK
0142 JJJ=NNN-1
0143 210 WRITE(102,1001 OLNAMEENTRY(JJJIUDI(JJJiVOI(JJJI
0144 WRITE1lO2,1180)
0145 WRITE(102,1085) KD,UROOT(KD),VROOT)KO),J1.
0146 GO TO 1
0147 1020 FORMATIlHIIOX,48HREPEATED USE OF THE GREATEST COMMON DIVISOR AND
1,A4,A4,58H METHOD TO EXTRACT ROOTS AND MULTIPLICITIES OF POLYNOMIA
2LS/1IX,18HPOLYNOMIAL NUMBER ,12///)
0148 1025 FORMATI///IX,25HNO ROOTS OF MULTIPLICITY ,12//
0149 1035 FORMAT(///IX,87HTHE FOLLOWING POLYNOMIAL, G(XI, CONTAINS ALL THE R
1OOTS OF PIX) WHICH HAVE MULTIPLICITY ,12//)
0150 1085 FORMAT(2X,5HROOT(,12,4H) = ,D23.16,3H * ,023.16,2H I.BX,12,9X,25HN
10 INITIAL APPROXIMATIONS)
0151 1095 FORMAT(///IX,51HNOT ALL ROOTS OF THE ABOVE POLYNOMIAL#G, WERE FOUN
304
TABLE H. III (Continued)
10//I
0152 1000 FORMAT(3(12,1X1,9Xi13,1X3(Db6.O1XI #20XP2107.Ov.X)a1)1
0153 1010 FORMATI2D30.01
0154 1015 FORMAT(2030.01
0155 1030 FORMAT(IX,22HTHE DEGREE OF PIX) IS 9l2.22H THE COEFFICIENTS ARE//
1)
0156 1040 FORMAT(2X9A2,A2,4H) - p023.16,3H * ,D23.16e2H I)
0157 1100 FORMATI2XA3,A2,4H) = .023.1613H * tD23.16,2H II
0158 1180 FORMAT(///IX, I3HROOTS OF PIXI,52XtL4HMULTIPLICITIES.17TX21HINITIAL
I APPROXIMATION//l
0159 1190 FORMAT2X.5HROOTI,12,4HI = .D23.16,3H + .023.16,2H I18X12,8X023.
116,3H + ,D23.16,2H II
0160 2000 FORMAT(LX,4tHNUMBER OF INITIAL APPROXIMATIONS GIVEN. 9121
0161 2010 FORMAT(IX29HMAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS.,11X#131
0162 2020 FORMATIIX#21HTEST FOR CONVERGENCE..13X,09.21
0163 2040 FORMAT(IX,23HRADIUS TO START SEARCH.,11Xe09.2)
0164 2050 FORMAT(1X,21HRADIUS TO END SEARCH.,13XD9.2.
0165 2060 FORMAT(//IXI
0166 2070 FORMATIlX,34HTEST FOR ZERO IN SUBROUTINE GCD. 909.21








C * GIVEN POLYNOMIALS RIXI AND SIX), THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE *
C * COEFFICIENTS OF THE PRODUCT POLYNOMIAL TIXI = R(XI.SXI). *
C * *
C ************* ******************************************************








0010 IF(I.LE.M+1) GO TO 10
001 LIMIT=M+1
0012 GO TO 20
0013 10 LIMIT=I
0014 20 DO 50 J=L,LIMIT
0015 IF(K.GT.N+L) GO TO 50
0016 IFIJ+K.EQ.1+1) GO TO 40












C * SUBROUTINE QUAD SOLVES DIRECTLY FOR THE ZEROS AND THEIR MULTIPLICITIES *
C * OF EITHER A QUADRATIC POLYNOMIAL OR A LINEAR FACTOR. SOLUTION OF THE
C * QUADRATIC IS DONE USING THE QUADRATIC FORMULA. *
C * *
C **************************************************************************
0002 DOUBLE PRECISION EPS ,EPS2,EPSLON,UROOTVROOT,UA,VA,UDISC,VDISC,UD
1,VD,DDD,UTEMP,VTEMP,BBB
0003 DOUBLE PRECISION EPS4
0004 DIMENSION UROOT(25hVROOT(251,UA(26),VA26I
0005 COMMON EPSI.EPS2,EPSLONEPS4,IO2,MAX


































C * GIVEN A POLYNOMIAL PIXI, SUBROUTINE DERIV COMPUTES THE COEFFICIENTS OF *
C * ITS DERIVATIVE PI(X.
C *
C ****** **** ** * ****************************************
0002 DOUBLE PRECISION UPVP.UA,VAAAA
0003 DIMENSION UP(26),VP(26),UA126),VA(26)
0004 KKK=N+1












C * GIVEN POLYNOMIALS PIX) AND DPIX) WHERE DEG. DPtX) IS LESS THAN DEG.
C * PIX), SUBROUTINE GCD COMPUTES THE GREATEST COMMON DIVISOR OF P(X) AND *
C * OP(I.
C *
C ********** ******** ** **********************************************
0002 DOUBLE PRECISION USSSSS.VSSSSS

















0018 VD=(USS(IMI1)*VRRINI1)I-URR(NI1)*VSS(MI+ll )/ 88B
0019 KKK=N1*1-MI
0020 DO 40 I=KKK,N1
0021 UTII)=URR(I)-(UDUSSII-NI+M1)-VD*VSSII-NI+MI))
0022 40 VT(II=VRR(I)-IUD*VSSII-N1+MII+VD*USS(I-NIMIII
0023 IF(MI.EQ.N11 GO TO 70
0024 KKK=N1-MI
0025 00 60 I=1,KKK
0026 UT(III=URRII)
0027 60 VTII)=VRR(I)
0028 70 DO 90 I=I,N1
0029 BBB=DSORT(UT(NL+-II*UTIN1+-I)+VT(IN1+1-I*VTINI+1-1I
0030 IF(BBB.GT.EPSLON) GO TO 100
0031 90 CONTINUE








0040 GO TO 200
0041 100 K=N1-
0042 IF(K.EQ.0) GO TO 170
0043 IF(K.LT.M1l GO TO 140
0044 KKK=K+1































C * GIVEN TWO POLYNOMIALS F(XI AND GIX)p SUBROUTINE DIVIDE COMPUTES THE
C * QUOTIENT POLYNOMIAL H(X) = FIX)IG(X.
C *
C ****************************************************************************
0002 DOUBLE PRECISION UP,VP,UDOVD.UQ,VQ.UTERM,VTERM,UOUMMY
0003 DIMENSION UP(26),VPI26),UDI26,VD(6hUQ(. 26h)VQ(26
0004 K=N-M
0005 UDUMMY=UD(M+1I*UD(M+)+VDIMI*VD(M+1I
0006 UQI(K+)=(UPI(N+ *UD(M41+VP(N+1I*VD(M+1L )/UDUMMY
0007 VQ(K+11=(VPIN+)*UDIM+1I-UPIN+*)*VD(M+1l)/UDUMMY
0008 IFIK.EQ.OI GO TO 100
0009 J=-1






0016 DO 40 MI=NNN,M
0017 IF(KK.GT.1) GO TO 10
0018 GO TO 45
0019 LO IF(ML.GE.L GO TO 20
0020 GO TO 40













C * THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE SQUARE ROOT OF A COMPLEX NUMBER. *
C *
C **************************************************9***********************







0009 GO TO 100
0010 20 IFIUX) 40,50,60
0011 30 UY=AAA
0012 VY=BBB




0017 GO TO 100
0018 50 UY=O.0
0019 VY=0.0












C * GIVEN THREE APPROXIMATIONS X(N-2), XIN-1)1 AND XIN)I SUBROUTINE CALC *
C * APPROXIMATES THE POLYNOMIAL BY A QUADRATIC AND SOLVES FOR THE ZERO OF *
C * THE QUADRATIC CLOSEST TO XIN). THIS ZERO IS THE NEW APPROXIMATION *
C * X(N+L) TO THE ZERO OF THE POLYNOMIAL.
C *
C ****************** *****************************************************
0002 DOUBLE PRECISION ARG1,ARG2




0004 DOUBLE PRECISION THETA,ANGLEUTESTVTEST





























0032 IF(AAA.EQ.0.0) GO TO 5
0033 GO TO 7
0034 5 THETA=0.O
















0049 IFIAAA.LT.BBB GO TO 10





0055 GO TO 50











0067 GO TO 50
0068 END
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0044 IFIABPX3.EQ.0.0 GO TO 70
0045 QQQ=A8PX4/ABPX3





0051 GO TO 60
0052 70 CALL TEST(UX3,VX3,UX4,VX4,CONV)
0053 IFICONV) GO TO 120
0054 IF(ITER.LT.MAX) GO TO 110
0055 CALL ALTER(UAPP(IAPP),VAPP(IAPP,1IIUAPPiIAPP,2),VAPPIIAPP,2beUAP
IP(IAPP,3),VAPP(IAPP3),NALTERITIME)
0056 IF(NALTER.GT.5) GO TO 75
0057 ITER=1
0058 GO TO 40
0059 75 IF(IAPP.LT.NAPP) GO TO 100
0060 IF(XEND.EQ.0.0) GO TO 77








0069 80 IF(NROOT.EQ.0 GO TO 90
0070 IF(IPATH.EQ.1) GO TO 82
0071 81 IPATH=2
0072 CALL BETTER(UA,VA,NP,UROOTVROOTNROOT,URAPP9VRAPP, IROOTMULT)
0073 RETURN
0074 82 IF(NROOT.EQ.OIGO TO 90
0075 IF(IROOT.EQ.0) GO TO 85
0076 WRITE(IO2,10801
0077 DO 55 I=1,IROOT
0078 55 WRITE(I02,10851 I,UROOTiI),VROOT(I),URAPP(Il2)tVRAPPII2)
0079 IFIROOT.LT.NROOT) GO TO 85
0080 GO TO 87
0081 85 KKK=IROOT+1
0082 WRITElI02,1086) (I,UROOTII),VROOTIII,I=KKKtNROOT)
0083 87 [F(IPATH.EQ.1I GO TO 81
0084 RETURN




















0103 125 IFINOMULT.LT.NP) GO TO 130
0104 GO TO 80
0105 130 CALL HORNER(NWORKUWORKVWORKtUX4,VX4,UBtVB,UPX4,VPX4I
0106 NWORK=NWORK-1
0107 KKK=NWORK+1





0113 IF(CCC.LT.EPSM) GO TO 150
0114 IF(NWORK.GT.2) GO TO 75
0115 IROOT=NROOT
0116 KKK=NWORK+1




0121 GO TO 80
0122 150 MULT(NROOT)=MULT(NROOTI+1
0123 NOMULT=NOMULT+1














0138 GO TO 50
0139 1090 FORMAT(///,LX,65HCOEFFICIENTS OF DEFLATED POLYNOMIAL FOR WHICH NO
IZEROS WERE FOUND//)
0140 1080 FORMAT(///IX,13HROOTS OF G(X),83X,21HINITIAL APPROXIMATION//)
0141 1070 FORMAT(//,43H NO ZEROS WERE FOUND FOR POLYNOMIAL NUMBER ,12)
0142 1086 FORMAT(2X,5HROOT,12,4Hl = ,023.16,3H + ,023.16,2H 1I19X,23HSOLVED
1 BY DIRECT METHODI
0143 1035 FURMAT(3K,A212,4H) = ,023.16,3H + ,023.16,2H II
0144 1085 FORMAT(2X,5HROOT(,I2,4H) = ,023.16,3H + ,023.16,2H I,18X,D23.16,3H







C * SUBROUTINE GENAPP GENERATES N INITIAL APPROXIMATIONS, WHERE N IS THE *
C * DEGREE OF THE ORIGINAL POLYNOMIAL.
C *
0002 DOUBLE PRECISION APPRAPPI,XSTARTEPSEPS2,EpSEPS3,BETA
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0062 IFIL.EQ.O) GO TO 120







0070 1000 FORMATI///42H IN THE ATTEMPT TO IMPROVE ACCURACY ROOTII12.4H) = 
I023.16,3H .0D23.16,2H I/4H DID NOT CONVERGE AFTER ,13,11H ITERAT
210NS)
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